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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEH AHD DEFINITIONS OF TF...RMS USED 
Seldom written down and rarely honored with the perma-
nency of print is a kind of literature about which, except in 
a few cases, nobody knows the first composer, but whatever 
its original form, it has been altered by countless repetitions 
until the current versions have no trace of any particular 
author. It is passed on from person to person or from group 
to group by word of mouth, usually combined with mLlsic to 
form a song or chant. It constitutes the literature of the 
people and expresses their prime interests, beliefs, and tra-
ditions, and reflects their hopes and fears in language char-
acteristics of particular sections of the country. 
I. THE PROBLEH 
statement of the problem. The purpose of this study 
is to provide a source of folklore materials of Maine, through 
the use of units, for teachers and pupils in the Haine junior 
high schools so that they may acquire and share an avmreness 
that Maine's folk literature reflects the characteristics, 
the way of life, and the occupations of the people responsible 
for her being. 
That such an awareness is necessary is shown by Botkin 
~<;hen he says : 
••• If you understand a people's folklore, you under-
stand the people • • • Folklore is not something far a-vmy 
and long ago but real and living among us • • • Folklore 
has a direct relation to ways of living and making a 
living and of looking at life.l 
Pike quotes Dyverne's statement: 
One must not expect to knot-t a nation, nor any section 
of it, by studying battles, dates, kings' or stateamen's 
lives. The ordinary people ••• have their miseries, 
their hopes, their heartbreru{s. Records of these indicate 
best the true characteristics of an epoch.2 
The writer has presented these materials for teacher-
pupil use in the form of units which are developed 1-vi th the 
intent of providing educative growth through planned experi-
ences v-rhereby the pupils may appreciate, enjoy, and realize 
that folk literature, as well as all literature, 11 ••• de als 
largely Hith group life, its relationships and its problems."3 
Justification of the problem. 11 All teachers of all 
subjects should be, to some extent, teachers of En.glish . 11 ~­
However, it is unwise for the English department to attempt 
to force upon another department any plan of coopera tion. 
1 Botkin, B. A., A Treas~~y of ~merican Folklore, 
New York: Crown publishers, 19LPL, p:-xv. 
2 Pike , Lettie, "Folklore of Vermont." Unpublishe d 
Naster's thesis, Boston University, Boston, Has sachusetts, 
1939·. 
3 weeks, Ruth Nary , A Correlated Curriculum. Nevi York : 
D. Appleton-Century Company-; 1936, p. 93. 
4 Hatfield, W. Wilbur, An Experience Curriculum in 
English . New- York : D. Appleton-Century Company, 1936, P7 4. 
2 
The English teacher, nevertheless, can utilize his class as 
a proving ground where the pupils can participate in forn1al 
and informal discussions, group and choric work for a school 
prograra , an can present stories for the school paper. 11 .An 
effective program in school En.glish, 11 says Hatfield, "must 
make provision for carrying the literary and linguistic 
activities beyond the confines of the English classroom."1 
These units are set up primarily for the English 
teacher, but as }1aine history is a required course in Haine 
elementary schools, it is sincerely hoped that the social 
studies teachers may find them useful in their classrooms. 
The student in :Haine is given the opportunity to be-
come aware of his state's geography, economy, and related 
fields, but t~ere is no opportunity for him to become famil-
iar with the state's folklore. The writer feels that a 
study of Maine folk literature at the junior high school 
level would serve as a foundation and background for later 
studies of appreciation and interpretation of life in a 
democracy. 
Literature is not an isolated subject. It feeds out 
into social studies, science, and fine arts. 11 If literature 
mru~es men and women live more, it in turn makes society live 
more. Literature and the sciences, both the natural and the 
-------------r---1 Ibid.' p. 4. 
3 
social sciences, are partner s in a coramon task. They have 
a common aim. • • • 
English and histor y "focus attention on man in his 
social relationships ; both use the English language as an 
instrument; and both aim to develop in students the tastes 
and attitudes of mature life. 112 l-Jeeks say s that -v_rhen the 
studen t goes from the English class to the history class he 
"should take with him • • • a gro-vling sense of the importance 
of six ideas revealed alike by history and literature."3 
These six ideas 1rmre outlined by Charles Beard for the 
Committee on Correlation of the National Council of Te achers 
of English, and the first concept is listed as "The concept 
of tP2 long prehistoric life of malli{ind as seen in folklore, 
myth, and legend. n4 
lrTri ters are ali-vays making use of folklore in one ;.vay 
or another. One can find a surprising amount of folklore 
and references to it in books , magazines , and neHspapers. 
It is the desire of the 1-Jri ter that this study foi' the juniox·-
high-school-student will serve as a beginner•s course i n 
folklore and form a foundation .for the later study of sLmilar 
and r elated literary types in American and English liter ature. 
1 Lowery, Ho-t·mrd, editor, Literature in A.rnerican Edu-
ca tion. Ne't>J" York : Commission on Trends 1n Ea.licat1on of' the 
Modern Language Association of .A;.llerica , 1943, p. 11. 
2 weeks , op. cit., p. 49 . 
3 Ibid., p. 52. 
1.~ Loc Cit • . 
4 
Even grea ter is the writerts immediate need for these units 
to make t he study- of classic mythology more accep table to 
senior-high-school students. VJeeks suggests that for grades 
seven thl"'ough nine the sti1den t 11 should be motivated to search 
out detailed information from a variety of sources.nl The 
myth and legend should be studied "as vehicles of social 
ide alism. 11 
Haine is rich in folklore, but much of it is 'l.111.vJr i tten 
and is, t her efore, not available in a published unit for 
reference or study. The Hriter has collected into a function-
al fo r m for classroom use a group of folk selections \{hich 
represent and explain the way of life of the citizens of 
Haine through the years. 
scope and limitations of the p roblem. The units of 
this plan are constructed for a period of three 1-veeks each 
and are developed to offer selections of folk poetry, legends, 
tall tales, both anonymous and of known authorship, that 
pertain in title or content to Maine. The units do not con-
tain all of the material available; hoHever, they do contain 
an adequate nQmber of s elected stories and verses to foster 
further study in rel ated areas. The included legends, tales, 
and ballads, have b een chosen because t hey offer opportunity 
to compare present-day life and though t Hitb that of the 
1 Ibid., p. 61. 
5 
6 
people of other asos an to learn sor:1e t hing of t11e intellec - -
ual a nd social life of the time and ~)lac e i n ;-nic_ a :?2. l~ ti c -
u l ar selection ori cinat ed . I n the matter of tl1e cext, t 1e 
uri tor :1as l e ft spellins and Imnctuation a one except ~r wre 
Oric:tna titles ~ave eon 
r e c..ino • 
_ ese tm.i ts for t 1e j u nior l"li ,C-1 sc 1ool a r e tlntri -" 
i n an actual c_c..ssroom situ tion , anc t hey i:dll requi re 
modification for each l ncl i vidvc.l crm.-~p . They e.r e i ntcnc e 
t o arouse i n t 1.e pu:;J il s o.n 1 · ecLchers of Iaine c.. :::;re2.ter 
i n t ores ~_, i n t _  e ir native :lol <:lore and to f oster a dee·)er 
appreciation of t~e ir P wrican folrl ore heritage . 
Bot 1 the requi red and optional activit i es prov·icle for 
i nc.ividFal i nterests o..nd e::cp e riences to f urni s __ v 1e Hfu 1ct · on-
nl c o:--~).:..no.tion o f t "lc d"~nrunic experiences of r.ctivo life .nd 
e i ntelle ctual activit i es Fhi ch 1o.ve been teo.chers t c ief 
c oncern . 11 
1 
T 1e ~-n'ob1 or-:.. i s not co: f L_o . to t e T' ec.. .i ng of fo 
li t er2..ture blJ. t i s s~Jree. to orc. l D.nd 'i·. J." i tten c..ctiv i ti s as 
Cho!~c..l s~)e t?.l: i nc., , clG..ss d is cuss i on.J , intervievd n:; of 
occ..l t J.i stori ans t, Hr i tint:; o f l e tters request · ng s-c ch 
i n t erv i eHs , and or :i. ::-; L'lL'.l f'o J ~ p i e c es ar a~·:long the su~ses ted 
l e['.r _i n:; proces ue s 1.Jhich ~~or!dt t he f unct i oninG of the 
l o..n::-;uD.ge e.r t s :pro:;rc:.rn . The mat er i a ls i nclu .ed are a apta l e 
1 Hatfiel d , op . c it., p . 12. 
for use by social studies and English teachers at any grade 
of the secondary school level. It is hoped, also, that they 
will serve as ~~ inspiration to teachers for the use of folk 
literature as a means of interpreting the development of our 
American culture. 
The units are constructed according to the Billett 
unit plan, and the materials are arranged so that the activ-
ities and selected literary pieces reveal a •slice of lifet 
of the state of Naine, her people and the major occupations. 
The units are The Maine seafarer and The Maine Lumberman. 
There is an Appendix of selected reference material for fur-
ther study on a regional or national scale. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERi"1S USED1 
The unit. The unit is a statement of the teacher's 
goal given in terms of a desirable change to be made in the 
pupil in concept or skill. The teacher states the classroom 
experiences she has carefully chosen to provide problem solv-
ing situations Hhich Hill help the pupil meet and take care 
of, according to his individual ability, his ~1ediate needs 
and those of the future. 
The delimitation. The delimitation of the unit is a 
detailed statement of the lesser learning products of the 
unit, products which are to be made the direct object of 
instruction in a given class, in a given situation, and 1-rithin 
1 Billett, Roy 0., Fundamentals of secondary School 
Teaching. Boston: Houghton, Mifi'lin Company, 1940, pp. 505-9. 
a given time. 
Incidental and indirect learning products. The teacher, 
realizing that classroom participation may result in learning 
which is not the direct object of instruction, names certain 
attitudes which may result from the unit and its delimitation. 
The unit assignment. This is the plan of teacher-pupil 
activity prepared in advance to give the pupil a chance to 
practice and develop the delimited learning p~oducts according 
to his individual needs. ~~e unit assignment consists of 
questions, standards to be achieved, tasks to be performed, 
and is designed to stimulate problem solving activity. 
Optional rela ted activities. These are listed activi-
ties in vrhich pupils engage because they want to. They are 
not required but are entirely optional. However, if one of 
these activities is chosen app roval by the teacher must be 
secured by the pupil. 
Core activities. This is that part of the unit assign-
ment that contains the 1~rk in which all pupils will parti-
cipate at some time and in some -r.-vay. These are rep roduced in 
some way so tha t each pupil has a copy . This pupil study 
and activity sheet should be attractive, accUl~ate, and legible. 
It should be made up of questions, thought-provoking in nature, 
and suggestions for discussions and group participation activi-
ties. 
Lists of materials and references. ~~is listing gives 
suggested readings, mat erials, equipment , recordings, and any 
8 
othe r a i s Hhi cJ.1 t _e pupils i.Jil l neo to use i n c c.n'yin~~ ou-
h e 1.-rork of tho uni t a s s i e;nmont . 
1mit , t here should be a poolin~ of e~pericnce gaine by _,_ , vn e 
<)U<) ils i n core and optional re l a t ed activitie s . .u_ pro_:rar:J. 
of exhi bits , del·~wnstrD.tions , and re~orts co..n suppl y t h i s 
group shar i ng of ex.p rience . 
zve.luation of t he u n i t . Teacher eva.h:tat i on of t1e 
educ c. tion al v2.l ue of t _e core and op t ional re a t od ac t i v it i e s 
c 2.n be arrived at t hrm sh or:::.l i n terroc;ation , obsorv .tion , 
and t l1e )e l'fo rnance and qual i ty o f the pup i l t s "t\i"or_-c . A 
ass i smnent i s a neans 1-Lereby 1i s master T of t 1e le nr~1inc; 
produc ts , as s e t fo:;. t h i n the delimi t a tion , c an be deter -
mi ne d . An ob j e ct i ve t e st based on t he 1.11.i t , deli!i1i tation , 
a n d _)rO!)able indi rect and i nc i den.tal le a i 'ning can b e used to 
measure each i)"Lmil i n rel ation ·to educ o.tive groVJt h ui tl1 every 
me~ilier of the class . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEitJ OF THE LITERATURE 
Since our education system originated, the importance 
of language has been recognized by placing greater stress in 
our schools upon its various phases than upon any other study 
area. Language is two-thirds of the three R's. 
Literature on the Language Arts. A personts ability 
to use language is tested in s peaking , listening, rea ding , 
or Hriting practically every waking hour of his day. Hhen-
ever young people carry on a conversation, t ake part in dis-
cussion, write letters, search for information, or in any 
'T.·my ~mrk at the solution of their life problems, t hey may 
be guided toward the development of language power. 
As the objectives in modern English te ac0ing are 
derived from life activities and youth's n eeds, the effective 
English program "must develop langu age pmv-ers through carrying 
on daily life activitie s and grappling with the problems of 
human behavior. 111 
Hook says: 
If • • • the t eacher of English take s the broad v iew of 
his subject, if he conceives of his task not as the teach-
ing of unrelated fragments but as the teaching of the whole 
art of communication, and if his goal is to help each 
student progress as far as possible toward effectiveness 
1 Roberts, Holland, l-Jal ter Kaulfers, and Grayson Kefauver, 
Engli sh for Social Living . Ne1v York : HcGraw-Hill, 1943, p. 19. 
j_Q 
in all aspec!s of communication, English is meaningful 
to students. 
The pupil in the secondary school is an individual 
in a class group, and the teaching procedure, to be meaning-
ful to the pupil, must provide, 11 not only for the basic 
resemblances and common needs of all the pupils enrolled, 
but also for individual differences in aptitudes, interests, 
2 
aims, and hence needs. 11 
In such teaching based on an analysis of the background 
of each individual, there can be no set standard or set 
curriculum in the language arts progra.'ril. 11 sets of anthologies 
no longer determine the program of reading but become a part 
of the total program ••• The teacher's attention shifts from 
the traditional classics to the students• growth in under-
standing, appreciation, and use of literatUl~e in mru{ing their 
m·m and others' lives more enjoyable and effective • 11 3 
"Good teaching, 11 says Appy, 11 is individual te a ching 
based upon a knowledge of individual differences and individual 
potentialities ."4 
1 Hook, J. N., The Teaching of High School English. 
NevT York: Ronald Press-company, 190SCJ, p:Lj}.j_. 
2 Billett, Roy o., FUndamentals of secondary-School 
Teaching. Boston: Houghton Mlf'f1in company, 1940, p. 4. 
3 Roberts, op. cit., p. 22. 
4 Appy, Nellie, Pupils Are People. New York: D. Apple-
ton-Century Company, 19~-1, p. 2T;" 
Children differ in their ability to handle school 
material as well as to meet their daily life problems. The 
needs of youth gro1r1 out of such drives as 
the need for security, for a place among one's fello"Hs, 
for meeting the physic al needs ••• for possession, for 
approval and attention. The school, houever, must seek 
first to determine what the needs of youth are and then 
individually seek to distribute to pupils the tools they 
may use to solve them, teaching youth to difcover them, 
ho1:1 to select them and to use these tools. 11 
A program of education to meet the needs of modern 
life may profitable consider four principles put forth by 
Appy: 
1. The school must no longer aim to secure conformity 
of all its pupils in the school offering , but must en-
deavor to liberate the powers of the individual so as to 
secure intelligent action. 
2. Educational workers must discover the needs of pupils 
and design a program of educational offerings to meet 
the demands of youth. 
3. Educational offerings must represent materials gathered 
from all related fields of human experience, organized and 
unified around the purpose of t he learner, to be chosen 
only because they become tfree to feed the fires' of devel-
opment, differ Hith the demands of the learner, be adapted 
to the individual's maturity, and be ever rea dy for re-
plac.ement. 
L~. Teaching must seek to develop pm.-rer to grow in the 
achievement of the aims of education which look to-vmrd the 
establishment of at t itudes, understanding , appreciations 
and s kills ~eeded for pe rsonal enricbment and social 
competence . . 
The Language Arts are the tools for improving the skills 
of s peaking , writing , rea ding , and listening and they must 
---------------1 Appy, loc. cit. 
2 Ibid, pp. 18-19. 
"lead in organizing the entire school for attack upon the 
problems of communication basic to learning in all subjects 
of study and in l"elationship to every activity of the school. nl 
Literature on literature in the Language Arts program. 
The flex ible school contributes to individual development and 
to social progress. The field and processes of English receive 
from and contribute to "all the major areas of life v-ri thin 
and without the school. They cannot be acquired in a vacuum 
but develop in the process of daily living."2 
The National Council of Teachers of English states: 
The Language Arts have a responsibility for increasing 
the range and persistence of the student's interests for 
sharpening his observation and quickening his perceptions 
through literature and imaginative writing ••• Through 
reading and literatUl"e, llnaginative writing , group exper-
ience, listening, and discussion, the Language Arts should 
give students an understanding of human nature and of the 
roots of human behavior.3 
The development of social understanding through liter -
ature is a major concern. The reading materials must be within 
the comprehension, social intelligence, and emotional range 
of the pupil. They should "challenge the reader uith their 
social sign ificance for him and for society • • • His reading 
should enr ich his personal living through deepening his 
1 Smith, Dora v., editor, The English Language Arts, Vol. 
I and II. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1952. 
2 Roberts, op. cit., p. 16. 
3 Smith, op. ~., section 8. 
understanding of social relationships in fmailies, creeds, 
nations, races, social classes, lands and times beyond as 
well as within his innnediate experience.nl 
The study of literature requires the ability to thiru{ 
about what is read and to see its relation to life. ~e 
student must read for more than amusement; he must try to 
see the correlation of his reading to his ovm experiences. 
Broening says: "Since literature is the tlasting expression 
in vmrds of the meaning of life,' teaching literature implies 
bringing to the attention of the reader the factors in his 
experience essential to re-creating the experience communi-
cated by the writer."2 
Literature is the embodiment of experience and the 
function of reading literature is to broaden the readerts 
experience. LovJery asks: 
HoH does literature enlarge the life of human beings? 
It does so by enlarging their experience; 1, their 
experience in huraan ~mderstanding; 2, their experience of 
other countries; 3, their experience in quality; 4, their 
experience of the past.j 
---------------1 Roberts, op. cit., p. 1~-· 
2 Broening, Angela, Conducting Experiences in English. 
New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1939, p.3. ---
3 LOviery, Howard, editor, Literature in .American 
Education, New York: Conwission on Trends in Education of the 
Modern Language Associe.tion of .A.merica, 1943, p. 14. 
The relo.tions 1i p of litere.tu r e to t 1.e r eo..der t s 
experience i s sto.ted t h is vray by :ST·oen ing : 
The reader t s o1,iL experi ence is -t.-. 1e key to literary 
ap~n·e ci n. tion . :SXperience s , vicarious or reo.l, o.re t:1.e 
stu .y of comrmnication . 2 .x.per i enc e f urn .:.s:-:..e no t onl ., 
!llOtivation o.nc!. er.1ot ione.l tone , but also t he oppor t u..ni t 
to devel op 1. 1-eenness of percept ion, 2 . ree.ainGss of 
ideas , 3 . adequacy of v ocabult.?.ry , L~. l r-mgm:!.ge s dl_s 
ne c ess2.ry for free e.:n:pi"'ess i on , 5. i ntell i gent met 1ods 
of note - taldng and of outlin ing , 6 . o.~;prech:.ti on of 
excellence i n erfo rmo.nce , 7. t entat iveness of t he 
attitude to1.mrd 1:il1.a t has been 1.,rri tten , 8 . social mr?.turi t y , 
an . 9 . c9n tinu i t-y· of time in produ cine; a p i e c e of 
1.-rr:t t i ne .-
Deman s for c orre ~ti on of our vo.rious sub j e ct s and 
to enrich :meani ng for h i m are freque n t ly heard . .Accor .ing 
t o LoHer 
:;duc a tors rae -: t heir bro.ins f or tricl{s IT vJ'~1.i ch t h is 
i:L1tee;re.tion ne.y be accom~1lished and i [£nore the one sub j ec t 
tb.o.t Eos t naturo.lly correle. t es t 1e varie t y of r1an t s 
D1.0'l.·Jl ed:_:;e and ~nterests and i n terprets the c on tin i ty of 
h1..unan experience t hroughou t t 1.e years . T1.e prov ince of 
lite1..,a ture i s the v.rhole life of t 10 Hor l d , o.nd its very 
e s sence i s tcorrel at i on t.2 
::::;nc;_ish st2.!1ds o. t t he c e n ter of t he intesr 2.tion :~_ove -
ment 1·Jith i ts rt_{eys to -:nmvl e .ge , to v er Jal r1o.s t ery of ex-
e r i ence , t o inner release, and t o pov.re r over nen . n3 
1 Broeni ng , op . cit., p 2. 
2 Lm.·.rery , op . cit . , p . 25 . 
3 ~-Jeeks , luth _,:ary , A Cor:c-elated Cur ricu lmn. _eu York : 
• lV1l eton- ccritury co:o::1pany7 1936 , p . ·283. 
Literature on the value of folklore in Language Arts. 
Literary critics and gre a t teachers of literature have long 
been agreed that literature is the embodiment of experience 
a nd that the function of reading literature is to broa den 
the re aderrs experience. The inescapable bnplication is 
that good reading of a piece of literature is reliving 
whatever experience its author put into it. such reliving 
is 'tvhat An EXperience CUrricu lum in English calls r experi-
ence t brough 1iterature.rl --
This s ame idea is stated by Roberts Hhen he says that 
the literature program 11 has the responsibility to construct 
an understanding of contemporary life ••• 11 2 Literature , 
therefore , should be chosen to provide fo r this broadening 
of the reader's experience and the developing of an under-
standing of h is contemporaries. 
The vJri ter believes t ha t if a clas s i s t o feel a common 
pur pose, it is necessary for the pupils and the teacher to 
agree on the aims they will try to achieve in the coUl' se. 
Th is selection of conm1on purposes ser ves as an obj ective for 
t he pupil and as a basis of attack fo r the teacher . Once t h e 
teacher and the pupils decide upon the problem or need, oppor-
tuni tie s are offe!':ed whereby the skills of the Language Arts 
of spe aking, listening , re ading , and writing may be used in 
the most eff ective way in carr ying out the plan. 
The Language Arts should fllead to an understanding 
through literature, discu ssion, an d co-operative group Ul1.der-
1 Broening, op. cit., p. 11. 
2 Roberts, op . cit., p . 1~-· 
takings of the problems of intergroup life ~1one rural and 
city group s, varied economic and social leve ls, racial, ethnic 
and religious groups, and among p eo ple of different ages. ul 
The language arts teacher should try to develop in his 
students an appreciation o~ an d a n allegiance to the basic 
principles of democracy. The National council of Te a ch ers of 
English urges the extensive use of .~erican Literature so tha t 
the student may gain "perspective u p on our country's tradition 
of freedom, share the faith of its founders, and trace the 
progre s s i ve development of its ideas and ideals throuehout the 
history of the nation, w-ith particula r emphasis u p on the back -
ground of the current scene. 11 2 
The writer feels that ivhat the National Council s ays 
of .American Litera tur e is t rue of any reg ional literature. 
By the u s e of units, she hopes to bring to the stud ent the 
realization that the folklore of a people is closely allied 
to t h e history of a nation, for it r eveals the b eliefs, customs, 
a nd tradi t ions o f its people. 
Charles Beard outline d these six con c epts, reveal e d 
alike by history and litera tur e, for the Comraittee on Corre-
1ation of t he Nationa l Council of Teach ers of English: 
1. ~~e concept of t h e long prehistoric life of mankind 
as seen in folklore, myth, a nd legend. 
1 smith, op . cit., section 8. 
2 Ibid. section 9. 
2. The concept of change (involving the idea of progress) 
as shovm in the development of literary forms and ideas 
in response to social need . 
3. The unity and continuity of cu ltural evaluation re-
vealed by the carrying on of literary traditions from one 
epoch to another. 
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LJ.. The rel a tion of great personalities to the total 
situation of their respective ages as depicted in biography, 
autobiography, and criticism (in poetry, dr ruaa, novel, or 
essay). 
5. T'De concept of contingencies or choices 1--rhich might 
hav e been made or Hhich may novJ be made as set forth in 
social criticism and prophecy. 
6. The idea of history as representing wha t Hegel c alls 
the ulti..mate design of the -~rorld as glimpsed by proph!tic 
historians like Carlyle, Buckle, Spengler, and Hells. 
LaBrant says: 
Upon considering the Hork o:f any great 1-Jriter, 1-Jhether 
he is Homer , David, Dante, Shakespeare, or a modern thinker, 
one must consider his thought in terms of its meaning in 
today r s 1--rorla. The thoughtful 8..1'1.d intelligent individual 
c an never escape bis ovm culture; nor can the thoughtful 
and intelligent tea ch er avoid the l rur guage and literature 
of his 0 1.\rn age. • • It becomes necess ary that the teacher 
of English be acquainted vJith not only something of the 
histor~ of the literature he teacb.es, but ,_lith the current 
scene. 
DeBoer furthers this idea by s aying : 
He knov.r tha t literature is valuable only as it is a part 
of life as it contributes to our lives and helps us to 
live ~th others. The only v alue literature has is a 
human value .3 
1 \ve eks, op • cit • , p • 52. 
2 LaBrant , Lou, We Teach English. Ne~v York : Harcourt, 
Brace and Company , 1951-,-p. 51. 
3 DeBoer, John, t<ial ter Kaulfers , and Helen Iviiller 
Teaching Secondary English. New York : McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., 1951, p. 2D4. · 
Literature consists of 't·Jhat people have found out about 
life. Literature is written experience. He can share 
the experience of people Hho have lived in all parts of 
the ·Horld for thousands of years. Through rea ding we 
inherit 'tvhat they have learned.l 
In Gary, Indiana, a ninth grade made a study of foreign 
folk poems. The study involve d the group participation of 
students, parents, and f r iends, and received this cornnent from 
Broening: 
This excursion into the literature of other l ands helped 
develop an understanding of and an appreciation for the 
riches that come to us in America Hith our fo reign citizens. 
It gave parents and children • • • a chance to bend heads 
over the s ame paper in happy collaboration. It gav e oppor-
tunity for interviewing, translating~ and oral reading in 
the best sort of audience situa tion. 
A similar study was made by Nellie Appy in a lumb ering 
town in the state of Hashington. The population was predom-
ina tely of forei gn ancestry. She became interes ted in the 
ba ckgrounds of the students Hhen she realized tha t as nev.r 
Arnericans they were som.ewha t ashamed tha t they spoke a foreign 
language at home and tha t their out-of-school life had no 
recognized par t in theirin-school life. Of thi s she says: 
our basic .tunei•ican literature is, we lmovl, folk liter-
ature building itself far l e ss from contributions of the 
.Arner ican I ndian than f rom t he stories of the Negro and 
the occupational enviro~~ents of many foreign-born. The 
day's job over, t he bo a ts of the t r ollers in from the se a , 
the bunk houses filled v'li th steaming men , t he fields hoed 
clean, the quiet c a ttle settled for the night, there in a 
group3or relaxed listeners many an Ame rican folk t ale is born. 
1 De Boer, loc. cit. 
2 Broening , op. cit., p. 15. 
3 .Appy, op . cit., p . 31. 
vfuat is folklore? Folklord is the traditional beliefs, 
customs, legends, and sayings passed on and perpetuated by a 
people.. The term 11 folk11 applies chiefly to the . use of folk 
subject matter such as legends, customs, superstitions, and 
the provincialisms and colloquialisms of the common people . 
The terra "lore 11 can be clee.rly traced to the Anglo-
saxon to mean to teach, to learn, to lead the ~rmy. 
Some of our lore began in such vague distances as 
the Deluge. The deluge story itself is still told by ~ur 
Indian tribes dov.'l!. to the play of the small child dragging 
his toy ark on liaaginary floods and begging for the story of 
Noah, including serpents and gods of the seas and the ocean. 
The sun -vms worshipped in Babylon, Phoenicia, Egy:Pt, 
and at stonehenge. Have we discarded all vestiges of tJ:"l.3.s 
sun worship? The ancient ivorshipers faced south to the sun's 
altar, and turned their bodies in a slovJ' circle sunwise east 
to weat , left to right. In l ike manner, the Romans and the 
Druids turned. Today we call it "clockwise, for the hands 
on all of our timepieces turn with the S'liD ivorshiper, east 
to 1r1est. lie "count out 11 left to right ; we deal cards left 
to right; vre are told to read left to r:i.ght in all group 
photographs in neirrspapers and magazines. T11.e sun hangs in 
i'lfheels and medallions on the ceilings, ~~ralls, and facades of 
our public buildings. 
All of the folklore of our v-redding ceremonies are as 
old as the ritual itself. The 'tvedding veil 'tv-as to protect 
the bride from evil spix•i ts; the wedding bell was to drive 
a-r.my the same demons; and the wedding ring was to keep the 
primitive soul in the body. 
Christmas folk ritual--our tree, Yule log, c~~dles , 
singing , and our gift exchanging--goes beyond the Roman 
satUl~nalia into the era of our sun-worshiping, fire-worship-
ing, and tree--vmrshiping ancestors. 
11 Eenie, meenie, minie-mo" was a terrifying, dark, 
magic formula. 
11 Cock Robin is dead" has untold ancient terror in it~ 
for the robin, because of its flamj.ng breast, was a bird as 
sacred as fire, and to kill it was misfortune and death. 
Folklore includes all the customs, beliefs, and 
stories that the people themselves have handed dovm through 
the years. 
The folklore of every country was passed on by vtord of 
mouth from parent to child. People explained in their folk-
lore everything they saw around them, and the stories they 
made up to explain such things as the stars, the vreather, day 
and night, are now called myths, f'ables, .and legends. 
we do not know who invented most folklore. Sometimes 
we do not knov-r what country f'olk tales come from because they 
were carried from one place to another by travelers. 
1{Jths explain things like life and death and the great 
forces of nature. The heroes and heroines of myths are usually 
gods and goddesses 't-vho are much like real people. 
Fables were invented to te ach people hovT they live. 
The best known fables were collected by Aesop, a Greek slave. 
The legend also te ache~, but it is closer to the life 
we knoH than the myth is. Legends are sometimes partly true 
and may tell about people who re ally lived and about things 
that really happened. 
Fairy tales were originated to amuse as well as to 
teach. Good is often rewarded, and evil is punished; hol..J"-
ever, most fairy tales are for entertainment. 
Folk tales are usually tales told just for fun. Like 
the legends, they are sometimes about people who actually 
lived. Usually when one hears folk tales, he laughs and says 
something like this: "That is impossible. It could never }"l..ave 
happened." 
Folk poetry and songs have a definite place in folklore. 
Hany of the old ballads tell stories of real people and real 
incidents. 
Folkloi'e is more than stories and songs. It includes 
what people believe in, their customs, and their legends. It 
is the way they dance, play, and worship . It is the Hay they 
celebrate birth, marriage, and death. 
Folklore is the greatest of borro-vJers, and America 
shares the lore of other countries. De cause of this, America's 
youth should be acquainted with the follm-.J"ing folk literature 
of other lands: Aesop's Fabl es, Brer Rabbit, Cinderella, 
Don QUixote, Dick ~fuittington, Jack and the Beanstalk, King 
Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, Nibelung, Pied 
Piper, Peter Pan, Romulus and Remus, the story of the Trojan 
Horse, Sleeping Beauty, and saint Nicholas (santa Claus). 
In recent years, Naerica has become aware of the great 
-v.real th of her 01.m folklore. Each young American should know 
-v.rell and enjoy such folk people of his own country as these: 
Billy the Kid, BUffalo Bill, casey Jones , Davy crockett, 
HiaHatha, Jesse Jrunes, Johnny Appleseed, Jolmny ,Aippleseed, 
John Henry, 1-'Iike Fink, Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill, Rip Van ~vinkle, 
and Uncle Remus. 
Although America shares the folk literature of other 
nations, she has, in spite of her youth as a nation, a definite 
native literature which traces the development of the United 
states from her earliest colonial settlements to her mos t 
l"ecent achievements. This rich source of information about 
Araerica and her people is invaluable to her citizenry, for it 
is a conm1on sharing of experience for the many peoples of this 
cot.mtry. 
Today Americans are cognizant of the great mass of lore 
in their country. American artists have repeatedly painted 
our folk characters and folk animals. Folk singers have sprung 
up all over America giving concerts of folk songs and malring 
records. In the Library of Congress in washington, D. c., 
there is a large collection of folk songs and ballads. 
Folk material is constantly flowing from the minds of 
our people. The motion pictures have recognized the value of 
our folklore and have made use of folk songs and l egends in 
ma..YJ.y pr oductions of life in colonial . .tunerica and on the vJ'estern 
plains • . 
Folklore has been used by many of our American writers , 
too. lvashington Irving used legends of early DUtch settlers 
in his stories 11 Rip van lnlinkle" and 11 Legend of Sleepy Hollov.r11 • 
Henry W. Longfellov-r' s 11 Hia1.vatha 11 contains the traditions of 
the Indian. steven Vincent Benet's "T11.e Devil and Daniel 
Hebster", Hare Connelly's "Green Pastures", }1axwell Anderson's 
"High Tor", and Rodgers 8.J.J.d Ham:merstein ts 11 0klahoma11 have 
folk lore as a part of them. The latter is a musicalized ver-
sion of Lynn Rigg 's American folk play "Green Grm,r t he Lilacs" . 
Folklore never stops flowing from the people 's Lmagin-
ation, and it never stops changing as it flows. It groHS 
wherever people choos e to entertain themselves. 
Story telling is a very old art and delights ch ildren 
both in the role of listener and tha t of story teller. Fairy 
lore fascinates young people. ~1.e folk stories yet unwritten 
and which need to be retold vary from community to com.muni ty. 
The raw material for such folk litera ture is present every-
1-Jhere, in life and in literature. It is b ecause of this 
apparent need, in the opinion of the writer, for a single 
source of }1aine folklore to i ntegrate histor y and literature 
and show their interdependence that these units in Maine folk-
lore have been developed. 
Literature on the place of the unit in the Language 
Arts program. wnatever subject is being studied, men must 
read, listen, speak , and write about it. The Language Arts 
teacher can develop these skills by organizing effective teach-
ing units of creative, self-initiated pupil activity and pre-
senting them in the classroom in terms of life situations. 
Hook recognizes the value of the unit method by saying: 
The present tendency is t oward teacher-student plmL~ing 
of units ••• The students learn much through the pro-
cedure. They talk, they listen, they reach decisions 
democratically. In the unit itself, they also improve 
their skills in reading and tvriting.l 
Weeks affirms this with: 
Not only does the unit provide situations for vitalized 
speaking and lJ'ri ting, but it also affords opportunity for 
training in particular functional types of expressions 
such as note-taking, making sunrraary paragraphs, making 
charts, constructing organization outlines, letter tvriting , 
1~iting book reports, one-to-t~ee minute talks, and 
formal and informal discussion. 
In support of the unit method, Broening says: 
The vital fully socialized units in the experience-cen-
tered course in English are intimately built on pupils• 
everyday needs and dynamic interests. These units teach 
in terms of life, drm-1 from the past and present e::lc.periences 
of the pupils and lead to the habit of seeking valuable 
new first-hand and vicarious experiences. out of these 
units pupils realize the significance of their ovm exneri-
ences and those of others.j ~ 
1 Hook, op. cit., pp . 49-50. 
2 \veeks , op. cit., p. 98. 
3 Broening , op. cit., p. 7. 
CHAPTER III 
THE i'·'LA. I NE Lill1BERJACK- - A UNIT 
I. THE 1.JlHT 
The e arl y p ioneer overcame the rugged c oncli t ions of 
his daily life thr ough h i s ability to do thing s h imself . He 
had to be a farmer , a c a r pent er, a hunter , a trapper , and a 
l u.mb er man . He Ha s also his o1..n.1. poet. 
All t ha t t h e early settler asked u-m s a g o od tune , a 
little time , and an idea . The man iiho could hardly rea d and 
lvTite produced some of t he g r eatest poetry . The rhythm of 
h is p o etry hel ped him to SHi ng his a.::;ce or his p ick and to keep 
his mind free from v1orries . Naking up song s -v.ra s a s p ort among 
those Hho Horked at manual laboi'. 
This quantity of v erse compos ed without t he i ntent to 
have t hem printed s hovJs a creative i mpul se among t he people , 
a nd thi s Lmpulse is man ifested in t he many stori e s , t a ll tales , 
and folk songs of t he Haine lumber jack . 
The lumb erjack was , in h is time , the only historian of 
the -vmods ; t h erefore , t h is unit i s p rep ared f o r the :study of 
the literature of t he :t-Iaine l umb erman to show tha t it is an 
indis p ensable par t of the e conomic, historical, and s ocia l 
background of Ha i ne . 
II. DELIHI TATION OF Tim UNI T 
Folk li terat uJ."e i s t h e voice o f the co:mm.on people. 
It i s displaye d in b o t h t he speaking voic e an d the sing i n g 
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voice of this people, for the early folk ballad ox· poem Has 
a song or chant ac companying physical labor or g iving express-
ion to the emotions. 
It i s desired that this unit will enable the class to 
get pleasure from reading this poetry and the se tall t ales 
to see that t he folk literature of the h:w.ber j a ck is an ex-
px·ession of his ideals , sufferings, joys, and his participation 
in the growth and development of the state of r1aine . 
III. PRE-TEST 
To the teacher: This Pre-Test is to discover hoH much 
information the pupils already have about t he matel"ial to be 
covered in t he unit and how adept they are in the skills of 
tll_e language arts. It is devised to sho1o-r you their strength 
and Heaknesses in the kn01.vledge of the subject matter and t he 
a r eas in v.rhich you will need to spend time. 
To the pupil: The purpose of this Pre-Test is to dis-
cov er ho1•r much information you a lready have about the ma t e r ial 
to b e covered in the 1mit and hoH much sldll you already hav~ 
in doing some of the necessary lans uage vrork . Some of the 
questions may be fa.rni1iar to you , but probably many of them 
will not be . The score you mal{e on this Pre -Test will i n no 
1rray affect your mark in t h is course. The test is des i e;ned to 
rev eal ym.n"' pre s ent knov...rledge of this mat eri al, your v..reaknesses 
in it , and the areas in v..rhich vJe c an s pend our time most 
prof j_ tably . 
A. In the folloHing select the correct anm-rer from the 
poss i ble ans1-vers g iven . In the space before each stc. t em.en t, 
1vr i te the letter of the ans v.rer you choos e . An example is 
g iven. 
__lL_ Exaraple : Haine is one of the (a) Middl e Atlantic sta tes, 
(b) Ne H En gla..ncl States , {c) Gulf States • 
1. Folklore refers to (a) tales and legends of the people , 
--(b ) Hritings of one p a rt icular author , (c) one-act plays . 
2. Foll[lore ts influence on litera t ure has been (a) n on-
- .--existent , ( b ) of little impo rtance , (c) gr eat. 
3. The fir st folklore i n Ne1-v England 'lrJas that of the 
--(a) colonist, ( b ) Indian, (c) Norsemen . 
L~ . Folksongs are oft en sung t o the ·a c co_ :paniment of ( a) 
--a string ed quartet , ( b ) a guitar , (c) an organ • 
.5. l'.lhich of the follo1-Jing boolcs deals 1:Jith folklor e ? 
-{a ) Tall Tale .America , ( b ) The Girl in Hhite Arrn.or , 
(c) secre~rgo. --- ---- --
6 . · A. folk ball ad is (a) a reflection of the manners a nd 
- way s of thinking of ' the p eople vJho c omposed them, (b ) a 
p oem Hritten by one person about a c ertain group of people, 
(c) a sone; 1rr>itte n for singing by country 11 folk s 11 • 
7. 
-(a ) 
the 
\fuich one of these p oems is folk literature? 
11 EVangeline 11 , ( b ) "The Raven 11 , (c) 11 Get Up a nd Bar 
Door 11 • 
8 . vfuich of these people is NOT a folk character? 
-( a ) Richard Nixon, (b) John HenT'Y , (c) Paul Bunyan . 
9. \\lhich of these p eople is a folk character? 
----( a) Johnny Tremaine, {b) Johnny Appleseed, (c) Johnny Ray . 
10. ~fuich of the foll01.-ring is NOT a folk-story animal? 
-(a) Brer Rabb it, ( b ) Babe , the Blue Ox, (c) Lassie. 
11. 1-fuich of the f ollm-ring is a folksong ? 
-(a ) nAli c e Blue Go"hrn 11 , ( b ) "Billy -Boy11 , (c) !! Auld Lang 
Syne 11 • 
12. i'fuich of the f ollowing is a folksinger? 
--(a) BUrl Ives , ( b ) He l Torme , (c) John Charles Thomas . 
13. l-n1.ich of the following is a folksinger? 
- - -( a ) Perry Como, (b ) Leadbelly, (c) Johnny Ray . 
lL~ . Hhich one of the qualities is NOT believed of the 
~1aine native 's spee ch? 
( a) rapid, ( b ) moderate , (c) long- dravm-out drawl. 
1.5. Which one of these qualities is believe d by tourists 
--+to be a characteristic of t he Haine nat i ve? 
(a) dep endence , (b) s et i n his -vmys , (c) lacks tolerance. 
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B. In the space before each of the follo -v;ing st a t ements v.rrite 
the vJOrd TRUE if the sta tement is true; write the Hord FALSE 
if the s-t atement is false . 
1. The -vmrk of a l umberman. l asted from September 
------t hrough June. 
2. Most logging areas 1v-ere located n ear the ocean so 
-------that the log s could b e transported easily . 
3. Maine is one of the nation's gr eatest paper-produc-
------~ing state s. 
L!-• Pau l Bunyan 1r1as a famous lumber jack uho c ame to 
---.... }'La ine from Canadian logging areas • 
5. As they s1onmg their heavy axe s , the lumbermen s ang 
---~to make their work seem easier. 
c. Below i s a list of. persons, places, a nd events. Some 
are r ea ; others a re legends.l"Y. Place an X in t he s p ace before 
tho s e 1-Ji t h which y ou are fa_,liliar . Place a Y in the sp ace 
befo r e t hose ab out 1rJhich you have h eard something. 'lri te a 
zero (0) in the s p a c e b efore those about Hh ich you have h e ard 
nothing . 
Broiler Day 
Cannuck 
CEUllden 
_Dix ey BUll 
_ Gerry 's Rock 
Jack }fonroe 
K ' Tadin 
__ Kokajo 
Lobste r Lake 
___ Paul BUnyan 
Provinces 
Razor-shins 
_ Sagina't·T To1-m 
St. J ohn River 
side-hill lJinder 
't·dll-am-alone 
D. Foll ov.r the directions for Part c. Place an X in t he s p ace 
before those Nith 1-1hich you are familiar . Place a Y in the 
space before those about v-1hich you have heard someth ing . Hri te 
a zero ( 0) in the s p ace before tho se a ,_,out v-rhich y ou have 
heard nothing . 
balhoot 
b eaver 
blaze 
_ bully 
catface 
_catty-logger 
cau l k boots 
cru ise 
deadman 
_ hang an ax:e 
_ hot loggi ng 
_lumberjack 
_r~ppets 
slash 
sloop 
tote 
tote ro ad 
water buck 
__ 1-vhistle punk 
wood butcher 
E. write one of the following letters: 
1. A letter to t he Maine publici t y Bureau at Au gu.s ta 
ask i ng for pamphlets and information about t he lurabering 
and t he pulp and paper incll..lstries of Maine . 
2. A letter to the librarian of the Naine State Libr ary 
at Augusta or to t h e librarian at the University of Ivla i ne 
at Orono a sking for ,:mater i a l on the lumbering i ndustry 
in Haine . 
F . LiuRARY P~SOURCES 
Hri te t he ans1·:rer to each of the follovrinG in the s pace 
prov ided after the question. 
1. You are assiened to report on t he chemical s used in 
in the making of paper. In the card catalogue 1r1here 1.-rould 
you look for informati on about this? 
2. Someone has i ntere s ted you i n a book ca l led The Gian t 
Redwoods. You don 't lmow the author . '.-Jhere wourcr-you 
l ook to find t he nruae of the author? 
KEY 
A. 
3. Once you read a Satur day Evenin0 Post article titled 
11 Toue;h Nen and Timber 11 • The articl e wa s about a Haine 
lumber c arnp . You noVJ wish to check some information in 
t he article. Hhere 1orould you look to find the is sue in 
"Lvh ich thi s al"'ticl e a ppeared. 
TO Tm PR:G- TZST 
l. a 6 . c 11. b B. l. t rue 
2 . c 7. a 12. a 2. false 
3. b 8 . a 13. b 3. true 
4. b 9. b 1~ .• a 4. true 
5. a 10. c 15. b 5. true 
I V. I ITCIDEHTAL A~U IlTDI HE CT 
J.Iusic and po e try hav e be en referred to as s ister arts; 
t h erefore , the many fo lk sone;s of Haine orig in, in addition 
to those Provincia l song s ~"'hi ch 1:Jere brought to t he sta te by 
t h e lu_rnber J.nen of NeVI Brunswick , c an be a dvantageously used 
~ 1 
to motivate interest in the m1:dn unit 1·J"Ork . :!hat ch ild doesn rt 
enjoy music or do e sn 1 t welcome an opp ortunity to enterta in h i s 
classmat e s Hith demons tra tions o f his t al ents? Here is h is 
opportunity to sing , to recit e , to plav- a guitar or banjo, o r 
to b lO\-J a h OI'll • 
The ch ild's i magi n ation Cf'.n be employed i n creative 
't-Jriting a ctivities . ::-re can vrr ite s h or t p lays, stories, or 
the l y rics to a si..rnpl e tune . 
The Provincial song s , song s brought from the Can adian 
Provinc es , the song s of 1"1as sachusetts Colony , a..."ld t h ose of 
European or i gin ~-.rhich found their 1rmy to the e a rly 1-Iaine 
lUTrlber c aillps Hill pPov i de h istorical fa c ts about the St a te of 
Haine . 
These folk poems 1-vill show the student the chi ef 
lumbering areas of the state and a llo-v.r for a study of t he 
economic phases of the industry . 
Th is uni t contains a v a ri e ty o f folk literature--
poems , t a ll t ale s , and folk songs . The sel ections have been 
t aken from published c oll e c tions of Maine folli literature 
and f r om private , unpu bl ished colle c tions . 
\·.Thenever it has been nec essar y to make a choi ce f rom 
s ev eral versions, t he poem 1-rhich gave the most :naine f a cts 
and il~-hich ·Has the mo s t delicate in l anguage Has chosen for 
class study. 
V . TI-lE UNIT ASSIGNNENT 
This uni t is pre pared with t he desire to prov i de for 
( 1) the grovrth and develop:men t o f tho skill s of the Langu age 
Arts and {2) informat ion about the lumber j a ck , his v-.rork , his 
environment , and h i s impor ta11. c e to our OHn life. 
The s t arred items must b e done and a choic e may b e 
mad e of any t Ho of the othe r• i terns . 
-:~1 . Anm·.rers to t he follo 1-ving general f act ques tions 1-rill 
be needed i n the successful fulfillmen t of t he '\v orl{. 
Keep these in mind as you do t he unit Hork. 
a. ·~~t are the chief lumbering areas of t h e state? 
./' 
b. lfuat co:rjlpanion i ndustry was developed in Ha ine a s 
a res ult of t he lu.rnbering? 
c. vn1.at geo graphical fe a t ures of the lumbering areas 
Here re sponsib le for their early development ? 
d . 1;,J'hat 1rms the length of t he logging season? 
e. \'Jhere -vms the lu..rnber exported? 
f. Hhat re creationa l opp or t unities ~.,rere offered in 
t he logging c amps? 
g . Hhat Has the 1-mg e of the e arlier loggers? 
h. ·fl1.a t changes in 1r1ages and recreation a l opp ortunities 
have taken p lace in the ll.unber ine; industry since 1900? 
i. fuat ne1.-1 lUlnbering a r eas have developed in Haine 
s i nc e 1930? 
j. '\.·Jhat i s the ext ent of the Christm~s t re e business 
in the s tat e? 
k . 1m a t is the extent of the state's paper product ion? 
1. v~ny did men come to Maine from the Provinces to work 
in our lu..rnber c ~rnps? 
m. Hhat effect did thi s invasion have on t he sta t e? 
~:.2 .• }1ake a note bo ok a n d list the ~mrds from t he p oems and 
t e.ll t a l es y ou read l;vhich caus e d some diffi cu]_ ty i n under-
standing the Hork. Consul t y our dictionary fo r t J.e mea n -
ings a nd pronuncia tions. List the meani n g s o f each Nord . 
These "Troubl esome Hords 11 notebooks 't·Jill b e e::arnined 
by the tea cher . 
-::J. Hrite a short estimat e of the neH lmoi·.rledg e you h ave 
acquired since t he beg inni n g of your study of fol lore. 
In your Hriting be sincere. 
L~. Re port on y our a dditiona l r eadinc . SlJ. ~... mit a list of 
additional reading. This may be Hritten on r e gul ar compo-
s ition p aper or you may sta rt a card index file arran :;e d 
alphabetically b y title. Ei the r method should hav e y our 
com.ments on them. 
5. Prepare a group discussion by representatives from 
e ach comm.ittee to s"Lmtrn.arize all ac tiviti e s, r eadings , 
and extra ~nrork a ccomplished dur ing t h is study . 
6 . Form a panel of four memb er s to p r e s ent t o t1e cla s s 
the story of the o r i g i n ru~d purp o se of myt h s, l egends, 
t all t ales , and folk ba lla ds. 
7. Le e.rn at l e ast t wo folk storie s v-rh ich hav e been to l d 
i n y our family or in t h e family of fri ends fr om genera tion 
to generation . Practice tel l i ns t hes e stories and pr e sen t 
t hem to the class . 
VI. CORE ACTI VITIES 
These a ctivitie s s h ou ld b e prepar ed s o t ha t e a ch pu yil 
hc.s a copy. Th is i s the \-JOI'k i n vJhich all pupils Hill par-
t icipate . One of the double-starred items must be done ; any 
t -vm of t he single-starre d items and a ny b-.JO o f the othe r it ems 
Taay be chosen . 
·:H:-1. Form a c ommit tee to v-Jrite a let t er to t 1e Haine 
St a t e Li br a ry a t Au gusta and/or to t he librar i a n of 
t he Uni v ersity of Haine Librar y at Or ono re que s t ing 
books and i nformati on pertinent to t he unit study . 
·::--: :-2. Form a co:mmi tte e t o 1.-Jri te a 1 etter t o the r-~aine 
St a te Publicity Bur e au as k i ng fo r pri n ted mat eria l 
which cou ld b e us e d in the cla s s work . 
-:i-3. Hri te a ne1rr adven. t u r'e of s ome f olk lore c hai' a c t e r 
y ou have met in thi s unit. 
~~4 . Form a commi t tee to arrange for a n d con u ct a vis it 
to a paper mill or to a l umbe r c amp . A visit to b oth 
1'-rou l d be advisa l e . 
-::-5. 1· rit e an oric;ina l _ oem based on s o ~1e adventure of 
the class or of t he s choo l . Pattern this e..f t er t~_e 
balln d . 
-: ~6. Choose a bo ol- f rom t he Pup i ls' r e feren c e list for an 
oral o r 1.vri tten dis cuss ion . 
7. I-Iake a map of the s t ate of Haine l o c a tinc t he maj or 
lnmb er i n s a rea s anc: tbe chief p per -ma1~in0 loc2.lit i es . 
B. Hake a glo s sary of t e r ms ·:1ertaining t o the life and 
::...;o rk of the lumberjack . 
9 . Le :::,rn a fm·J HevJ En gl and folk dance s a n d t e a ch t hem 
to other group s o f student s . These mo.y be learned i n the 
[:£yin class • 
10. ~stabli sh a co11rrni ttee t o form a clas s lib r a r y of Haine 
books . 
11. Form an annotated c ard c a talogue for t h i s lib r ary . 
12. Fo:cm a committee to tra ce p ictorially a t ree f rom its 
gro-vJth t hrou gh the h ands of the lumber jack , the riverman, 
and the paper mill ·until it b e comes pape r fo r' books and 
neHs pr i nt . 
VII. OPTIOHAL RELA~,ED ACTIVITIE S 
The f oll oHine; s hould b e li s ted and posted lJher e t h e 
students me.y see t hem as they are the activitie s fop volun-
t ary p articipa tion. 
1. Prepare an exhibit of 11ain e Hood pro ducts . 
2 . Il lustra te y our f avorite folk story. 
3. Pretend t ha t you are a n e14 s pa per rep o r ter. ':Jri te 
for your nevrspa per t he a ccoUJ'l t of a vi s it to a lumber c amp 
or to a paper mill. 
LJ. . Prepa re an.d g i ve an oral rep or t on a visit to one of 
Haine ' s f e stiva ls: Aroostook's Pota to Festival, Be l f a st t s 
Br oiler Day . Rockland's Lobster Festival, and the Ba iley 
Isl end 's Tfifia Tourney . 
5. Prepare, in t he Home Economic s cla s s, a t ypic a l Na ine 
me al. Hr ite letters of invitation t o gue s ts if this is 
possibl e . 
6. Re ad about and. report on an impor t an t .A.:mer i c an fo l k 
character . 
7. Divide the class into group s to present a pro gr~n of 
choral re r-.. clings . 
8 . \'!rit e a composition sugges ted by a folk t e.le. 1;lrite 
on ( a ) supersti tions today or ( b ) a l egend of y our ilTI.medi-
ate loc ality . 
9. Re port on an int ervi et·J ·w·i th an author ity on f olk lit-
eratul~e . 
10. }Take a coll e c tion of little lrn.mm ballads o f folklore 
of }lo.i ne . 
11. Uri te a l etter of i nv it ation to the Chi e f at one of 
t he Indian reservations aski n ,:-s h i m to be a gu es t speaker 
at a class meeting. 
12. You_ are a lu . mber jack . Keep an :Lmaginary di ary of a 
se~son spent in a logging camp. 
13. Select a f avorite t al e or p oem. Practice s o that 
you can tell the story to t he cla s s . 
VIII. BODY OF THE T.Jl\TIT 
This part of t he unit conta ins selected f olk ballads, 
t all tales , and l egends of the l1aine lumber man. They have 
been ch osen as tho se givin g t h e bes t p icture of the l umber -
j a ck 's recreation, woPk , and contr ibutions to Haine history . 
These may be s tudi ed by the group in part or in t heir ent i rety. 
It is hoped t hat they will serve as a s pr i ngboard fo r fur -
t her liter a ture study. 
J OI-ffi Ff~GUSSON ' S CRE11 
There once was a man 
In Hov-lland did dHell; 
Iis name Has John Fergusson; 
You all Jr,.no~rJ hh1 1.-rell. 
He had a small crew 
Upon Neadm-r Brook. 
He Has ahmys a-ro1r1ine; 
Hi th the cr e'I:J o.nd the cook . 
The first coolc he drove 
Has Llewell}rn Bean; 
The next was John Bro~rm, 
';-Jho wouldn tt keep the camp cl ean . 
The i r s upplies in the Hinter 
-,~as beans and codfish; 
And a roll of old butter 
Tha t Hou ldn' t stay in t h e dish . 
1 Gray , Roland, songs a:.n.d Balla ds of the Laine Lumber-
j a ck . Cambridge : Harvard Un i vers rty Pres8; T9ZJ-.;_ , p. 29 . 
The codfish and beans 
Took the place of fresh meat; 
And the butter -vms strong enou,sh 
To -vmlk on the street . 
put a p iece on th e t able 
It ·Hould begin to Halk round, 
And it took a cord of rock maple 
To hold the thing do1~1. 
The first to e;o out 
~Jas Hilton and Jack; 
They made a big k ick, 
And they never came back. 
The creu t hat was ther e 
You couldn't count in a song; 
And one roll of spiced beef 
Lasted all winter long. 
Nmv -w-e leave t he old camp 
All cover>ed ~vith straH, 
Wnere the squirre ls do chitter 
And t h e hedgehogs do gnaH . 
The lic e in the bunks 
Do merrily crm·Jl, 
And they' 11 1-"Jelcome the P. I.'s 
Hho come back in the fall • 
• nd noN· to conclude, 
And to finish my sons, 
I'll bid a farewell 
To poor little John. 
If any jolly sportsmen 
Say they'll come to explore, 
Th ey'll know Fergusson's camp 
J}y the pork rind on the door. 
PETER AJ.lBERLEY1 . 
J'1y name is Peter .A..mberlie, as you mi ght underste..nd, 
I -v.ras born on Prince Eduard Isl and , close by the ocean 
stra..'1.d. 
In eigl1.teen hundred eighty-tl.·ro, "tvhen the flo -vJers -vms 
in full b loom, 
I left my native country my fortune to persume. 
1 Eckstorr.1, Fannie Hardy and l'·fary ~-JinsloH· .Smyth, Hin-
strelsy of Ha~ne. Boston: Houe;hton-r·lifflin Company, 192-r,-p . 99. 
I landed in NeH Brunsllick, in t hat lumber i ng countree; 
I hired to 1-10rk in the lumber 1.,roods, Hhich proved my 
destiny; 
I hired to liJork in the lumber woods, 1'rhere t h ey cut 
t h e tall s pruce do"tm; 
\fuen loading hm sleds from the yard I received my 
deathly ·uound. 
There is danger on the ocean, Hhen the seas roll 
mountain high, 
There is danger on the battlefield, v-rhere t he angry 
bullets fly, 
There is d anger in the lumber Hoods , v-rhere death lies 
solenm t here , 
And I have fell a vict:i.rn to t hat great and monstrous 
snare. 
Here's a due to my old father, it was him that drove 
me here, 
I think his punishn1ent too hard and his treatment too 
severe; 
It i s not right to pres s a boy, or try to keep hlin 
do1-·m, 
It 1 s apt to dr ive him from his home Hhen he is far too 
young. 
Here's a due unto a dearer friend, I me an my mother de ar, 
vJho reared a son Hho fell as soon as he left her ten-
der care, 
Little d id my mother know, vJhen she sang s -vJeet lullaby, 
\rfuat countries I might travel in, or what dea th I 
might die. 
1 THE LITTLE BARBER 
Come all you jolly lumbermen, uherever you may be, 
I'll have you pay attention and listen unto me ; 
It's of a jolly barber 't:Jhich I a:m going to tell, 
It's on Penobscot vJhere this man is k.n01·m right vJell. 
He shaved t liTee years for Hunter, a ye ar for Slipp ery 
sam, 
He shaved a creH for Ross one year, dm·m. on Chesuncook 
Darn. 
Then he ,.,rent to Canaan to see what he could do; 
He got in 1·Ji th \.Veeks and there he shaved another crew. 
1 Ibid. , p • 10 3 • 
rre shaved six years for Lovel&"ld, for Smith a n--ear or 
t Ho, 
And n o1·J he's back to Lob ster to shave John Ro l and ' s 
cr e-v.r . 
If he beg · ns a - shavincs here , the cre1v Hill l et :1i m 
lmoH 
Tha t they Hill surely kill h i m, or doHn river he mus t 
g o. 
·,· nen Love l .e.nd hired t :1e barber , he gave him to under-
st a nd 
He i.·Jas to shave a ll the creH , each and ever~r 1~1an . 
He sho.vod t he creH , t he o sses , too, and a ll around 
the place , 
T'ne next he shaved Has Lov e J.Dnd and he done it be:Lore 
l1.is face . 
';ib.on Loveland found he HO.S 13etti ne; b ee.t , those -vmrds 
to him did say : 
'I tJ1.inc It ve l'lad yoLl long el1.0lle;h , I tl l set·tle \'lit;JJ. 
you today ; 
I thin c I tve h ad you long enough, ~y-our pockets you 
d:td fi ll, 
They say you built tl.JO houses doHn on the Bapt ists ' 
Hill . I 
He shaved t1!.e c reH , the bosses , too , and a l l a:-c·ound 
the farm , 
They s ay he Juilt tHo houses uhere Love l e.nd built a 
barn . 
The year he shaved for Isaac Terl"il l, Hhen Gibbons uas 
the boss , 
:i-Ie shaved the crew a little ::.1i te to p ay for the ::nare 
he lost; 
He shaved the cre1<v a little mite , the b oys they d id 
COITI';:> lain; 
The one he shav ed t he vmrst of all, t hey c e.lled hi:.rn. 
3 il1 l1cClean . 
About the first of April , vrhen ·qoss :1e did arrive , 
Fe sai d unto _is barber , 'Con e, let us take o. .l~ive; 
!:):'inc your T'azor Hi th y ou and see llhat He c an do , 
1:Je Hill go up to Lo bs t er Lake snd shav e John Roland ' s creu . t 
1-nJ.en he go t UIJ to Lobster Le.l;:e , he met a g r eat surprise , 
It uas the:i."e he r1 et the little cool{: tha t bl2.ckened 
both his eyes . 
Joh~J.ny stood and sa zed on hin -,vi th l!. i s s quinted eyes , 
Sayinn: , 'TJ!lckey , I tll be square Hit 1 you anc that be-
fOJ.'e I die. ' 
, ... ~0 
Ab out this jol ly barber, I am going to ·unfold, 
He belongs on st. Jolm Riv ex• and his name is Jobnny 
Ho lmes; 
It's on t he st . John Riv e r he b egun h i s <·Jil o_ c areer , 
He robbed and stole , so Itve been told , and th2.t 's 
vJha t drove him here. 
About t h is jolly barber, he 's of a medium size, 
Hi s f a ce is very narrov-r , a squint in both h i s eyes; 
His face i s very narro~r , in his nose t here i s a crook, 
The devil ain't a match for him fOl'"' char g ing on a bo ok . 
These v erses are n ot many , but I think they tre very 
t rue ; 
He never was in a concern , but he always shaved t he 
· cre1rJ ; 
He cut your ha i r and s h av e d y ou, vr i thout eithe r shears 
o r comb , 
The devil ain 't a match a t a l l f or s quint-eyed JobrLYly 
Homes. 
If he shaves John Roland's crevr, the truth to y ou I' 11 
tell, 
He tll Haken up some morning and find himself' in Hell , 
\l ith the Devil dancing round him, sa7;rin g , 'Johnny , 
Ilve g ot you here , 
So ·you must g o f a r dol,m bel o-vr an d suffer most severe~ 1 
These v ers e s are not many, but I thiP~ they are c om-
plete, 
vJhen we ge t do1,m t o the City, boys, on i t He'll have 
a trea t; 
1·Je t 11 r ai se her a n d 1;-re tll r oll her , Hi th courag e tnle 
and brave, 
And with his p oisoned razor hetll g ive us a ll a shave. 
1 THE J AH ON GERRY 'S ROCK · 
Come all of y ou bo l d sha n t y b oys, and list 'V-lhile I 
relate , 
Concerning a y oung shan t y b oy and h is untimely f a te, 
Concerning a yolhLg river-man, so manly , t r ue and brave; 
'Tvms on the j e.m at Gerry 1 s Rock h e me t a 1-m tery grave . 
1 Ibi d • , p • 82 • 
It was on SL.mday morning as you ·Hill quickly knoH, 
our log s v;er e p iled up mo1..mta ins high, 1.-1e could not 
lceep them cleap, 
our foreman s a id, 'TUrn out, brave b oys, vJi t h heart 
devoid of fear; 
Ue tll break the j a111 on Gerry's Rock and for Egans to"tm 
\..Je '11 steer.' 
NoH some of them 1.,re vJilline vrhile oth ePs they Here not, 
FoP to Hork on j aras on sunday they did not think ue 
ought ; 
But six of our canadian boys did volunteer to go 
And break the jam on Gerry's Rock with the forem~n, 
Jacl{ Monr oe. 
They bad not rolled off many logs 1·lhen they heard his 
clear voice s ay : 
'I'd have you boys be on your guard for the jam will 
soon g ive v.ray. ' 
These -vmrds vrere scarcely spoken Hhe n the mass did 
break and g o, 
And it c a r r i ed off those six brave youths and t1.eir 
foreman, Jack Honroe. 
When t he rest of our brave shanty boys t he sad nei,rs 
c BJne to hear , 
In search of their dead comrades to the river they 
did steer; 
Some of t he mangled bo dies a-floating do vm did g o, 
\.v11.ile crushed and bleeding near the bank 1-.;as that of 
yo1..mg Honro e • 
They took him fpom his v-mtery grave, bx•ushed back h is 
raven hair; 
There was one fair g il"l a.raong them Hhose sad cries 
rent the a ir--
There vras one f a ir fo rm an10ng them, a ma.id from Sagina1.-v 
town, 
lVhose moans ru1.d cries rose to the skies for her true 
love who'd gone down. 
Fair Clara vras a noble girl , t he river-man•s true f r iend; 
She lived Hi th her 't..Jidowed mother dear, dm·m at the 
riv er r s bend; 
The Hages of hel" o;:m true love the tb oss' to her did 
pay, 
And the shanty boys for her made up a genei'ous purse 
ne:;ct day . 
They buried him v.ri th so:c'T'OH deep , 't1-vas on the first 
of May; 
'Come all of you , bold shanty boys, and f or your com-
r ade pray l 
E:n_graved u pon a hemlock-tr ee that by t he 0 rave did 
gr ow, 
Has the n ame and date of the s ad , sad fate of the 
shant y boy, Nonr oe. 
Fair Clara did not long survive , her heart brok e v.rith 
her gr i ef , 
And s c arce l y t~ro months afterward deat h Calne t o her 
reli ef. 
And -riJhen t h e t:L-rne had passe d aHay fu~d s h e "L-Jas c alle d 
to go, 
Her last re quest -vms granted, to b e laid by young 
Honl~oe . 
Come all of you bold shanty boys , I wou ld have you 
call an d s ee 
Those mm .. mds by the l"ivers ide , Hhere grot-Is t h e h em-
lock t r ee. 
The shanty boy s c leared off the vrood by t h e lov ers 
there l a id low--
'TWas the handsome Clara Vernon and her true lov e , 
Jack Nonroe. 
THE LOGGER 'S BO~ST1 
Come , all ye sons of freedom t hrou g hout t h e s t a te of 
Hai ne , 
' 2 
'* 
Come , all y e e;all:::n t ll..unber-men , and listen to my strain; 
On t he barnes of the Penob scot, wher e the r apid wat ers 
flow, 
0 1 v.re tll range t he i·J il d wood s over , and 9_ l umber ing 
Hill go; 
And a lumber ing wetll e;o, so a l umbering 1-vill go, 
0! He t 11 r ange t he 1.-,j"il d 1.~ o ods over Hhile a l v.mber i ng 
He g o. 
~Len t he white frost g ild s the v a lleys , t he cold c on-
geals the flo od; 
Uhen many men have n au ght to do to e a rn t he i r f m.lilies 
bread; 
t·nl en t h e s -vmllen strea.Ins are frozen, and the hills are 
cla d Hi t h Sl'lOlJ , 
i Ibid., p . 41. 
01 He tll range the 1-v-ild 1.voo d s over, and a l l.Lrnb e ring 
1-1e vJill go ; 
And a l umb ering 1.,re tll go, so a ll.Lrnl)ering we Hill go, 
0 1 we ' 11 r ange the Hild Hoods over, wh ile a l urab er-
i n g v-re go. 
Wb.en you p ass through the dens e d . ty , and pity a ll 
you me et, 
To he a r the i r teeth chattering as the y hurry do1 ..rn the 
street; 
In the red frost - proof fl::mnel 1.ve tr e encas ed from top 
to to e , 
I;Jnile we range the Hild v-ro o d s over , and a lwnbering 
we go; 
And a l u.rnber i ng we tll go, so a lumbering ~,,Jill g o , 
01 He ' 11 r ange the 1v-ild ·vroods over Hhile a l l.Lrnb e ring 
He go . 
You may boast o f y our g ay parties, you r p l easures, and 
your p l ays , 
···~3 
And p ity us p oo r l l.Unbermen while dashing i n your sleighs ; 
He -vmnt no be t ter p a stime t han to chase t he buck and 
doe; 
01 He tll ra.c"lge the wil d l.·JOo d s over , a nd a lu.:mber i n g 
we ·vrill go; 
And a lumbering we tll g o, so a l u:.rnber i ng v.rill g o, 
0 1 l.·Je tll range t he vlil d Ho ods ov e r uhile a lumber -
ing we go. 
The music of our burni she d a.."\'.e shall me.ke the· Hoods 
re sound , 
~tffid many a lofty ancient l")ine •..rill tumble to the ground; 
At n i ght, hol round our 2;o od c amp-fire 1.ve v-Jill sing 
while rude winds blow; . 
0 l He ' 11 range the vJild Hoo d s ove r Hh ile a l umber ing 
we g o • 
. And He ' 11 rnnge the Hil d i--J oods over ivhile a l umber -
ing we go. 
Hhen wi nter's s n o1.-rs are me lted, and the ice -bound 
streruns are free , 
We'll run our log s to marke t, t h en haste our friends 
to see; 
Ho1-.r k indly t rue he a rts welcome us , our vdves and 
c h ildl"en too, 
~-Je will spend 1<Jith these the summer , and once more a 
l u.rnb ering go; 
And a l 1..unbering ~ev-e tll go, so a l umbering 1ve 1<r ill go, 
1;Je Hill spend '.-vith t h ese the su.mner, and once more 
a l UJnber i ng go. 
P...nd vJhen upon the long-hid soil the white Pine s 
d i sappear , 
itJe -vlill cu t t h e other forest trees, a n d soH wher eon 
ue clear; 
our grain shall -vmve o' er valleys rich, our h e rds 
bedot t he h ills, 
Hhen our feet n o more are hurried on to tend t:he 
driving mills. 
Then no more a lumbering go, so n o more a lumbering 
go, 
ifue n our feet no more are hurrie d on to t end t h e 
driving mills. 
~\men oul" youthful days are end ed, He will c ease from 
-vdnter toil, 
And each one t h r ou gh t he summer Har m 1.-rill till t he 
vir g in soil; · 
Herve enough to e a t, to drink , to we ar , c ontent 
t h rough life to go, 
Then He '11 tell our Hild adve:~.J. tur es o'er, a nd no more 
a l umbex·ing go ; 
A 
B 
c 
D 
An d no mor e a l u_rnbering go, so no more a lumbering 
go, 
0 l He ' 11 t ell our v.rild adventures o'er, so no more 
a lumbering go. 
THE LUJviBEil:VlAN ' S ALPHABET1 
is for luce s, you v ery 1.-rell kn.ow, and 
is for Boy s that use them so; 
is for Chopp i n g , lvhi ch they do begin, and 
is t he Dang er t hey oft times g e t in. 
Chor u s 
So merry , so :merl"Y, so merry a re v-re , 
No morta ls on e a rth mor e conten ted could be , 
Hi t h a Hi 1 Dera 1 Ho J Dera 1 Dm,m 1 
At the i·roodsman ' s shanty t here 's no thing go es 1.,rrong . 
E is for 
F is fo r 
G is t he 
H is for 
Ch orus 
Ech o t ha t through t he 1,vOo ds r a ng , and 
Foreman , t he head of the gang; 
Grindstone that Slviftly go e s round , and 
the Handle so smooth and so round. 
1 Ibi d ., p . 30. 
I is for Iron, Hi t h Hh ich they do mark pine , and 
J i s f or Joll y Boy s, all in a line, 
K is for Keen- edge our axes l:Je keep , and 
L is fo r the Lice to keep us from sl e ep. 
Chorus 
}1 is 
N is 
0 is 
for 
fo x· 
for 
the Hoss t hat 1ve ch ink into our c a.nps , 
the Ne edl e with vJhich ~re mend our pants, 
OHls tha t hoot by night , and 
"0 i s for ,!. the Pi nes t hat ahv-ays fell rie;ht. 
Chorus 
is 
R i s 
s i s 
T is 
for 
for 
for 
for 
Quarrelin g , vJhich v.re don't have roun.d , and 
River , "tihich u e d r i v e our log s d01-m ; 
sled, so stout and so strong , and 
the Team to draH it along . 
Chorus 
U is fol~ Use, which 1-ve put our t eams to, and 
V i s t he Valley , which v-.re dravJ our sleds t hrough , and 
1:1 is for 1rioo ds t h a t 1-1e leave in the s p ring 
And noH that I have s1.mg _all tha t I rm going to sing , 
That rs a ll. 
THE LlJNB"'LHI J:tl.N ' S L IFE1 
The lumbe r man's life is a -v.rear isome one, 
But some say rtis free from all c a re , 
J ith t he r i n ging of an axe fx·om dayligh t m1.til dark , 
In t he mi ddl e o f some forest you 'll h ear. 
At n i ght "t-Je come i n to our carnps bleak a nd cold 
.And till nine in t he eve ning He p l ay , 
An d t h rm .. 1.e;h brok en slmnb e Ps He do pas s 
All t he cold 1-vint e r n i gh ts avray. 
At three in t he mornin g the cook he do es rise up , 
Saying , 'TUI'n ou t , rr. y hoys , 'tis day , ' 
And a s soon as the _, orning sta P do es a ppe ar 
To t he gre env-mods 1-Ie must auay . 
Tro.n s por·t ed He 
On the b 2.nk s 
And the Hal v e s 
h oHl S 
a r e fro~:1 the :-:"!laiden s o f a ir 
of t he bushisle stre e.m ~ 
an d t he 01tJl s , Hi -:~h t h e n' 
They disturb us of ou r nis h tly dream . 
---------------- . 
1 Ibid., p . 33. 
Tran s por ted He a r e from the bottle an d e;l as s, 
And t he f r iends that 1,-Je l ef t f ar beh ind; 
TheT'e i s no one cor.1es h ere for to ,,.ri pe a v.ray a tear 
vlll.en sorl"'OT,I fills our troubled :mind . 
t ow t he s prin g is comi ng in and our hardsh i p 's just 
begun , 
And the ·Hat er i t is p i ercin.g cold; 
Vii t h our clo thes dripping He t and our li..mb s are 
n early f r oze 
And our phyvie rs we s carc e ca n ho ld . 
over r och:s, shou lds and s tran s g ives e_tlplo:,rmen t to 
all hands , 
lfuile our we l l - banded craft we do steer , 
And the rapet s tho.t v-re r1..1.n they do seem to us like 
r-on , 
He avoid all slavel"age fe ar. 
You may bo as t of your farmers , but the lmnber man ' s 
charm 
Do far more ex c eed t hem all ; 
I ' ll enjoy my true love rs he ar t , until des..th it do e s 
us part , 
Le t her ri che s be grea t or sn~ll . 
C' --, ~ -~ T!-ill DAYS I N OLD PE30BSCOT ,,:,TRZAH 
out in Boston City 
In the mid en e of July , 
1Jhen fiv e and t Henty lurnb or jacl::s 
To the loved ones b i d good- by . 
1:Je l ar1ded i n Suhomuck , 
All fe eling pretty mean; 
But on He 1,rent and p it ched our t en t 
On old penobscot stream _ 
Our v.ro r k is cutting dry kye , 
To c l ear a righ t of Hay . 
The hour· s v-rer e long , but He were st r ong 
An d 1'-'"0 I' k hard day by day. 
The Suhomuck once Has be autiful , 
Its mount a ins an d scenery gran d; 
The fis h tha t rs i n the river 
Is t he be s t thatrs in the land . 
1 Gray, op . cit ., p . 70. 
The uo r 1r Hen t r olling nic e l y 
For just about one ueek , 
And somewhere i n Suhomuc k 
The sl-::y began to lea lt . 
For e a ting He h a d p l enty 
Of those g r a nd a nd g lorious beans , 
J_,ot s of ham behind the dam, 
On old Penob s cot stream. 
Our b oss he lias a good fellovJ , 
our co ol>: was a cockereen ; 
He nev er fOI'get the b oys 
He l eft on old Penobscot stream. 
Now the d ay s a r e al l c one pas t, 
It se ems but a l l a dream .• 
~Ie '11 n ever forget the f r i ends 
He l eft i n old Penobscot strerun . 
1 
TEE GHOST OF THE TREE 
s t rong as t he ·He i ght of the avalanche , 
Ye t Heak as brook-br eat__ed vapor , 
I must obey- - but t hen I s -..-my--
Behold me--I am Paper J 
I rua ha 'nt of the hero~t of the Tree, t he ghost of 
the hemlock and spruce, 
Pha..11. t om of fi bre and Hrai th of t he Hoo d by t he axe 
of the ch opp er turned loose. 
Cased i n the coff ining b a rk lon g Has I h idden and 
furled, 
BUt noL-v by the ma.rmal ma gic of men I carry t he neHs 
of a Horld . 
I am fre e--free--free , 
I, the soul of the Tree , 
Joy and sorro~J an d terror and s mile s--seek fo r them 
all t hrough me . 
Fame a n d n ame and shame 
To me they are all the s ame . 
I carry t h om a ll t o t he ends o f t he earth, 
Horror and pleasure ~~d mourning and mirth, 
And t o me neither credi t nor ble.me. 
1 Day , Eol msn , Ki n 0 ' Kt a adn . Boston : Sma ll T1aynard 
and Comp any , 189l.J- , p . 10": 
I a.rn Pap er , I am Pap er , pallid s p irit of the Spruce, 
su .. mrnoned f ar from soughing for est, patient s ervant 
for your use. 
They Here sent who stormed the mountains on v.rh ic 1 , 
sil ent m1d serene, 
Crm-Iding massed the r2 .. !1..ks of Hoodland , mi ghty .r:. rmy 
of the Green . 
Fi rst t he vrood-elves s aw ~<-lith terror fl ash and flic er 
of the axe, 
And they v-.rat ched t he steady heaving of the broad, red-
shirted backs; 
Then t h 0y heard the pulsing ch op ping a s t h e axes 
che cked and chocked, 
And t h ey felt the forest's tr emor a s t h e toppling 
g i ants ro cked . 
Then as back a nd eve r bacb-:l.,rar d 1-ve r e the e l ves c on-
. s trained to flee, 
on t he bark t hey knocked and 'rJhispered : ll~,jake ' 0 
Genii of the Tree J 11 
I am Paper, I am Pap er ! Hav e you praises or a l:.use 
For the mess age I am bear i ng , l ook to them, Hho set 
me loo se ; 
Look to t h em v.rh o sent me .,,rhirlin g through the boiling 
sluices' j mvs , 
And to them Hho h eld the tree -trt.:mlrs to t he yel ling 
teeth of sa~rJs. 
Yes, to t hem Hho tossed the g obbets of the sodden 
drip ~-:> ing lvoo d 
To the slavering, grating , grinder grunting •neath 
its i r on hood. 
For they fre ed from stolid fibre mi sht and spirit of 
t h e tree 
Tha t in race o' e1.., vJhirl..,ing stemndrum te:::: t ure took 
and fo n n in 1·1e . 
If I ~on:' e nch y our sou l Hi th an guish by the messag e tha t 
I be ar, 
Look to t hem vTho dulled my Hhiteness --th o se vJh o s pread 
t h e p oison there. 
I w1 Paper, I Ml Pap er , standing r eady for y our c a ll, 
~mite and silent and unspott e d; I 2~1 serf and slave 
to a ll. 
Have you t h ought or inspirati on? Hav e you word to 
send or s ave? 
I am He. itin g , c alm and patient, s till y our servant 
D.nd your slave • 
Uri te 1 I·Jha t is it, t hreat or secret, bargain, pledge, 
or s a l e , or bo a s t? 
'·l8 
SignJ Ah, mm"tal I have bound youJ Har k you Hi l l 
the fores t' s ghost ! 
Here I stand and threa t a.nd mock y ou , shade of :9r om-
ise , debt , or fr aud, 
1Jork and pay or pr ay for mercy J You are s ervant, I 
am Lord . 
I run ha ' nt of the h eart of the Tree , the gho s t of 
the heml ock and spruc e , 
Phantom of fi bre and v-rrai th of the ivood by t he axe 
of the chopper set l oose . 
Bearing the neBs of a wor l d, or mes s ace of cheer or 
of hope , 
Bindine t o bondage of debt or of shmae , or dragging 
a neck to the rop e ; 
I , the soul of the Tree , 
Hover , from sea to sea --
Theirs t he f aul t of t he irs the praise i-.rho have helped 
t o set me free . 
Fa."YJle and name and shrune 
To me they are all t he s am~; 
Th ey who have dragg ed me out of the v-rood, 
Be I for ev i l, be I for· good,--
To them b e t he credit or bl ame . 
Grim as the ue i ght of t he aval anche , 
Yet weak as brook- br ea thed v apor , 
I must obey--but t hen I s1my; 
Behold me -- I am Paperl 
1 HATNE 1 S HOODL.ND TF~'l.RORS 
It is fe e,red tha t some of the creat ures VJhich infes t 
the woo ds of Aroos t ook , Pi scataquis , and Penobscot counties , 
especially in the lumbering s eason , had had their mischievous 
qu al i ties magnified in local myths for the silencing of fr e t -
ful children and the stimulation of generosity on the pe.rt 
of green ch oppers . It i s the neHcomar in a lD111ber c mn.p 
Hho i s expected to do more than hi s share of ge t t ing break-
f a st a n d running errands i n order to quie t the h o stil i ty of 
-------1- siCi nner , Chc..rles L ., Jtmer ica n Hyths 2nd Leg ends . 
Pl'l.iladelphia: J. B. Lip~) :incott Company, 1903 ;-p. 8 . 
the -vJill-am- a lones . These c re a t u re s a re not seen a s often 
as they 1-.rere , fo r they have a f i xed hostility t o school s , 
never vent uring u i thin t en miles of' one. 
':Phe vdll - arn- a lone i s a qui ck little anilnal, like a 
squirrel , t h a t rolls i n its fingers po is on -li c h ens i nto 
balls and dl"ops t hem i nto t he ears and on the eyelids of 
slee p i ng men in C lliilp , c aus i n g tl1em to have strange dreams 
and headaches and t o see unusual objec ts i n the sno"\.·.r. It 
i s the h ardest drinkers i n the c runp Hh o are sai d to be most 
easily a f fe cted by the p oison. 
Ho r e odd than thi s animal i s the s i de - hill ·v.rinder , 
a rabbit - like crea t ure so c alled b e c e.u se he 1-!ind s about 
steep h ills i n only one di r e ction; and in order t h 2. t hi s 
back r:1ay ~)e kep t l evel, the do1·m - hil l l ec;s are longer t h a n 
the up - h ill pair. He i s se l dom c aught; )Ut t he HE>.y to k ill 
hi-r-11 i s t o he a d him off \:.ri th d o z,s Hhe n he :ts corks c re·uing u p 
a mount o. in . As the Hi n der turns , his long leg s c ome on t h e 
up-hill s ide and tip h i m ov e r, an easy prey . Hi s f a t i s a 
cure for di sease s c aused by t h e Hill- run- a lon e, but to eat 
h i s fle s h i s to die a hard and sudden d e a th. 
Euch to be drea ded i s the ding - b a l l, a pantl1.e r v-J 1ose 
l as t t o iljoint is ball sh a p e d and bar e of fl esh. Yi th t ....is 
vJe apon it cra cks it s victim' s s1mll. Thel"e i s n o r ecord of a 
Sl..H'Vival f rom the f l o1--r of a d i nc;-ba ll. I n older t r a dit i ons it 
sang 1Ji th a human v o ic e , t h u s lur ing t h e inc c..u tious f r om 
the i r c ab i ns to have the i r s conces broken in the da r k . It 
i s fond of huraan f l e sh , and Hill sin,?; all night for a meal 
of I n di ans . 
An unplen sant person i s Razor - s h i ns , a de a t h less r ed 
ma:.r1. ~rho 1-Jo rks for such as a r e __ ind to him, but muti l a tes 
t bat l a r ger numbe r of i gnor an t Hho neglect to pay t ribute . 
Ke ep Raz or - shins suppl ied 1rJi th fire - Hat er , -- a jug at ev e ry 
full moon , --and he Hill nm·r and t h en fell a tree foi' you 
-vrith h i s s harp shin- b ones , i f nobody is arom1d , o r --Jill clear 
up a b i t of road . BUt f a il in this, and you must b e pre -
pared to g ive up your sca lp , 1..rh ich he c a n slice f rom your 
head ·Hi tJ.1. a s i ngle ldc k , or he Hill clip off y our ears and 
l eave cu ts on you t hat Hil l lo ok like sabre strokes . \men 
a green hand arrive s i n a l mnber c amp , i t i s h i s duty to 
slake the thir st of Razor-sh ins. He put s a jug of Bangor 
HhisLey a t the do or . The b es t proof t hat the India n gets 
it i s shom1. in the o dor of breathe d alcohol t'l8. t pervades 
t he premi s e s all n i ght and the emptine ss of the . jug i n the 
morning . 
1Jhe re Frenc h Canuck s are employed at ch op p i ns , y ou 
mu s t loolc to see them all quit Ho rk i f a uhi te O';vl f l ies 
:from any tree they are :Lelline; ; and t hey mu st not lool{ b a c k 
51 
n or s peak to i t , fo r it is a ghos t a n d ·vrill t r ou ble t h em unl ess 
they l e ave tha t part of the 1r1oods fo r fully t h i rtv - davs 
v v • 
r;ut vJorst of all is the 1-vindigo, that r 2.nges from 
Labrador to Ivioosehead Lake , pref err i ng the least populous 
and thickest wooded d i s trict s . A Canadian Indian knovm as 
Sol e - o '-your-foot i s the only man uho ev er saH one and lived . 
For merely to look upon the ~:Jindigo is doom, and to cross 
h i s t r ack i s deadly p er il. There is n o n e ed to cr oss the 
tra ck , fo r it i s p l a in enough. His f ootprints are t Hen ty-
four i nche s long , and in the mi ddl e of each Lmpre ss is a 
red spot , sho~Iing Hhere his bloo d has oo zed through a hole 
in h i s moccas i n; fo r t he 1-.r indigo, dark a.nd hue;e e.nd shado-";y 
as h e seems , has yet a human sh-ape and many human a t t ributes . 
The belief i n t h i s monster i s s o genuine that lu111bermen 
hav e secured a monopoly of certain jobs by scaring competi-
tors out of the ne i ghborhood through t he s iraple device of 
trampi n g p c. s t their CG.:mp in fur-covered snm,JSh oes and squee.:z-
ing a drop of beef blood or pa i n t into each footprint . . . 
The stealthy stride of t he monster makes every lumberman ' s 
blood rLUl as cold as the Androscoggin under its ice roof, 
and its voice i s like t he moaning of t h e pines . 
On the sloped of Hount Kat ahdin live s Pomoola , the 
I ndirui devil, a be ing tha t has the shape of a pant her but 
i s l arger a nd -.. Je ars four t uslcs tha.t h ang out of h is mouth 
for ti-Jelve or four t e en i nches. He '~<Jill eo. t ani...'ilals and 
I ndi ans , but is so terT'ified by white men that n o scient i st 
has b een able to get v ithin telescoping r ange of him . 
Bullets av ~dl noth i ng a gai nst him; and knives are as mos quitoes . 
Only one t h ing c an k ill h i m: a str oke of lightnin g . In the 
old days Pomoola made a y early l evy on the I ndians , s e l e cting 
half a dozen of the most juicy , but since they had doings 
vri th spor t sm.en t he Indians have be come so flavored -.;-Ji t h rum 
t ha t Pomoola can eat only t h e maidens . In 1823 t he devil 
k illed fo ur memb ers of a hunt ing party on Jo Hary Lake , t hree 
more next day n t south TWin Ls~e, an d had nea r ly overtru~en 
the sUl'"'Vi v ors a t I>1iliniclcer t Ri ps n e ar El boN" Lake ; t hen a 
thunderbolt felled a birch tree on Hhich he 1,-Jas s harpening 
his cla\,JS and k illed h i m. The Indians s ay t hat he H~'. s t Hic e 
as long as a :Lour- man c ano e . TJ.e b o dy uas flo a ted to Old 
To ~'m , the c apital of the I ndi an r e s ervation; cel ebre. t ions 
were h eld by the peopl e of t he tovm . One of t he tusks , 
b l ackened by lightning , i s t r·e a sured in the f a:.-:1ily o f old 
Chief Sock a l exis. 
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Coffin , Robert :? . T., Haine Doings. HevJ Yo:L.,l: : 
Co:~np o.ny , 1 95 0 ~ 
-r:;obbs-r errill 
------, Aainstays of Eaine . Toronto: Eo.c:-~ill an and conp2.ny , 
' 1. -1 9~i.LJ·• 
Day, Hol man , 
'"' or-1·;,.,-,-y· v -• j_ "'L - ; 
Ki n O' Et aadn . :Coston: 
T904. 
------, Up i n T·Ia i n c .. Bos ton : Haynard and Conpany , 1 90 ~- · 
Dole , nat han B:a s l:ell, G..nd I r1--Jin Le slie r:-ordon, "-laine o f t he 
,Sea and ::'i n es . :::';O ston: L a C. ::::·a.=; e and Conpany , 1"""9"2-s:-
Dtmnack, Henry , The Haine Bo ok . Aug,'l.Ista : Northeastern 
Pre ss , 1 920.--- ----
Ec_cs tor-. ..n , Fanni e Hardy , and Nary 1Jins low Smyt h , Hinstrelsy 
of Ha i ne. Bos t on: Houghton-Hiff lin Company , 1 927. 
--- ---, Ol d John Neptune and Other Haine Indian Shamons . 
Portla nd : Southuorth- Ant h oensen Press, 1945. 
------, The Penobscot T~ an . Boston : Houghton-Hiff lin 
Company , 190L~. --
Gay , Maude, F i ve ~-!omen , Little Romanc es of Earl y Ha ine. 
Hiscasser,-11a~erson a nd Gr a.y Company . 
Gray , Ra:nnond , Sone;s of the Nai ne Lumberjack . Cambridg e: 
Harv ard Uni verslty-press , 1925 . 
Ram.lin, He len, Ni ne - Hile Bridge . NevJ York : \v. ·f . Nort on 
and Company, I n c., 19~-5. 
Hi tchell, Dorot hy , Along t he r·1aine Coast. Ne1.·T York : 
lrfni ttlesey House, 19~-f. 
Ni tch ell, Ed"T;Jin , It' s An Old St a t e of Haine Custom. 
NevJ York: Ven guardh"es s , Inc., -r949. 
Ricrunond , Berniece, Ri ght As Rain. New York : Random House , 
l 9L!.6. 
Smith , Hari on , History of Mai ne . }1anchester , Hai ne : The 
Fal mouth Press, 1949. 
Spenc er , 1dilbur, Hai ne Imnortals. Augusta: North e a stern 
Press , 1932. 
S1-vett, Soph i e , St ories of Hai ne . Ne...-J York : .American Bo ok 
Company , 1 899. 
· ils on, Harold , The Hi ll Countr•y North IJeVJ England. UeH 
York : Coltl.mbla Ull:rVer s i ty Pres s , 19:3"5:" 
XI . FILNSTRIPS, SLI DES , AND TH.ANSCRIPTI01 S 
All films listed are 16mm and are.black and uhite 
tm1ess indic s. t ed colored . They are i.-l ith so und unle ss they 
are marked u ith an X. They are listed a ccor·ding to the 
unit r ef erence and rel e.ted fi elds. The company fr om which 
they may be ordered i s g iven before each listing . 
Lumberil1.g 
Audio-Vi sual Servic e , South Stevens Hall , Universi ty 
of Haine , Orono , Hai ne . 
The ~·iorl d of Paper 
Socie ty foP Vi sua l Educa tion, Inc. , Chicas o, Illin o i s . 
Naine distri buto r : Audi o - Visual Center of En i n e , 
997 Cont,ress Street , ? oPtl8.nd, J:Iaine . 
Pape r in tho Haking 
Vi sual Ai ds service , Division of Univo~-:--si ty 0 :tension, 
Univ ersity of Illinoi s , Champai e;n , Il_in ois . 
Fe l ling Fores t Gi ants (X) 
Pa~er Tiaking 
The Hiv e r 
Trees to Newsp~ er (X) 
Re l a t ed top ics 
Society for Vi sua l Education , I nc ., Chi c o .. ._,o , Illino i s . 
I·IEdne di s tributor : Audio - Visual Center of T-h i ne , 
997 Contjress St ree t , POI'tland , r-Taine . 
Hew El'lgl and Stat e s --}'Ian ' s Activitie s 
l eVI Enc;l and States -- Physi c a l ChaPa cter i stics 
Aaine 
Visua l Ai cls Service , Di vision of Un:i .. vors ity ~::.tons ion, 
Uni v e1~ si ty of Illinois , C 1.a.rnpaign , Ill inois . 
American quare Dnnc e 
Early Settlers in Hel-J -r;'ll. c.;lan d 
Geogra phy of l e u :Sngl and 
1·1ai ne Harbor T01·m--Cmnden , I·'Ia i ne , Northe ast U . 3 . A . 
HeVJ :Gngl a nd 
Hew ~ngl and Shrines (X ) 
Soc iety f o :;...., Visu e.l ::::;duc at i on , Inc ., Ch icago , Illinois . 
Ha i ne d i s t d .. butol~: ~·'.:udio -'l i sual Center o f }J:aine , 
997 Congr Gss Street , ? ortl2 .. nd , Jiiai ne . 
Fores t s and Forest P:;:'oducts 
I:;:ou Paper Is Hade 
Pap e r in t he r.Ia ldng 
Ta ll Ti mber 
Transcr i p tions 
The Audio-Vi sual Servic e , Sou t h St ev ens l-iall , Uni-
v ersi ty o f Haine , Oron o, Iia i ne , has av a ilab l e f or 
rent a l 62 f i f t e e n 1~1inut e trans ci'ip tion of H2. i ne 
l egends , h i s t or ic a l even ts, and the p o e t J7 of he r 
m-m p o e ts. Eac _l t ranscr i pt i on i s 33 1/3 :C( . P . I'I . 
XII. SI-:YJi.TI I 'JG OF K~P~ R I:CJ.IT CE 
T'nes e a ctiviti e s a r e sugge sted a s methods of c ora-
bining t he i n.fo1:mation ga t hered from the com;::>letion of 
the core and optional relat ed a c t i viti e s. 
l . Pre~9are and pT'esent a n as s e~:1b ly ~)rO[;l'"'a.m at uhich 
scenes re ·lrese~'lting the life of a 1w,1 or1nan rrro show1 
ac cor:l~)ani e d 1::-y an appropr i a te o r i s i nr'. l s c r ipt and f o l k 
music . FoJJ;: cJ.ancin_s c a n be very effe d t i vel y u sed __ ere . 
2. repare t abl e e:::h i b i ts of 1-Ia ine pro due ts , Haine 
notebool'::s , ancl or i t:; i nal mode l s . Labl o eac _ i ten or 
attach a br i e f , ~~itten e~planati on t o eac~ • 
.3. T)r i te t he scr i p t , c o.s t, ancl. :)resent a one - ac t p l a y 
or radio sl-: i t based on t __ e folk l ore s tudi ed . 
L1. Choos e a c ommi t t ee and clr::l2uati ze a scene fror:~ one 
of Nai ne t s l egends . 
5. \·'rit e a shor t balla d , s et i t to mus ic i ."' ~lo ss ib le, 
and pr esent it to the cla s s . 
: I II . Kv.i\.LUATIOIT OF ':C'H:-:; UNI T 
The evo.luat i on o f the l).n i t Hill b e based on uri tten. 
HOl.,k, o:cc.l Hork , t eo.. cher evccluo. t ion , anci_ ~lU} il ev8.l11c.ti on . 
In co r rect l etter :l'ol~r•l ur i te one of the follO\·ri n ,: : 
1.. A th~;.nk you l e tter t o the libr ar i an of the state 
Li brary a t .Auzus t a or to the li~:;Pari::m at the Uni ver-
s ity of ~aine a t Orono i n a ppr e ciation o f t ho ~ater­
i a l ~Jhich 1:-.ras sent t o t he clas s . Tell vJha t used \·Je r e 
made of t he ma t e ria ls . 
• 
A l cttci' to t 1e il"e ctor o f t he Eai ne Publ i c ity 
Bur e au a t !'.,.ugusta tha nldns h i m :Lor t. 1e l·.1c.t c r i D-l an 
t ell i nc; h i m the use s ·t:: _at Here mtlde of it i n the 
cl2.ss work . 
I n a parD-graph of 1 00- 150 ~wr .s exnlain ~ o e f fe ct 
of the i nvasion of Ha i ne by l oge;ers from t he :Prov i n c es . 
C.. I n cor::lJl e t e s entenc e s e.n s1.-re r t he fo l lo-vJin -3 : 
1 ~ ~·!hat i s the e:;;:tent o f t h e Chr i s t :mas t r e e bu s i ness 
i n !-_a i n e . 
2 . 1· _y d i . r:1en c oT.1e fr om t he PI'ovince s to llaine l oc;c; ing 
C D..:.~lp S? 
3 . 1· _1.at is a peavey? 
4a . -T~ue t Ho i mport ant pu lp anc }ap e r a reas of t . e state ~ 
5 ~ 1.fl.1a t i s a tote r oad? 
6 . 1:!ha t c a l l does t h e l un ae r rnan shou t H~1en a tree i s 
f e l l ed ? 
D. :::::valuat i on Jy t he t e acher is to ·be mode o.. cc ordin~ to the 
f ol loui n;--_; oase s . 
1. \!ri tten :svalua tion 
a . A c ompar i s on of t:"le lette r Jr i t t en i n the pr e - t o s t 
i.Ji -~~- - t he l e t t e r o f the f i nal t es t . Th i s c or.1parison 
vril 2. be 1:1ade on t he f ollOi·Tins ch a r t . Use G · o i nc i c ate 
.c_;ood , p t o i ndicate p oor , U t o i ncl :i.ca t e unsatis f a c OI'Y , 
an I rn to .:n d ica te hr I'ove • 
··- -··~---··· - - . - k._ . 
-· . - .. ·- ·•:... --· .. .... 
~ 
SCORE CARD FOR ~!?.. ITTEH COBJ.ITnTICATION I 
NAJ.·lli I 
I 
DATE 1 
-
·----· 
LJ:TTER N1Jf.I:BER1 
--
I. Form of the Lett e r I I 
! 
A. 1echanical I I 
' 
-----
.. ----
1 . 
.. 
corr_e ct_.fo~ _ 
.. -
--- --~-- ---·- - -- -- -----
_;_ 
2. capi t~_?.:.~~-~}:QE:___ ' 
- I 
3. punctuation i 
I 
i 
i J --· _ ~ .• . _,s.pell ~ne; ~---·-·-- -. 
I 
f.-----··· 
. -
( 
B. struc tural I I 
1. Clear we ll-f'ormed sentences I I 
2 . '.Jell-organized paragraphs 
! 
I 
_). Go od O'r:_arnmati cal. ... lt~_ap;e __ ~ t ~ 
LJ .. . useful vocabul ary I ! 
II. Grade 
---- ----~-
2. Evaluation of HI'itt.en repoi'ts accor cUne; to both 
i !lfor mat ion .:.:; i ven and the effect iv e use of the l ang-
uage . The follm-Jine; scol"e c a r d may be used to do 
this . Use G to indicate good , p to i ndicate poor , 
U to i ndicate uns a tisfactory , and Irn to i:D.dicate 
i mproved . 
GO 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' 
I 
-;-- -
1 
SCO_tE C1'i1b Fo:q lJHITT:-:::E COL.ffiNICATIO T 
lTLJ:lE 
D Tj. ___________________ __:.....=...:::..=_ 
------- - - ___ ____J 
R~POiT JUl·IB:SR · 
I. Content of report 
A. su~ ject matter 
1. Says something 
2 . Interesting , vmrthwhile 
3 . original qualities 
Lj.. Nak es s ense 
B. source of subject 
1 . Ideas from thought , reading , or tal A 
2 .• Imagi nation 
3. Facts 
II . Form of report 
A. Eecb.anical 
1. I-Tanuscri pt form 
2. Capitalization 
3. Punctuation 
4. Spell ing 
- ---------------------1---+--· 
B. Structural I I 
I 
1 . Cl ear , Hell-formed sentences I 
--·t---- +--4----l 
2. Hell - organized parae;raphs 
3. Devel opment of one :i..dea 
L!:G."ood grar.Lrrratic2.l usag e 
5. Us eful vocabulary 
III . Grade 
I 
' 
------+---+--· ~~ ·--~----~ l 
-1----+--r-
i 
I 
2 • Oral Evaluation 
Evalua tion by the individual , t he cla s s , and. the 
t e acher g iving consideration to the mru1ner of presenta-
tion . The follm,,Jine; s c ore c ard may e used : u s e s r.mbols 
G, P, U, Ira, for go od , po01" , uns a tisf .._.ctor:r , i mproved. 
SCORE CARD :?OR OPAL COI-L 1u"1HCA TION 
Name Date 
I . Thiru::i n g on a subj ect 
1 . Getting all t he informati on 
1------------~--
3 . __ sking hoH, Hha t, Hhy 
4. Proe ressing step by step 
5. Sticldng to an idea until 
II. F i nding and kno1ving a subject 
2. By listening 
3. By reading 
!=====-~-=-=-=-=-'-"-·-=-~· ~-~-~-" -··-· --
L!-• By questioni ng 
III. Using the voice 
1. Volume 
2. I nflection 
3. Enunc iation 
1------------ -
~- · Pronunciation 
IV. Gett ing others to listen 
1: By knmving the subjec t 
"'====~=~~-.-~~----- ·--~--~ -· ________ __.!,_--l, _ __ L___:L_--l, 
f 2 . 
I 3. 
I 
I 
.... J~ . 
SCOLE CARD FOrt C?AL COHlTUHI C.A. TIOl, 
( c on tinued ) 
by forgetting yourself 
-· ---
By us i n;.:; uor ds exactly 
- - - - - - - --
By oeine; interested i n 
the l i s t eners 
·-
~ -~-
- ---
-
-
I 5. By organizi ng idea s l -. 
-
~ . Grout 1. of vo c abul ary 
1 . A s ener8.l test on these Hords f ro!rr the unit vJor:-r : 
b oom 
c at t y -lo,sger 
c aulk boots 
l mnb er j acl:: 
rappets 
sloop 
tote - road 
-vmter buck 
i his t le punl:: 
HOOd bLtCher 
2. I nciv:i.cl.ual test on neH u ords used b._- t h e pU:t)il. 
F. Indiv i du a l pr oe ress recor·d 
The pupil t.ril l evaluate i mself a ccording t o t :1i s 
check li s t . 
Do I contribute my ideas to co1n.rn i ttee e.n class 
me etings without be i ng asked? 
Do I off er to hel p others? 
Do I try to do a c curate 1.-ro r k? 
Do I try t o evaluat e the For t h of 1~1y mat erial so 
t hat my Hark con t a i Es t he most vo.l ua le mat rial? 
Do I loo { at the person s pealdnc; ? 
Does the quality of my uor1:: shalT ths.t I have Horl:ed 
carefull y? 
Ar e my assign.rnents read~- on t ·i me? 
regre ss r e cord continued) 
I s my voice pleas i ng? 
Do I t D.. l lr d irectly to the group ? 
G. Ev2_lua tion b y the pupil wil l be b a sed on 
1. the interes t the unit hc.d for h i m 
2. _'lis o-vm gains in the Lanz"lmge Arts 
3. individual co nferences to c ons i de r the Forl~ of t h e 
unit and t he p rogr e ss record . 
CRA.PTER IV 
THE }TAINE SEAFARER--A UUIT 
I. THE UNIT 
Folk literature flourishes where reading and print-
ing are absent. certainly these conditions existed along 
the Maine coast a century ago. The people lived beside the 
sea; their men were always on it, and it was the only broad 
highway for travel. The fate that overtook some affected 
all. 
Going down to the sea in ships is no longer a gr eat 
uncertain a dventure, for almost all the fears of the sea 
have vani shed. However, todayrs residents of our coastal 
towns are fully aware of the sea and its po1-1ers of destruct-
ion and still pres erve their one heritage--the many folk 
v erses telling of pirates, successful voyages, and . sea 
tragedies. 
This unit is prepared for the study of the literature 
of t he Haine seafaring man to show that he is an integral 
part of the economic, historical and social background of 
the state. 
II. THE DELI HITATION OF THE UNIT 
rne voice of the comraon man is expressed in folk 
literature. His speaking voice and his singing voice are 
displ ayed in folk ballads or poems sung to accompany physical 
labor or to express human emotion. 
65 
It is hoped that this unit 1·Jill make it possible for 
the class t o get pleasure from reading t hese ballads and sea 
chanteys and to realize that the folk v erse of the seafarer 
is an expression of his ideals, sufferings, joys, and his 
participation in the growth and development of the s t a te of 
Hai ne . 
III. PRE-TEST 
To the teacher: ~~s Pre-Test is to discover how much 
infor·.mation the pupils already have about the mat erial to be 
covered in t he unit and how adept they are in the skills of 
the language arts. It is devised to show you their strength 
and Heaknesses in the knoHledge of the subject matter and the 
areas in lvhich you will ne ed to spend time. 
To the pupil: The purpose of this Pre-Test is to dis-
cover hoH much information you already have about the material 
to be covered in the unit and hoH much skill you already have 
in doing some of the necessary language "t...rork. Some of the 
questions may be famili ar to you, but probably many of them 
~,rill not be. ~1e score you make on t h is Pre-Test Hill in no 
1....ray affect your mark in this course. The test is designe d 
to reveal your present lrnowledge of this mat erial, your 
"t->reaknesses in it, and the areas in -v1hich we can spend our 
time most profitably. 
A. I n the s paces to the left of t he follov.ring statements, 
Hri te the 1 etter of t he answer 't..rhich you t hink is correct. 
An example is given. 
b Example: The c apital of Haine is (a) Portland , 
(b) Augusta, (c) Bangor 
1. Iv!aine Has once a part of (a) NeH Hampshire , (b ) Jviassa-
----chuse tts, (c) Connecticut. 
2 . New E~gland folklore includes much of tha t lore from 
----( a) France, {b) Denmark, (c) Old England. 
3. Folklore refers to (a) nature study, (b) t ales and 
----~legends of the peopl e , (c) musical comedies. 
L~ . Folksongs are usually sung to t he accompaniment of 
----( a) a guitar, ( b ) a piano, (c) a h arp. 
5. vJhich of the follov.ring books de als with folklore? 
-(a) Adrift~~ Ice Pan, (b) Hen of Il"on, (c) Hinstrelsy 
of Ha~ne . 
6. V.Jhich one of t hese poems is folk literatul"e? 
----(a) "Lord Randal", (b) "The Children's Hour 11 , (c) "Paul 
Revere•s Ride". 
7. Which one of t he following people is not a folk 
-character? 
(a ) Babe Ruth, (b) Sam Bass, (c) Johru1y Appl eseed. 
8. l:lhich one of these people is a folk character? 
-(a) Aaron BUrr, (b) Pecos Bill, (c) John smith . 
9. '\-~Jhich of the fo llmving is a folk-story animal? 
-(a) Bl a ck Beauty, (b) Trigger, (c) Babe, the Blue 
10. 1-Jhich of the following is a folksong? 
ox. 
----( a) nHule Tra in11 , (b) " Blow the Man Dm·m 11 , (c) 11 Stardust 11 • 
11. ~fui ch of the f ollowing is not a f olksinger? 
----( a ) Eddi e Fisher , (b) Leadbel!Y; (c) John Jacob Niles. 
12 . \thich of the f ollowing is a folks inger? 
(a) Dean :Hartin, (b) Hario Lanza, (c) Josh \thite. 
13. iJThich of the follm..Jing is believed by tourists to be 
-a characteristic of the N:aine natives? 
(a) lack of tolerance, (b) easily Slrmyed, (c) independence. 
llJ .• Naine 1.-m s an ideal hideout for pirates because (a) she 
--.has a small population, (b) her coast has many small coves, 
bays, and inlets, (c) her land has vast forests. 
15. A cha...ntey vJas sung by the sailor as he (a) stood his 
-1,ra tch, (b) rested, (c) vrorked. 
B. Complete the follmv-ing sta tements by supplying the correct 
\-mrd or lJords needed in the blw.J.-rs. 
1. It is b elieved that the pira te, , 
buried his treasur e on the isJ.a n d s 70":z'f~C~a~s:-::c:-:o::--"B"'a=-=y=--.-----
2. Naine h a s app roximately miles of co a stline. 
------
3. Eastport is the packing center of Maine. 
---------
L~. Iviaine is referred to by the phrase • 
-------------------5. 
United Sta tes. 
is the easternmost point in the 
--~~-r-------------
c. Below is a list of p ersons, places, and events. Some are 
real; oth ers are l egenda ry. Place an X in t he s pace b e f ore 
t h ose 1v-i t h vrhich you are familiar. Place a Y in the space 
before those about Hhich you have heard something . \ rite ~ 
zero (0) before t h ose about which you have hea rd nothing . 
Arethusa 
Aucocisco 
Bl a ckballer 
_ Broile r Day 
____ Campobello Island 
___ Capta in Kidd 
Casco Bay 
Di x ey BUll ___ ....; 
Eastern Hole 
__ Frye r s Leap 
_ Tv.ro Lights 
Gra nd Banks 
Jm<~el 1 s Island 
Lobste r Festival 
}ft. Des e rt Rock 
_Noru.rnbego 
_ Paul BUnyan 
Portland Head Light 
__ QU.oddy 
_ sacarrappa 
Th1..mder Hole 
\·!estern Hole 
D. Follow the directions of Part c. Place an X in the space 
before those ·Hi th which you are familiar. Place a Y in the 
s pace before t hose about vlhich you have heard some t hing . 
Write a zero ( 0) before those about vfuich you have he ard nothine . 
backhead 
__ bowsprit 
breaker 
brine 
__ buoy 
__ caps t an 
cord-end 
crm-1 ' s nest 
davits 
__ dory 
__ drag 
_ dragger 
__ ensign 
forec astle 
fronthead 
_ gangway 
__ garf 
_ handy-billy 
_ halyard 
helm 
__ jib 
kilson 
larboard 
lobster pot 
lookout 
mainsail 
_ port 
_ quadrant 
schooner 
seine 
__ sloop 
starboard 
tar 
__ toggle 
___ t opmast 
tr•ick 
Heir 
widow's vralk 
E . 1wite one of the following letters: 
1. A letter to the l1aine sea and Shore Fisheries Depart-
ment at Augusta ask ing for i:nformation on I~!aine 's fishing 
industry and rel ated occupations. 
2. A letter to the librarian of t he Naine State Library 
at Au gusta or to the librarian at the University of Ha ine 
a t Orono asking for material on the fishing indus try and 
rel a t ed occupations. 
F. LIBRARY RESOURCES 
\~rite the ansHer to each of the folloFi ng in the space 
provided after the question. 
1. You have been ass igned the i-rork of finding a :rational 
Geogr aphic article about a dovm east cruise in Ma1ne. 
~'Jhere would you look to find the listing of the is sue in 
which the article appeared? 
2. You hav e the title of the book, wbite Pine and Blue 
1~1ater. \mere 1-vould you go to find tlie au thor? - - ---
3. The que stion :D_as arisen as to the length of t he life 
span of a lobster. You have been delegated to find this 
information f or the gr oup. Hhat source vmuld you use? 
4. You want the book Our Island Lighthouse by Bernice 
Robinson. In vrhat tv-m-pi'aces would you find the book 
listed in the card ca talogue? 
KK.f TO THE PRE-T.wST 
A. 1. b 6. a 11. a B. 1. Captain Kidd 
2. c 7. a 12. c 2. 3,000 
3. b 8. b 13. c 3. sardine 
4. a 9. c lL~ . b ~- · Dovm East 
5. c 10. b 15. c 5. Eastport 
I V. I NC I DENTAL AND IHDIRECT LEARNING PRODUCTS 
The chanteyman on board ship was an important member 
of t he ship 's cre~v-. He Has the song l eader. In his singing , 
he gave order s to his chorus of 1-vorkers, bidding them stand 
ready to pull upon t he ha lliards, to heave upon the c~.p stan 
bars, or to fill the hold . As he sang his part, the others 
were given a moment to breathe, to rest, or to take a n eVI 
position for the next bit of work . His words 11 Che..ntezl Sing J11 
1.-1ere a warning to be rea dy fo r l·JO rk . 
In the study of this k ind of sailor• song , there is an 
excellent opportunity to combine music and the l anguage arts. 
Here is the chance fo r each talented youngs t er to sing , to 
recite, or to play an instrura.ent before his classmat es. Some-
one would certainly enjoy being a chante~aan and leading a 
group of classmates in singing the -vw rk songs. 
Here also is a field for choral readin g and cre a tive 
writing activities. 
The sea chantey is but one k ind of v erse which the 
folk literature of the s ailor comprises. There are pirate 
sone;s , songs of mourning -vrhich tell of gr eat disas t ers along 
t he coast, and those song s which tell of the even ts of a 
happy, successful voyage. 
This unit con t a ins various f'olk poems, songs, and 
stories pertaining t o the life of the s a ilor. The s elections 
have b e en t aken from publi shed collections of Haine folk 
litera tt.l!'e, and from private, unpublished collections. 
l·C>of· . fi ~ 
~Le unit is diviaed to show the effect of the sea on 
the life of the pe ople and to shm·r the historical and economic 
importan ce of the sailor in }Taine 1 s g ro"t,;th. \mer ever it has 
b een necess ary to make a choice of v ersion, the po em g iving 
t he most Haine facts and having the most delicate l anguage 
'tvas chosen for class us e . 
V. UNIT ASSI GNNENT 
This unit is arranged 1fi th t he de sire to provide for 
( 1) gro1,;th and development of skill in various phases of 
Lan guage Arts and (2) unders tanding and appreciation of the sea-
.farer , h is Hork, his environment , a nd his :L."rUportance to our 
own life. 
The sta rred items must be done and a choice may b e made 
of any two of the other items • 
.;~1. AnsHers to t he following general .f act questions 1v-ill 
be needed in the successful fulfillment of the vrork . 
Keep t hese in mind as you do the uni t work . 
a. 1fua.t is meant by the t e r m FOLKLORE ? 
b. i4hy is the f olk litera ture of t he seafarer so sad? 
c. ~ihere are the ma jor fishing villages of the sta t e ? 
d. W.La t VJere Haine 1 s ch i ef exports i n 1 880-1920? 
e . Hovl l arge an annual s ardine-canning busines s is 
c arried on in ~lfaine today? 
f. \Vl1.at are Haine 1 s chief expo :, ·i.~ s today? 
g . \fuere are Haine 1 s shi p bu ilding centers? 
h . 1~1hat k ind of vessels are built in Maine t oday? 
~l3 
" 
i. Hher e a r e lighthouses loca ted along the I1a ine co a s t? 
j. Do e s Maine have any businesses lihich al'"' e t he result 
of, or companion indu s t r ies to, the fishin g i ndu s t r y ? 
k . ~ihere a r e Hin d-driven craft, other than s mall, pleas-
ure s a il boats, used today ? 
1. \iher e is the r e an institution i n t h e sta te where a 
b oy may be traine d in navigation an d s e aman s h i p ? 
m. \vhat are some s ea and shor e occupations oth er than 
deep-sea fishing ? 
n. 1•Jha t is a dra gg er? A schooner? 
o. 1~n1.at i s the orig in of the term 11 Do1m East"? 
-l:·2. Ha k e a n o te book and 1 is t the i.·JOrds from the p oems 
and tall t a les you rea d ·v.rh i ch c a used some difficul ty in 
v.nde Bstanding the \vork. Consu lt your dict ionary for 
meaning s and pronun ciations. List t h e meaning f or e a ch 
vro r d. 
This 11 troublesome i.,rords 11 notebook will be exami ned 
by the t eacher. 
-::-3. tvrite a s hort estimate of the n eH kno-vdedg e you h av e 
acquired since the begi nning of your study of folk lore . 
In y our lvri tin g b e sin cere. 
4. Rep Ol"'t on y our additional r eading . Submit a list of 
additiona l reading. This may be ,,..Jri tten on regula r compo-
sition p aper or y ou may start a card index file arranged 
alphabetivally by title. Eith e r method s h ou l d hav e y our 
comments on them. 
5. Prep are a group discussion by a represent a tive from 
each committee to summarize their activities, t he r eading s, 
and t h e ex tra "Hor k accomplishe d dur ing this stu dy . 
6 . Form a pan e l of four members to pr e s ent to t h e cla ss 
t be story of the origin and pu rpose o f myt hs , l egends, 
tall tal es , and folk ballads • 
7. Le2.rn a t l e a st t i.•IO folk s t ori es Hhi c 1 h ave be en told 
in y our f an1ily or in t h e f eJnily of clos e f r i ends fr om 
genera tion t o g en eration. Pr act i c e t elling t hese s t or i e s 
a nd p r e sent t h em to the Cl a s s . 
VI . COR~ ACTIVITI~S 
Th is list of ac t ivitie s should be prepared for B.Ild 
pres ented to each pup il. Th is is the ~-.r o rk for participation 
by e ach pu p il. one of the double-sta rred items must be done; 
any t -vm of the single- s tarred items and a_ny tHo of t h e o ther 
items may be chosen. 
~;.-::-1. Form a com:.:1i ttee to 'tvri te l etters to secure book s 
an d information from the state Library at Augusta and/or 
the Univ ersity of Maine Library at Orono . 
~:--: :-2. Form a comrnit t e e to secure p rint e d material from 
the se a and Shore Fisheries Department . Tb.is 1-lill re quire 
a l e tter . 
-:;J. Prepa l'"'e an ora l report explaining t h e p roc e ss of 
making lobster traps. 
~;.L~. Become a mem.b e r of a com.mi ttee to 
conduct a visit to a fishing villag e , 
fish-cru~ning factory, or an aquari~~. 
if i t is possible. 
arran.g e for and 
a boat yard, a 
Vi s i t a ll of t h ese 
~6. Pre tend you are a ne1.-1 s paper re _ orte r . For y our n ev-rs-
p aper , 1.vrit e the hea dline s and the account of t he story 
of nnixey Bull". 
-::-6. Choose a book from the pupils t reference list for an 
oral or written discussi on. 
7. Ha k e a map of the state of _t-_a ine loca ting the prin-
cipal fish inG villages , shipbuilding areas , lighthous es , 
fi s h-caru~ing are as, and fishing areas. 
8. Form a committee to fo rm a class library of T ~aine books. 
9. Compile an annota t ed c a rd cataloeue for t h is libr a r y . 
10 . Form a co~~ittee to t race p ictorially the building 
of a sailing ve sse l. 
11. Learn some Ne -vJ Eng l and square d an c es and t each them 
to o the r group s a t gym c lass e s or a t school parties. 
12. Ma ke a glossary o f terms pertaining to t h e life and 
the ·Hork of the Haine s eafare r . 
13. -\,Trite an orig inal p oem based on a recent sea di s ast e r . 
Pat tern t h is afte r t h e bal l a d . 
)"') -
..... 
.. ..__, 
VII. OPTIONAL RELA TED ACTIVITIES 
These a ctivities arc to be prepa r e d and posted 1here 
everyone may have ac c ess to them. They are the activities 
for voluntary participation . 
1. Prepare and label ~n exhibit of ship models . 
2. Hal{:e a model of a fis 1ing vessel. !rite a short ex-
planation of it and i ts use. Attach this to the model. 
3. Prepa re and g ive an oral report of a vi s it to one of 
Naine's festivals: Arrostook's Potato Festival, Belfn.s t•s 
Broiler Day, Rockland's Lobster Festival, a nd Bailey Islands ' 
Tuna Tourney . 
4. Illus t rate your favorite sea-folk tale. 
5. Prepare and labe l an exhibit of Haine sea food pPoducts. 
6. Prepare a cornmittee presentation to t he class of the 
Sailor's 5 orn Pipe. 
7. Prepar e to discuss orally or in writing an American 
folk character. 
8. Discuss, orally or in Hri ting , the characteri stics of 
some of the "folks " me t in this unit. Use quotations to 
illus trate what you say. 
9. Choose a t a le or p o em you like and practice so t1~t 
you c ~n tell the stor y to t he cla ss . Try to convey the 
mood a s well as the ~rmrds of the origi nal . 
10. Prepa re a chora l re e. ding prese n t a t ion of "Blm.; the 
:Han Dovm''. 
11. You are a s a ilor; keep an L~aginary diary of a trip 
to the Grand Banks fishing are • 
12. You are on a t-Jhaler. Hrite a ballad telling of some 
sea experience you have had. 
13. Re port on an intervieH 1-v:i_ th t he c aptain of a fishing 
vessel. 
VIII. BODY OF TH.E 1J11JIT 
This part of the unit includes the selected folk ballads, 
sea chanteys, poems , and stories of the ! Laine sea f'arer . They 
have been chosen as those Hhich best p icture the life, l·JOrk , 
and recreation of the man Hhose livelih ood 11as t e sea . 
These may be studi e d in p s.rt or i n t he ir ent ire ty . 
desired t ha t they 11ill st i mulate further study of t 1e 
folk lore of t he nation. 
I s le 0 ' Holt 
Has y ou ev er on t he Isle 0 ' Holt? 
Bonnie lad di e , Hiel an 1 l addi e? 
~-ihere Joh..n. Tho?.·,lp s on s-vml lmrJed a col t , 
Bonn i e l addi e , Hi e l an 1 1 addi e? 
Hurroo, my da::.1cli e s 0 ! 
Bonni e laddie , Hie l an l laddi e ; 
Hurro o , my de.ndie s 0 ! 
Bonn i e Siel ~~~ lad d ie . 
I opened an oranc;e and fo·und a l et t er , 
Bom1ie l addie , Hie l an 1 l addi e , 
And the more I read it gre·H better and better , 
Bonnie Hielan t l add i e . 
hurroo, my dandies 0 ! 
Bonni e l addie , Hi e lanl l addie , 
HUrroo, my dan dies 0 ! 
Donn i e Hi e l an 1 l addie. 
Chur ch and Ch apel 
I r ode to church , I rode to chapel, 
FUll d ovm J 
With a 1ick ory hor se and a white -o~- saddle, 
Pull do-vm belovJ J 
Pull do1-m , pull do m1, pul l dm-m together , 
ru11 do1m , pull do~rJn , my dandy f ellm-I s , 
Pull do 1-m l 
is 
1 Eckstorm, _ an..ni e Hardy , and Hai'Y \1i nslo1v Smyth, 
Hinstre l sy of Eai ne , Boston : Houghton }1ifflin Company , 
I92'(, pp . 24J"-2L!l~ . 
BloH the Han Dovm 
1T1-vas in a BlacJ :: - Baller I first served my tine , 
To my yo -heave -ho J blm·J t he lilan clo-vm J 
1 THas i n a Black - Baller I 1'lasted my pr i_-rn.e , 
0 ! g iv e me some tirne t o blow the m.e.n do~-m J 
' T"I-.ras uhen a Bl a c 1r- _,_,all e: 1-Jas l eav i ng t~1.e land, 
To my y o - heave - h oJ blo~or the man d oHn J 
our c aptain then gave us the Hol"d of cor.nnand , 
0 ! g iv e us so 2:1e time to U.ou t he me..n down J 
'Lay a ft,' Has the cry , t t o t he breal{ of the p oop,' 
To my yo- heave - ho 1 b lovJ t he man do v-m J 
'And I tll hel p y ou along Hi th the toe of my b oot, 1 
0 ! g ive m.e some t:i.Jne to b lov-r the !nan dmm J 
'Tvms 1-vhen a Bl a ck - Baller c rune h ome to the do c ~ , 
To m.y yo-heave- ho 1 blm-J th e man dolm ! 
The l ads a...11.d the lasses around her d i d flock , 
0 ! give me so me time to blovJ the man do v-m J 
Shov-e Her UpJ 
Shove 1er upJ Shove ter up J 
Keep shovinc of r er up J 
Shove re r up J Shover 1er up J 
Keep shoving of ter up J 
Shove t er up the gangway 1 
Shove ter i n the boat1 
I'd rathe r hav e a guinea than a ten- p ound n o te . 
Though a guinea it Hill sink 
And a no te it Hill float, 
I td 1•a ther hav e a gui nea the.n a ten- pou11.d note . 
Old Hor se1 
This rh~1me and variations uere 1-{no-..m as the sailor 1 s 
grac e before meals. There He.s 2nuch said about hor se beef 
being served on t,oard s h ip and t hese 1-rords tv-e re said over 
a piece of particu l arl y bad beef. sac carappa i s noH ~--est-
1 I bid, p . 223. 
brook , near Portland . Lumbe r , gr anite, and other p roducts 
for shipment vJere haul e d b y h orses to Portland along a 
c anal which extended from beyond the t ovm of Gorham to 
por tland. 
'Old horse , ol d horse , vJhat brough t you here? I 
----'From Saccax•ap 1 t o Portland Pier 
I car t e d s t one this many a year ; 
Till n mv, ·Horn do1rm oy sOl"G a buse , 
I'm sal te d dm-m f01~ sailor's u s e. 
The sailors t hey do me de sp i s e, 
They t urn r1e o'er and damn my eyes, 
Cut off my meat and p ick my bone s 
And thrm-v the res t to Davy Jones . ' 
The sailors1 Alphabet1 
A is the aftermost par t of t h e ship , 
B is the b ows prit on the b ow of t he ship , 
c is the c aps t an the sailors go round , 
D i s the do.vi t s v.r 1ere t he jolly boat hangs do1-m. 
E is t he ens i gn red, Hhi te , and blue, 
F is the fo rec astl e t hat holds t he shi p ' s c r ew, 
G is the gan g1.-my where t he mate takes his s t and , 
H is t he halliards t ha t never could strand . 
I is t he iron that oinds t he ship round, 
J is the jib boom on the bov1s pri t is found. 
y 
.. \. is t he kil s on tha t l eads fore and a f t, 
L i s the l arbo ard lrJhere the backstays h old f as t. 
11 is the mainrn.ast t hrough t he deck rove , 
N is t he nasty old co ole and his s tove. 
0 is t l"J.e orders f or us to be1.v-are , 
p is t he pumps tha t cause the sailors to s Hear . 
Q i s the quadrG.nt tha t gui des the , . snl p round , 
D is the r i ggi ng t ha t n ev er c an br eak . H 
s is the stal"bo ard side of the ship , 
T i s the topmast tha t never c an split. 
u i s the ugl y old Ca p t a in so b l unt , 
v is the vic tuals as salt as old junk . 
\·l i s f o r Hat er t ha t is salt as brine , 
XYZ vJill bring it in rhyme . 
1 I b id., p . 233. 
s ILORS I I COHE- ALL- YE ,l 
Come a ll ye prett y f a i r r1a i d s , 0 i f he did bu t _\:now 
The dangers and t he hardshi ps th2.t s ilors undergo , 
You •d have a better regard for them than ever you 
had before 
And h a te t _1e lazy l andsman , thatl s ah.ray s on t he s1or e . 
They are ahmys -viith t .1e pretty zirls -, tellin 0 them 
fine tales , 
Conc erning all the hard day 1 s i·JOrl:: th:?.t 1 s. clon e in 
t heir cornfi e l ds ; 
' Ti s pulling o f the Hoo ds and grass , l ti s a ll tbat 
they do knovr , 
.'Jhile He , lilce j ovi a l seamen- b oys , go p lov; t he 
oc ean through. 
soon as the sun it does c o dovm , aside t hey 'll 
t hrow their p loH, 
Sayin['; , 1 Our day 1 s Hork 1 s done , me boys , no _, ore 
we v.rill d o n ow. ' 
Soon as t he n i gh t is dark as pitc h , r ti s i nto bed 
they 111 crm1l, 
Hhile we , lilce jovial seamen , b oys , stand man a 
bitter s quall . 
Soon as e i gh t otclock it does c o.r1e one , t he Hind s 
begi n to blo-v.; , 
our Co.pt n.in hB COJ:llr.Ian cls u s all: ! - 11 bands from 
t here belo-v.; J 
All h ands f r om there belm-.; , my boys , s t 2nd by y our 
ship to e;uard J 
Aloft , a lof t, me lively l ads , s end dot·m t h ' top -
gal l ant yar d J 1 
The s eas they run full mounta i ns h i gh and toss u s 
up and do vm , 
In the mi st of all t hese dangers -vre are tfr a id our 
s hip l.·rill drm·m ; 
But don rt l et t ha t d i s courage u s , b oys , ive tll see 
the g irl s aga i n , 
T 1 s p ite of a ll JIJ.neric a , He lll c r o ss t e r aging mai n . 
1 Ib i c1 • , p • 2 2 2 • 
~ t ll sail to all part s of t he wor l d t ha t ever 
y e t 1·laS }{:n 01'VTI , 
:!e tll bring b acl: '-,old a __ d s ilv er , rtis u hen ue 
do re t urn ; 
ie tll maJ.;: e our country flmxrish , n:.e bo~-s , r.10re ' n 
ever it di befo_e , 
_.ncl Hhen our 1~1oney ' s a ll spent OJ.rd gone , He ' 11 
ero s s tll.e s e as fo r 1 ... ore. 
TIB BOI.D _,I SI-ffi: NAT- l 
As I Hal l-: ed out one moi'ning fair , 
Dmm by t ... ~ ocea n 1 i d e , 
It -vms there I espied a bo l d fi s h ern an 
Come ro.,·Jing o ' er the tide , 
Come ro -vrlnt:; o ' er t he tide , 
Come ro ri n o ' e r t he ti de , 
It t·m.s t 1ere I espied a bold f is _ e r man 
CQ e rowing o ' er t he tide . 
"Good morninc, bold fis her man , 
:·Jha t bring s you here t J. is Hay ? 11 
11 All for t. o co u rt s ome lady fo.ir 
.t... l l on t he X' is i n g waves , · 
.P.ll on the rising Haves , 
All on the rising 1-mves , 
_ ll for to court so1;1e l ad f a ir 
~11 on t h e rising uaves . 
T 1en __ e too [ off __ is mornin,s g o1..rn 
_ nd t hreH it on the g round , 
And L,he n she e spied t J.ree c h ains of e;old 
. 11 from h is necl;: hunc round. 
( Repeat a s i n the other vers e s .) 
Then dovm u p on her bende n1e e s , 
11 Your pardon , sir , I c rave , 
For calling you a b old fis _J.erman , 
All on the rising vJaves . 
(Repeat as i n t 1e other vers es . ) 
1 Sung to t J.e 1:.rrit er of t J.i s unit by Nrs . Carrie 
rover of Gorham, Ho. ine.. Jl.irs . Grov er le a r ned Lli s as a 
young g irl . 
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11 Arise , ari s e , my pretty fai r maid , 
And married irJe vJi ll be , 
And then y ou "t-Jill hav 0 your bol d fis herman 
To row you ol er the sea. 
( Repeat as i n t he other v0rses .) 
0 now t _is coupl e they are vred 
And happily res i de, 
And noH she has her bol d fi sherman 
To r ow her ol er t he tide , 
To rolr her o 1 er the tide , 
To roH her o 1 er the tide , 
And n oH s he has her bo l d fisherman 
To rm'li her o 1 er the tid e. 
D I~~K.l BULL l 
Dix ey Bull was a pira t e bold , 
He swept our co a st i n search of g old. 
One hunc~ed year s have pas sed aHay 
Since he c ast anchor in Bris t ol Bay . 
Under the l ea of Beavel'' 1 s shore 
He l a i d hi s c raft three days or more ; 
He flmn1.ted h i s f l ag and s hot h is l ead, 
11l1i ch kept t he people out of bed. 
Until the folk s of old J ames tmv-n 
Had passed the 1,ro rd to all around , 
That Di x ey Bull , the p i rate bold 
-.Jould n ot l eav e ·Hi thout their g old. 
Into the fort the people c a.rae 
To f ie;ht thi s man of bloody fru.ne ; 
But \vell t hey lme~v t he fo r t 1voul d fall 
~·}hen s tor:med by p mvder and by ball. 
Thelr e;o ld "t-Jas g athered i n a pile 
To send t o h~a a t Ee aver ls I sle . 
so the pirate l:J ou lcl go his 1vay 
And l eav e t he l,vaters of Br i stol Bay . 
S~t Daniel Curtis , a fishel~an, 
Feared n o t the fl ag f rom 't'l]'h ich they ran , 
But took his s ~ci ff; bent t o h is oar, 
And rm-red alone to Beaver's s h ore. 
1 Ecksto r m, op . cit., p . 250. 
t I, Dan C1..1.rtis, my boa t t.-Jill pull 
Dot·m t o the c r af t of Di xey Bull 
And man t o man , -re '11 meet toni ght , 
To s e t t l e f o r a ll in good f air fig~t. 
'And he lJho v.J' ins shall hav e t he say 
Of v.r ethe r t he ric ~es g o or s t ay ; 
I f h e -rills me they ' r e h i s b~'T right , 
If I k ill him lJe -v.rin t he f i :g .. t . 
The Ho_ en u ept , the ch ildren c r i e c , 
As he went off to the p i rate ' s side , 
Ee gave a ro a T' and -vmv e d h is han.d , 
And s a i d , ' I Hant to see the man , 
' The cap t a i n of t 1i s b loo dy c re1·r, 
Then I tll tell h i m vlha t I Hill do . ' 
Bold 1-va s the pira t e , Di x ey Bull , 
Sai d h e, ' Of · i gh t I am chuc ~: fu_ l . 
'I'm the Y:l n you r s h ores do t h h aunt; 
Bloo d or y ou r e.;old i s -vrha t I -vmnt. 
I Hi l l bleed for my c o1..mtry t s sa<::e 
And f o r the gold put o f a steJ-e ,. 
' Then singl e hande d you and I 
Shall f i ght until the othe r die .. ' 
T_en Danie l Curtis ros e and s a id , 
' Al l r i ght till y ou or I am d ead .' 
The c ap t a i n y elling , 'Hi th a s neer , 
sai d , ' -Jith a s t-Jor d no man I f ear,' 
Accept s t he c hal.l en e;e Hith a s mile 
And points his fi nger t o Beaver I s l e . 
The peo p l e he l d t heir b r eath and prc;;.yed , 
Be c ause of Bull they were a f raid , 
The pire.te c r e1v- g ave t h r e e t i me s t hr·ee , 
F or Di: ey Bull , k ing of t h e s e a . 
fl_lone they ' 'rent t o t he Islan d b l e a -, 
And t o e a ch othe r did not s pea k , 
They hunted for a sp ot all sound 
And l a i d t he ir coat s up on t he g round . 
Dm-m to t he belt t he fi ght er s s trip , 
Q t e r t he sod commenc ed to s k i p , 
Tou ched t he ir s t-mrds a nd gave a b list, 
To t es t the s trengt h of each o t her's -vrrist . 
Dixey tr i e s for Cur t is 1 arm., 
But the thrust vJent wil d and d i d no han • 
' Di xey f eigned, jmnp s to t he right , 
Sl a.shed at Curt is "t·Ji t h a ll h i s mi ght . 
CUI'tis dodg es ; and stepping b a c k , 
Gives the p ir n t e 1 s sword a v.rha c k , 
The p irate SHl.mg h is bro ads-v.rord lovr 
But Curtis dodged t he aivful b loH • 
A cu t now f a lls on Di x e y 1s neck 
And groan s ri se from the pir a t e t s de cl-::--. 
The pe ople cheer t heir D2niel bro..ve , 
As he the i r gold i s going to save . 
Dix e y Bull a new tri ck tri e d, 
Layi n s deep his s1-1ord i n Cllrt i s 1 side , 
Bu t curtis, bra.v e a s a man can be , 
Laug1ed at their che er s of three t·hne s three . 
Dan lmm-Js h i s b lood i s flm..Jing fast, 
Ye t for quarter h e 1-vould not ask , 
But looked his mB.n stra i ght in the eye . 
He -n mvs that he or h i m must die . 
C"Ltrti s f ought for c ause that 1s r igat, 
Di x ey, be cause he liked to fi ght; 
Then do1m ivent Curtis upon h is {nee , 
The p i rate 1 s c re1-.r gave three times three . 
Di xey rais ed h i s Si•Jor on h i gh 
Hhich flashed like light n ing i n t he s ky , 
He t hou sht his !YI.B.n 1-1as nearly dead , 
So gav e a sHe ep t o cu t his h ead . 
As Di x ey ' s s1-vord wa s f a lli:ne; do vm 
curtis sprang u p f r om t e ground 
I n fr ont of h i m by many f ee t 
'.·Tent Di xey ' s c rue l d eadly s1-veep. 
Like a fla s h at hirn Dan 1-.rent 
And throug his o r e ast h is sHord he sent , 
The b l ood gush ed out Harm, br i ght ru1.d red , 
The p i rat e staggered an f ell de a • 
Then lik e a strerun r ushed Di x e y ' s g ore 
0 1er Beav er ' s b l ee.lc an rocky s_J.ore ; 
i,vhen they saw tb.a t t 1.e fi ght Has done 
The people cheel"'ed because t 1ey ld Hon . 
Pirates , your fla g and anchor pull , 
For Cill"ti s 1dlled your Dix.ey Bull. 
That's hm,; CUJ.."tis vwn t he clay 
And killed his man in B"_c>i stol Bay . 
He saved go ld an.d saved th e tm,m , 
And -w-on a name of great renm·m , 
The skull and cross bones ·Hh ich they flew 
\:las t hen dipped by t:O.e pirate 's crev.r. 
Their anchor t hen wa s we i e;hed o'er rail, 
And gentle 1.·Jinds then fille d their sail , 
~mile c an_nons rang and c1.eers v.rere given 
They l eft for good old Bris tolts haven . 
TEl.!~ LOSS OF TI-~ SARAH1 
Ye landsmen all , novJ pray drm-v near , 
A lamentation ye shall hear ; 
A ship ~-vas lost on the sea, 
It 1.-vas t he sarah's lot to be. 
In Boston harbor the sare.h lay , 
i;Jaiting for v.rincl her speed to try; 
The 1rJi nd sprang up a pleasant gale, 
And s he spread forth a crowded sail. 
To vJaft o'er her the briny deep; 
The sea ran heavy , 
The 1rrind b le1-·r fr ee , 
Hov-r S1:vift the Sarah ' s sp e ed must be J 
Ye vlho Here thinldng , and t hought to see 
Thl"ee days at most 
V[ou l d land you safe 
Your friends and "t·Jives for to emb:r'ace. 
·r.rount Des ert Rock it 1..;-as -vrel l knovm , 
A brillian t light thereon it shone; 
And when this light it ai,;peared in vi ev-1 , 
Our Captain very well it kneH. 
But c aptain Pi erce he clidn I t thil1.k , 
Nistook tho.t lisht to be Hoss Peak , 
Ivii stook that light i-Thich so long had shone 
On Quoddyts Head , our eastern bound. 
1 I b id ., p. 2 80. 
:Je brought our vessel to the 1-Ji nd , 
And c ast both anc 1.ors f rom t he bo-vr, 
T 1i n.ki11..e; i n safety there to ride, 
Al though the seas run monntai ns high . 
She part ed her c , ains and adrift did ~o , 
The s arah t osted t o and fro; 
The sea run heav y and drove her acl{ , 
And t he Sarah s oon IJe came a 1-Jrecl ::: ~ 
Thirt y and hro Here tb.e Sara h ' s c reH, 
And la~l.dsr'len vr e re a ll cou n tocl t oo ; 
Si xteen SUI'Viv e cl to r each t he shore , 
SL:.teen are lo s t, t hey are n o more . 
He thinks I h e ar a -vJidovl cry , 
{eepi ng and moanin 0 b i tterl y , 
She cries , ' Al as J I run tmdone , 
I tve lo s t a husband and a son .. 1 
H 01f Capta i n i erc e , He hav e b e en told , 
He was a sailor stout and bo l d , 
He p lough ed a ll ov e r t he raging -vmves, 
But n o· r t he sea mu st be _is g rave . 
NoN Go d who r ules the ~11ighty dee p , 
Hi s 1-JO __ { s B.!.J.d uonders to perform, 
He p la.YJ.ts His foot step on the d eep , 
And r i des all over the thundering storm . 
1 
A S H I LE BALLAD 
A tall and hearty f ishermm1 f or Co.mp obello Island 
Resol ved to try h i s l uck , so f i rst he called h is 
fri ends to smil e and 
Cheer hh:1 up to mee t h i s fate , ~1. is l1.ea.rt alre2..dy 
quaki ng , 
BefoJ.:' e he t ried t h e bark c a noe hired for his 
undertaking . 
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Then s tra i ght -vmy lartinc; from t h e uharf , t 1.a t fi sher-
man d id steer 
For t ho bo l d harbo r named De Lute t hat l eads t o 
the inter-in 
Of Campo bello, and t .1o r e in d i d disappe2.r 
I n search of herr i ng , f resh for bait , and o ther su ch 
smal l deer. 
1 I bid . , p • 317 • 
Bu t on t h i s tfor e se.id i s l and d1..rel t a d isappointed 
sailor, 
'.'!h o for a c onfi s c a ted sloop h ad lon g been a b eHailer , 
He 1rmtched fo r months , a11.d e l:e he S1rJore Hit J. sa.: lo r ts 
an imosity 
Tha t for h is c onfi scated sloop he ' d yet have r e ciprocity . 
So Hhe:1 t h i s r;1arine1' of 01. rs , vJho se name it ·i8. Sn tt 
Hi e;e; i nson , 
Hauled saf e l y to t_. e other shore , ancl c~eftl~r t 1ere 
did begi n s oon 
To buy fo u r hundred thousand herr i ng , more Ol'' l ess , 
for bait; 
lJ0 1-m c ame t ~1i s Ce.mpobel l oi t e i n all h i s vengeful _J.a te . 
Anc~ s a ys to ot,r· fisher man,-- 1e says t o hin, so:ys 1.e : 
' Does you thlnl;: t J. i s ' e re f a lse pre t en se c u1. co1:1e 
it ov e r me ? 
I knm,rs a little of t hese lm-.rs, and lmoHs enough to 
see fine , 
If y ou tve a d i fferent i dee , . introdu ce it vrith a trephine. ' 
Then out spo1ce our young mariner , ' A stranger wre I 
st2.n d, 
Accused o f buy in,s herrin[!; in t ds here British l and J 
I f t1.e Jucl,_,e had one i .ea , it vmnl d save my children 
n i ne 
Ancl my 'lr-rife f rom u n tol d s orro 'lrJ-- l--rher e , oh u _ere is 
a tr·ephine? ' 
T 1ey hunted h i gh -- t hey hunte d loH-- they marched, 
they ambus c a ded , 
Until t he t horns the i r pantaloons a d f earfu lly 
abrade d ; 
_ 11, all i n v e.in , --i t was no s o--and so t hey uent 
auay , 
Returning to t he Court to hear Hhat the J udc;e mul d 
say . 
His h onor hurnmed--his h onor haHe d- - you mi sht __ ave 
heard a p i n f a l l , 
On l y , t here be ing no -vmme n there , no clw.nce Has of 
such Hl ndfall; 
Then he d i pped his p e n , 8l1.d l·rrote this j u dgnlGnt ; 
sap ient l y s a id h e , 
' Buying terr i n g s r e re hunlic ensed, is hundoub ted 
l arcen y . 
' But for t his 1 ere e.tt ampt to hinfluenc e t hi s c ourt, 
BY the us e of those strange himpl ements of t at 
houtlandi sh sort, 
The l mJ i s hunmisto.kabl e , hexplici t , as you se e , 
_ nd is not h i n g l ess nor mor e than arsol1 i n t he 
t hird de gree .' 
T·- s·., T ro ·::> s l ~ .!...!..u:~l' 
c ome a l l ye ~ ood pe ople, I pr a y l e n d a n ear , 
1·lho l.,Jish to 130 s eal-f ishing in the spring of t he year ; 
There \-ras t Ho schoone rs an ....  t v.JO s l oops i n the Pool 
1orhe r e L<J e lay , 
Being well-mann e d and r ig g ed and 1'roul d soon sail m ray . 
To me r addy for t he d i ddl e all the day . 
1 Bloody deck s t o her dashel"S J t the ch ildr en d id cry , 
As t he s c h ooner , the Ti __;er , Has r eady fo r sea ; 
So i-re a ll b i d adieu to our SvJee t hearts and fri enc s, 
And I hope it ~-ron tt be lone; till s h e tll be lo aded 
to t he bends. 
To me r addy for t _e cU ddl e all t he day . 
our cour se it be i n g southeas t fo r t hree days and 
three n i ghts, 
~vnen the Captain c i'ie s out , 'Lo ok ahea f or t 1e ic e l t 
i· e hov e her about, s tood her i n for the l and , 
And in l e ss t han t hre e h ours we uer e soli . i n t :1e j a..rJ. . 
To me raddy f or tile di ddle c.ll JC"1.e o..y . 
1..n1.ile t he c oo;: 1rms gett i ng breaJ--~fast ev ery man took 
a dre a.111 , 
Hi t h :1is bat upon ""Ji s shoulder j 1.1_111ped out upon 
the pan ; 
~-Ji th the ir bats upon t h eir s h oulders so me r ril y t h e.., 
g o, 
Every one sho :ed h is a ction Hithout mi ss i n.:; of a b loH. 
To me r addy f or t he cU ddl e all the day . 
F'n ile some they Her e s culpin g a nd othe rs hauling- t o, 
Ev e r y :rn...an s h m'<J ed h is e.cti on Hi t hout _i ss i ng of a blow; 
In the du s k of t he ev enin[!; vr en all c ame on board , 
i:Je c ount e d nine hundre pe 1 ts i n the hol d 
To me raddy f oi' the diddle all the d ay . 
so it ' s noH 1ve ' ve got our c argo, and T::e 1re a ll 
s a fe e.nd s oL-mel , 
so it 1 s n oH \ve ' ve go t our carg o , it' s homelra rd 
vJe are bound; 
·Jith all the u ind a bout southeast, and t h e s ky 
very cle al" , 
u e ·t~i 11 nev or drop o..n anchor ti 11 ~rre drop it 
right dovm there . 
To me raddy for the diddle al l the day 
()8 o · 
Tfi th the -v.rin d about so.utheas t, and t he ai r ve y c ool, 
\r[e v.rill never dro p a n anchor till i-Je drop it in 
t he pool . 
To me I'Hddy for the di dcUe all t he day . 
THE DEAV SLI P OF :HARPSl·T1.3LL1 
At t imes t 1e fisherfolk of Haine a re ste.rtled to se e 
the fo rm. of a ship, Hi t h e;aunt timbers shotling t hrou..::,h t he 
planlcs , lil::::e l ean limos thro u.:::;h r ents in a paupe r 1 s ;;arb , 
flo at shoreward in t h e sunset . She i s a ship of ancient 
buil d , with tal l ma sts and sails of ma j e stic s pread , all 
torn; but 1·rhat is her n ame , h e r port, her fla g , 1:Jhat hal~bor 
is s he try ing to m::d- e , no ma n c e.n tell , for on her dec::: n o 
s e.ilor has ever een seen to run u p co lo r s o r heard to 
ans1rJer a hail. :".Je it in cahr1 or stor m, in-come ol~ ebb of 
t i de , t _J.e ship ho l ds her Ha~r unt 11 she alr1ost touches s_J.ore . 
There is no creal;:. of spars or ln.ine of c o rd8.c;e , n o 
s pray at t he b ou , 1.l.o ripple a t t he s t ern--no voic e , and no 
fi .gure to utte r one . As she nears the roc :s she pauses, ten, 
as if i m:?elled by a contra ry current, flo a ts ru .der for er:1o s t 
off to s ea , snd v ani shes in tv.riliglJ. t . Ha rpsHell i s her 
f e.vorite cruising - ground , and her appearanc e there s ets 
many heads t o shakina , for vJhile i t is n ot inev itable t ~_a t 
1 Skinner , Charl es , Hyths and Legends of Our O'l·m Land , 
Philadelphi a ; J. B. Lipp incott Company, 1896 , p. 190-.-
i l l luc~.{ fo l lov.r s h er v i s its , i t h as be en se en that bur i a l -
boat s _J.ave s ometime s had oc cas i on to c r o ss t he harb oi .. s oon 
aft er them, and t he .. t they 1r1ere obliGe d to foll ovi 1.er c ourse 
be c ause of wind or tid e or current . 
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XI . F I LNSTR I ? S , SLID:Sn , Ai.W TIL l.7SC~I :;:;T I01T.S 
All films lis t ed are 16rrnn anc aro bl e.ck and Hhi t e 
unl es s in i c 8.t ed c o l ored . T 1e are H ~ t 1 sound . unl ess t ey 
are mar~ed \l i t'l 2.n ~ '" . TJ.oy are lis t ed a c cordin..; to t l:e 
lmi t r e f erenc e and r e l ated fi e l ds . The c or.1pany f _on Hhi cb. 
t hey rx1..c..y be o rde red is g iven before eac J. listin~ . 
Fis _. in~; 
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Lobsterto1,m 
He-v.r Enr; l e.nd F i sher i es : Cod 
r:-eH l!::DQ; l a n . F i sher i es : T-Iac kerel 
ITmi Bn0 l a nd Fisher:nen 
n ell Fish inz 
Society fo r Visual ::::; due ::~ tion , I n c ., c_ icE.co, Il ino"is. 
-~ina d i str i i u tor : . udio - Vi sual Center of !~ine , 
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F i s:1er-men o :f Gl ouc es t er--At Home 
I'isb e rnen of n lou c es t er--_(;_ t Se a 
The , •t ory of Oyster s 
Visu a l ._ids t:::'erv i ce , Di vis ion of Univ e rsity ....!,At ens ion , 
University o f Illino i s , Ch8.lnpa i gn , Illino i s . 
Li f e in a F i shing illag e 
Re l a t ed Top i cs 
s ociety for Vi sual Educa tion , I n c. , Chic e.g o , I llinois . 
l!aine di s tribu t or: Audio- Vi sue,l center of Aa i ne , 
997 Cons r ess s t reet , J?ortl ::>.nd, H~:dne . 
Alon e the ? ic tur e s que 1 orth _l'l.tlantic Coast 
Salmon F i shing in the NorthHe st 
He1·i Engl and St a tes --Han ' s Ac tivities 
Ne"H Rl'l:; l and St a t es --Physic a l Character i s tics 
Visual Aids service , Divj.sion of Univ orsi ty -;;;,-dens ion, 
University o f Illinois , Champ a i gn , I l l inois . 
Geography o f Nell 3ngl and 
:r.taine H8.rb or TOI--Jll.--Camden , l1aine , ITort heast u . s . A . 
Nevl · Eng l e.nd 
Nei·J R.ng l and Shrine s (X) 
Nort h eastern s tat e s 
ft..mer ic an Squ a re Dances 
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They don t he Prontie r 
Transcr i p tions 
The Audio-ViS1 .. lal Service, South s tevens Hall , Univer-
sity of I'-1ai ne , Orono , Haine , has avail able fo r rental 
62 f i fteen minute trans crip tions of Haine lee;ends and 
h i s "!:;ori c a l even ts , and the p o e try of many of her p oets . 
Each transcript i on is 33 l / 3 -, . P . H. 
XII . SI-If .. RI NG OF EXP3RI~NCE 
These are sus,r::~ested as ac t iviti es to co!:1bine t h e i n -
fo r ma tion e;ained from t he c ompletion of both t he core and 
opt ion al rel Qt e d a ct iviti e s . 
1 . Prepare an asse~~l'.J ly progr run a t 1,]"h ich scenes repre -
senting the life o f t he Haine seafarer a.. r e prese~1.t ed . 
An or i g i nal s c rip t of e-:p lan8.tion and ap~)ro-)ri e.te foL_ 
music ·Hill ac c onpany these s c enes . }i'ol- d a n c es -- s a ilor t s 
hornp i pe and oth ers--can be demonstr a te d in t h is ~:: ind 
of activity. 
2 . Pr epare a bulletin bo ard display of ori3 i n al lit-
erature~ drawines , maps, and p ictures. 
3. Prepa re table exhibits of Haine products, models 
of s hips , lobster traps, and othe r such t h ing s a s per -
tain to the sea , and Haine notebooks. La el t he items 
or attach a short, Hritten expl anation of them . 
h . i·vri te the scrip t, c ast, and pre s ent an ori ::;i nal 
one - act play or radio sldt ba sed on the folklore s tud-
ied. 
5. Choo s e a co~nittee ru~d dramatize a scene from one 
of Iia i ne ' s legends . 
6. Lea r n several ch:aht eys ancl p r esent a ~Jrograrn of 
them to t he class. 
XIII. ZvALUATION OF T:t-rE: UNIT 
The evaluation of t he unit v.rill be based on Hr itten 
uork , oral ~v-ork , t eacher evaluat ion , ancl pu p il evaluation . 
I. Letter 
In correct l e tter> form 1-rr ite one of t h e foll ot.vi nz : 
A. A thank you lette i' to the librari an of the Fniver-
s i ty of Haine or of the Haine t a t e Library tl1anking 
him for t he mat eri a l he sent to the class . I ndi c a te 
some of the i.'rays in Hhich the clas s used the materie.ls . 
B. A l e t ter to ths director of t he s e a and Shore F ish -
eries Depart~nent thanldng him f or the infor ma tive mater-
ial Hhich -vms sen t to the class . Tel l him hoH t 1e 
materia l was used i n c l a s s. 
II. Essay 
In a paragraph of 100-150 words discuss several e~-
amples i n v.Ih ich the folklore of 1-fai ne reflects c ert ain 
c haracteristics of the p eop:}.e of the state. 
III. In cmuplete sentences ans He r t he follol·Jine : 
1. 1-Jha t is a 11 widm·J ' s 1-val lr 11 ? 
2 . .J112.t i s t h e Ol' i g i n of t h e t errn 11 Dovm I:a s t 11 ? 
3. Name t wo in~:oort ant f i s h :i.n3 villa ges of tJ.e s t a t e . 
L!- . ~ v1J.2. t i s 2. se i ne? 
5. :The. t i s a 1<-re i r ? 
6 . .iher e i s the mar i t i me t r2.in i n c; s c h ool i n Ha i n e? 
7 . Uh y liJB. s Ea ine p opu l a r 't·d th _J ira t es? 
I V . Eva l u a tion by t h e t each er i s t o be mc.de ac c or d i n g to 
t he f ol l m·Jins a s e s . 
A. 1.Jri t t en Eval ua tion 
1. A comparison o f t h e let t er Hritten i n t _le pre-te-st 
vJi t h t 1e l etter o f the fina l t e st . T _i s c ompa r i s on 
Hi l l be made on t h e follo;;,ring ch_art . Us e G to i ndic a te 
good , P t o i n d ica t e poor, U t o i n d ica t e uns a tis f a c t -
ory , a n d Im t o i n d i cat e i mproved. 
~---~- --- ------
_____ DATE 
I. Fo r m o f the Le tt er 
A. · He chanic o..l 
_ _____ 1 . _.Q_o r:!:' e .Qt__ _:lo J,~lJL .. ______ _ 
------r--- --
1-- - __ .l. Punc t ug.t i _on 
struc t ural 
1 . Cl ee .. r , vre.l l -.f or:tne d s Gnt~ces 
3 . 
:-• Usefu l vo c a bul a ry 
I I. Gr a de 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I . 
2 . Eval uation of Hri tten rep orts according to ~)oth 
i nformation given a nd. the effective u.se of the lan.:;-
uage . The fol loHins score card may be used to do 
t h i s . Use G to i ndicate s ood , } to i ndicate p oor , 
U to indic ate unsatisfactox•y , and I.m to ind ic a te 
i mproved. 
SCOTI:S CARD F O:i1 '.-JRITT~E cm:r~wHCAT ION 
Content of report -l - · 
A. Subject matt er 
l . Says something 
2 . Interesting , vwrthHhile 
3 . OriGinal qualities 
L! .• Hake s sense 
B. Source of sub ject 
1. Ideas from thought , reading , o r talk 
2. Trrm 2;ination 
3. Facts 
I 1 I. Form of re~;ort 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
l 
i 
I 
1 . Eanuscrip t form 
2 . Cap ita lization 
3. Ptmctua tion 
-!- • Spel l ing 
:3 . s truc tural 
L l . Clear , Hell- formed senten ces ·~ .I 
SCO! :2 C_'\.:.:D FO:.: ~ TB ITT:SH C O~ !l·JJ1:TICNI'IO ·T 
(continued ) · 
2 . Well-organized p~ragra?- s 
3 . Dev e l olJHJ.eat of one idea 
)!-• Goo d c;ram.cnatic o_ l usag e 
5. Useful voc aoulary 
III . Grade 
I3 . oral ::::;v :..luation 
2v2.l uation by the i n ividu.:..l , t he cl <=> s s , ancl. the 
t e acher '-" i vinG c bn sideration to the : o.m1er of present a-
tion . The follo l,ri ng score c a rd may be u sed t u se s·yr11bo l s 
G, P , U, I m, fo r sood , poor , u nsatisf e.dtory , Ll"l~Jroved . 
SCOR:3 C_ RD FOR OR! L COliT·IDHIC!\TIO 
Hmne Date 
I . Thi~-{ins on a su b j e ct 
---- -------- -- --:-----t--1----! 
--i-
.. 1 . Ge ttinc; a l l the i n fo 1.2tion 
_2 . ,.,eeinc a l l t he i n orumtion 
-~~ 3 • I\. skin . .:, h oH, lJho. t , vJhy 
r------1!-• _ r9cress i ns step ~J ~r step 
5 St)._c_dn_: to e.n i dea u n til fL1 i shed 
I I • J:i' i n din~ an( n 1ou i n:; a su J j e c t 
________ 1 . By observ i nG 
t--------2 ._ :Qy Jj.sten.i J.S 
____ 3_ . _[Jy_ _:i," eo.din ·y 
I t_ __ _ 
I II . 
SCOR:S CA~D '? ?. OFL~L COE=_-UFI C..'~TIOH 
(c on tinu ed ) 
Date 
2:.. p;y q_uest i on:.Lne.; 
5. : y t h i n_l{i ne; 
Usin~ t he vo ice 
I . 
_J- !. _vol ume . __ -~- ~-
2 . I nf l ection 
-·. ·-. ~----- _--~~--- -----~:-_  -__ -__ _ -_  --+ - ~ ~ ~ --~-~-3. !I!nuncia tion 
!- · Pronuncic.tion j ! ;! 
-- ------ ------------- ~--- -· 
DT Ge t t i ng other s to lis ten 
1 . DJ knovrinz t h e sub j ect 
--- ~--~-~~~~----·- ~-·=--~·=·-=- -=-----~-- --------------------"---1----i~-
2 . I for0 etting y ou r s e lf 
·- = ~3.By- usin,:; -.-rords e:;:actly I 
-..-----:---~-~--1---------l'--t---i-
L, . • By b e i n G int e r e ste d in ~ 
the li s t en ers _l 
~ .-.,~-- ·• . ~ - ---~ -- ,o·"~--~~-·~--~,--==-=~-=·-··==-===·f=·=='fF--~'----!--==---~-
5. By or s ani z i n g i dea s 
i I ----''-------4~----"'----'-__ j 
C. Gr ovJth of voc abula ry 
l. A gene :~al t e s t on t hes e 1.rords f r om. the uni t u or.\: : 
b ows prit 
b r ine 
buoy 
c a pstan 
davits 
doi'Y 
dra e;ger 
forec a stle 
garf 
hal yard 
h el m 
n ains a il 
quadran t 
sch ooner 
s loop 
tog gle 
trick 
He ir 
2 . I ndi v idual t es t on n e1·J -vmrds used by t he :?Up il. 
v. I ndividua l pro gress record 
The pu p il i.vil l ev aluat e h i :::nse lf' a ccording to t h is 
chec k li s t . 
Do I c ontribu te my i deas t o co:mrni t tee ana cla s s 
meeting s wi thout b eine asked ? 
Do I offer to he lp others? 
Do I t r y to do accurate work ? 
Do I try to evaluate the ~.rro rth of my mat erial so 
t hat my WOl"'l-c conta ins t h e mo s t v a l uabl e mat erial ? 
Do I look a t t he pe rson s~J eakin3? 
Do e s t he qua l ity of my Ho rk s hoirJ tho.t I hav e i.·JOrlced 
care f u lly? 
Are my ass i e n..rnents r e a dy on time? 
Is my voice p l e asing? 
Do I t a lk dire tit ly to the group? 
VI . Ev a l uation by the pu pil -vJ'i l l b e be. s e d on 
1 . t he i n t erest t he tmit he. d for h i m 
2 . h i s o·;-m g a ins in t he Langu age .Arts 
3. i nd i v i du c.. l conferenc es to cons i der t 1c 1jJOrk of t he 
uni t and the progr e s s re cord . 
~-, .. 
.. ...;~.· 
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Reprinted from 
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It has long been a Compton custom to make available 
in reprint form a few articles which hold special values for 
librarians and teachers and for students of library science 
and children's literature. 
In this booklet we have reprinted and bound together two 
especially choice articles: "American Folklore and Its Old-
World Backgrounds," by Carl Carmer; and "Following the 
Folk Tales Around the World," by Mary Gould Davis. 
James Daugherty did the drawings for "American Folk-
lore." Various publishers loaned us the original drawings · 
which were used to illustrate "Following the Folk Tales 
Around the World.'' 
We believe that these articles are natural companiOn 
pieces which give the background essential to the fullest 
enjoyment of the folk tales themselves. 
F. E. COMPTON AND COMPANY 
American Folklore 
and Its Old-World Backgrounds 
BY CARL CARMER 
ILLU S TR A TED BY 'JAME S DAUGHERTY 
INTRODUCTION 
j\LTHOUGH I hope that adults too may enjoy it, this article on 
fl. American folklore is really written for boys and girls. So, in-
stead of concerning myself with those categories, variances, and the-
ories in which scholars love to delve, I have approached the subject 
through the environment of the child himself; the land and the sea; 
the jobs that he sees men doing; the songs his parents sing. It seemed 
most natural to start with the beginnings of folklore and to let the 
story unfold much as the folk tale itself grows. 
Folklore holds special values for all children. The child of Amer-
ican ancestry gets from his native folk songs and tales a sense of con-
tinuity, an awareness that his family has its roots in the nation's past. 
The American child of foreign birth has a greater sense of belonging 
when he finds that the songs which his mother sings and the tales 
which his father tells have almost exact counterparts in this, the 
land of his adoption. 
Folklore proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that, through-
out the history of the world, the experiences of men and women have 
been similar and that people feel alike as they go through them. The 
present upsurge of interest in American folklore must inevitably lead 
to a renewed appreciation of the fine body of folk literature and 
songs from other parts of the world, and so to a greater sense of kin-
ship for all peoples. 
CARL CARMER 
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AMERICL\N FOLKLORE and Its OLD-WORLD BACKGROUNDS 
Most of our present-day folk tales have come down from past generations. How the songs and stories came to be is part of 
the fascinating history of folklore, as told in this article. The illustrations are by James Daugherty. 
FOLKLORE. People have always liked to tell stories 
and to sing songs. Even in the days before there 
were books to be published and bought, people made 
up tales and tunes with words to them. And their 
friends listened and sometimes tried to learn them by 
heart so that they could go away and give them to 
others to enjoy. As people repeated them they often 
changed these tales and songs so that they would 
sound a little better to the new hearers. And the new 
hearers went away looking for friends to hear them, 
and they in turn tried to make them better. 
After they had been changed many times the first 
singer or teller had been forgotten and it could not be 
truly said that any of the stories and songs had come 
out of the mind of any one person. Nearly all the 
people who were the folk (Americans are likely to say 
"folks") of the neighborhood from which the stories 
came had contributed a part. These tales, songs, and 
sayings were known as the lore of the folk or more 
often as folklore . 
The folk have a real joy in making up tales, paint-
ing pictures, carving statues from the ideas that they 
and their neighbors in the country, village, or town 
have had. It is as natural for them to do so as it is for 
bubbles to rise in the pure water of a mountain spring. 
Perhaps their grandfathers and grandmothers have 
given them these ideas and these old people perhaps 
got them as children from their fathers and mothers. 
Some of the world's best lullabies have come to us 
that way, changing a little as different fathers and 
mothers have sung them to their children at different 
times in the many years of the world's history. Some 
good bedtime stories began in the same way. Some-
times instead of singing or telling an idea, a man or 
woman or child has painted it or carved it in wood 
or stone, usually without taking any lessons in how 
to do it. That is how folk pictures have been made, 
pictures that do not show the skill of a good artist but 
do tell a story or look like a person everybody in the 
neighborhood knows. 
The men who worked at building the big Euro-
pean churches known as cathedrals ' made fun of 
neighbors whom they did not like, such as the village 
miser, the scolding wife, and the cruel schoolmaster. 
Though they had not studied sculpture, the builders 
carved ugly likenesses of these people and placed them 
high up on towers and roofs. Sometimes they carved 
in the stone their village's idea of an evil spirit or an 
ugly devil. And now, hundreds of years later, they 
still look down on us, telling us what people of long 
ago thought and imagined. We call these grotesque 
carvings gargoyles. They are all part of what 
people now know as "folk art." 
How Ballads Came to Be 
Often in the far past things happened that people 
found so exciting that they wanted to tell others about 
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them. There were no ways then of printing in books, together and print them so that anybody who could 
magazines, or newspapers the news of what had hap- read could enjoy them. 
pened, and so men made songs which told it in verse The Brothers Grimm 
and sang them. These story songs they called ballads, Among the people who gathered these stories were 
and many of them are sung even to this day, both two brothers, Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm, who lived in 
in Europe and in America. The ballads tell of old Germany and began their work at the beginning of 
battles, old and usually unhappy loves, of wicked the 19th century. They worked for years getting the 
crimes that took place when the world was younger stories together before they published them in books 
than it is now. called 'Nursery and Household Tales' (see Grimm). 
In the very early days of England and other Euro- When scholars studied these tales, many of which 
pean countries there were singers who were ap- had been told the brothers by the wife of a cowherd, 
pointed by the kings to make up songs of praise about they found that the stories were very like those that 
the wars they fought, about the celebrations that fol- had long been told in other countries. Some had been 
lowed when they had been won, about the wonderful told in the days before Christ and in different countries 
gifts the rulers gave to the faithful warriors who and different languages. The story of Cinderella had 
fought for them. These men they called scops, and been told in Iceland more than a thousand years ago, 
many of the people heard them sing the history of and men had told stories like it in Bohemia, Eng-
their time and learned the words. Sometimes these land, France, Russia, and other countries. 
people changed the words to suit their wishes and Folklore Comes to America 
sang the new versions to each other. When people from all these nations began to come 
But people of those days in the old countries of to America they brought with them the tales and 
Europe liked quite as well, if not better, the tales that songs they had heard as children. Soon in the towns 
were not true history but were made up from dreams and cities of America, Swiss and Swede, Hungarian and 
and fancies and superstitions. These tales grew up Irish, Dutch and Turk, Finn and Dane were living side 
through many years until men began to gather them by side and telling each other the folklore of the coun-
tries from which they 
came. Some groups 
of people from across 
the seas stayed to-
gether in America and 
kept alive the ways 
and customs of the 
old countries. 
That is why, to this 
day, in the bayou re-
gion of the state of 
Louisiana the Acadi-
ans, people of France 
who sailed first to 
Canada and were lat-
er exiled to the re-
gion near the mouth ~ 
of the great Mississip-
pi River, sing songs 
that were once sung ~ 
in the French prov-
inces in the early 
part of the 18th cen-
tury. 
That is why, in 
both North and 
South Dakota, people 
whose grandfathers 
came from Sweden 
and Norway and Den-
mark still dance to 
jigs that once sound-
ed gaily over the fields 
of far-away Scandi-
Centuries ago in many European countries people told stories about a fierce dragon who raged over the navia. That is why 
countryside, leaving terror and woe in its wake. The stories always ended happily, however, because a people whose £ami-
young and mighty hero would appear and slay the dragon after a pitched battle. 
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lies came, many years ago, from the highlands of 
Scotland still sing, in the Great Smoky Mountains of 
North Carolina where those families have lived ever 
since they arrived, such ballads as 'Barbara Ellen' and 
'Lord Randal'. These songs began so far back in 
Scotland's dim past that no historian or antiquary 
knows exactly when they 
were first sung or whether 
what they tell is true or 
made up from the fancies 
of the people. 
Folk Tales 
Americanized 
Since folklore goes us-
ually from one person to 
another by word of mouth 
and not by the printed 
page, it changes as it goes . 
So Americans have often 
left out of old songs and 
stories those words and 
those lines which deal with 
things which they do not 
recognize. Because the 
Americans who sing it 
have never seen a Scot-
tish nobleman, the bal-
lad of 'Lord Randal' has 
been changed to simple 
'Johnnie Randal'. And 
Johnnie, when they sing 
it, is no longer in their 
minds a richly dressed 
young lord but just a 
lanky mountain boy whom 
they might meet on the 
way to town almost any 
clay. 
slept for many years. Washington Irving, who knew 
these tales, wrote a similar one. It was not about a 
great red-bearded emperor like one of the Gennan 
stories. It told of Rip van Winkle, a kindly, lazy 
Dutchman who lived in a small village on the 
banks of the Hudson River. He went out one day 
with dog and gun into the 
Catskill Mountains and 
did not retw-n until after 
he had taken a nap that 
lasted 20 years. In the 
same way Irving made use 
of German folk tales about 
ghostly riders of phantom 
steeds. He moved steed 
and rider from the banks 
of the Rhine to the banks 
of the Hudson in his tale of 
a headless horseman who 
haunted Sleepy Hollow. 
More amusing than that 
have been the efforts of 
some Americans to make 
the folklore they know 
seem even more American 
than it is. In the first 
part of the 19th century 
an American, Dr. Samuel 
Latham Mitchill, rejoiced 
that Americans had driven 
out the forces of the Eng-
lish king and were now 
ruled not by kings but by 
the wishes of the people. 
He felt that kings should 
not be mentioned even in 
folklore. He found one of 
the verses of Mother 
Goose, folklore that all 
American children have 
loved, very bad indeed. 
So he changed it and in-
stead of reading: 
When the pie was open 
The birds began to sing 
Wasn't that a pretty dish 
To set before the king? 
he made it read: 
In just such manner the 
"nightingale" of an Ital-
ian song may become a 
"meadowlark" or "mock-
ingbird" when the song is 
made over to fit the lan-
guage and the experience 
of the Americans who sing 
it. The line "Sweet Wil-
liam came from the West-
ern States" appearing in 
an old English ballad may 
mean to the mind of the 
The old stories went on to tell how the young hero married the 
beautiful princess. Fresh from the combat he would kneel and 
receive her hand as reward for his valor. 
When the pie was open 
The birds were songless 
Wasn't that a pretty dish 
To set before the Congress? 
American singer that Sweet William was born west of 
the Mississippi River. He is likely to think of him, 
therefore, as a cowboy in chaps, checked shirt, and 
sombrero. Actually at the time the song was written 
in England, such a costume had never been heard of. 
Frequently and especially in folk tales, Americans 
have made use of events that were related in the folk-
lore of Europe but have told them as having happened 
in places in the United States. More than one Ger-
man folk tale, for example, has been about a man who 
Nobody paid much attention to the change, however, 
and we still sing the Mother Goose version. 
In this manner Americans have accepted the songs 
and tales of other nations, filled them with American 
scenery and American characters and made them seem 
as American as if they hafl been born in one of the 
United States. But America already had a folklore 
when its first settlers arrived, and a new folklore grew 
up out of America after their arrival, a folklore that 
did not come from Europe but was purely and com-
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pletely American. It sprang from the native soil and 
from people who made the land their own. 
American India n Folklore 
The folklore that was here already when the white 
man came was, of course, that of the American Indian. 
It held tales about animals, witches, little people, 
good spirits, and ugly spirits. In many ways it was 
connected with the religion of the Indians and there iE 
no sharp dividing line between their religious myths 
and their folk tales. Indian folklore also held many 
songs and dances that were part of their festivals and 
usually had a religious meaning. 
The Indian had a real feeling of thanks 
to the Great Spirit for his blessings, and 
this feeling of thanks was a part of his 
life. If he killed a buffalo for meat, he 
thanked the spirit of the buffalo for 
the use of the meat. He was grateful 
to the maple trees for the sweet water 
which they poured out to him in the 
spring of the year and from which he 
could make maple syrup. He thanked the 
green corn for its sweet ears. He thanked 
the spirits who had planted the juicy ~ red strawberries for his enjoyment. He 
~ sang and danced his thankfulness and 
./ often told stories of how the good 
/ things and the bad things of life came to 
/ be. Many American Indians tell these 
:j stories even now, wherever American 
/ Indians come together. They tell of 
the old woman who lives on top of a 
high mountain. After the old moon 
has reached its fullness, she cuts it up 
into little stars and she strews them 
all across the heavens. 
Sometimes at night 
in the darkness of Long 
House where the In-
dians of the Six N a-
tions, the Iroquois, hold 
their religious rites, 
they beat upon drums 
and dance for their 
friends-the Little Peo-
ple-who join them on· 
ly when they cannot be 
seen. People who have 
studied Indian folklore 
are surprised that many 
of the tales are almost 
the same as those told 
by American Negroes 
captured in Africa by 
slave traders and sold 
in America as slaves . 
Perhaps folk tales go 
back so far through 
the years that they 
come from a time when 
all peoples understood 
each other and told 
stories that were re-
membered. No one 
knows why the same 
Because the American Indians had no written language, they kept their stories alive by retelling them stories are to be found 
around the council fire. Throu~i_!hb'::v~a~e:e~~e~f etii:~~fb'~ t!:~r~~r~~ the Great Spirit and recounted in the folklore of peo-
I 
I 
j 
' 
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pies who do not speak the same language and live in 
parts of the world that are far, far apart. 
Americans Develop Their Own Folklore 
As for the folk tales that were born in America and 
are therefore completely and especially its own, they 
began to grow early in the country's history and grew 
naturally from its landscape and work. When the first 
settlers came to America they found jobs to be 
done that were so hard that doing them seemed im-
possible. The idea of doing the impossible has al-
ways appealed to the American sense of humor. From 
the days of Benjamin Franklin to those of Walt Dis-
ney, Americans have amused themselves by picturing 
ridiculously impossible do-
ings as if doing them were 
a matter of course. 
Benjamin Franklin was 
once sent by the govern-
ment to London to give the 
English a better idea of the 
new nation known as the 
United States of America. 
He was so amused by the 
writings of English travelers 
who came to America for 
a stay of a few weeks and 
then went back home to 
write books about this ex-
citing land, that he made 
fun of them in a letter 
that he wrote to a London 
newspaper. 
build houses and to plant corn and wheat and other 
crops. They built log cabins from the felled trees and 
after the crops had been gathered made rafts and flat-
boats and keelboats from them too in order to float 
the grain down the rivers to market. 
Lumbering became one of the most important busi-
nesses and one of the hardest. Axmen who came to be 
known as "lumberjacks" might work all day in the 
far-spread woods and feel at sundown that they had 
done almost nothing toward clearing the land. It was 
natural then that they should go back to their lumber 
camp, have their supper, and afterward each take 
his turn on what they called the "deacon's seat" 
In his note he complained 
that the English writers 
had not mentioned the fact 
that the American sheep 
grew so much wool on their 
tails that they could not 
carry its weight without 
Benjamin Franklin, the wise statesman and inventor, was 
also a wonderful storrteller. His description of a whale leap-
ing up Niagara Falls tn pursuit of a codfish is one of the great 
(really the storytelle r 's 
chair) to dream up the 
greatest lumberjack of them 
all, Paul Bunyan, for whom 
no task was too difficult. It 
was Paul who could fell two 
great trees at once as his 
ax swung forward to deliv-
er one blow and backward 
to deliver another. When it 
got too hot he had to cool it 
in a near-by spring that to 
this day is known as a 
boiling spring. After he had 
walked west from Maine, 
where some say he was born, 
it was Paul's footsteps that 
filled with water to make 
the Great Lakes. The t ales 
of Paul and his big blue ox, 
Babe, who measured 42 ax 
handles and a plug of Star 
Chewing Tobacco from tip 
to tip of his magnificent 
horns, are so many that 
they fill about a dozen 
American tall tales. 
help. Each one, he said, now dragged a little cart along 
behind him to hold his tail up. He also scolded that 
there had been no report in England of the fishing for 
cod in the Great Lakes on the Canadian border of 
the United States. He said that of course everyone 
knew the cod to be a salt-water fish and the water of 
the lakes to be fresh. But, he said, it was a known 
scientific fact that fish will swim into any kind of water 
when they are pursued, and the hungry whales of the 
Atlantic were chasing the codfish up the American 
rivers into the Great Lakes. "But let them know, sir," 
he wrote "that the grand leap of a whale in that chase 
up the falls of Niagara is esteemed, by all who have 
seen it, as one of the finest spectacles in nature." One 
can easily imagine today a Disney cartoon showing 
sheep dragging carts bearing their wool-loaded tails 
or the cod's frantic jump up Niagara Falls just ahead 
of the open jaws of the hungry whale. 
Paul Bunyan and Tony Beaver 
One of the first big jobs about which Americans be-
gan to make up amusing stories was that of cutting 
down the trees. They had to clear land on which to 
books. Most of these books have all sorts of pic-
tures that show different artists' ideas of what the 
two of them looked like. 
But Paul is not the only great lumberjack of our 
folklore. Even while Paul was growing up, another big 
fellow who could do big things was being made into a 
folk giant by the fanciful minds of the folks who lived 
in the wooded mountain sections of West Virginia. 
Tony Beaver was his name and some said he was a 
cousin of Paul's. At any rate he looked and acted 
much like Paul Bunyan, but Tony lived south of his 
supposed cousin. 
When the lumberjacks of the American woods tired 
of telling stories about Paul Bunyan or Tony Beaver, 
they made up songs about their own jobs. There 
are many of these, some of them named for the part 
of the country they were working in-like 'Blue 
Mountain Lake'-Qr the kind of work they were 
doing-like 'The Shanty-man's Life'. Lumberjacks still 
sing these songs as they work at cutting down trees 
and floating the logs on the rive1s down to the sawmill 
where they will be cut into boards or crushed into 
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pulp to make paper. Here is the first verse of 'The 
Shanty-mun's Life': 
Oh, a shanty-man's life is a wearisome life, although 
some think it void of care · 
Swinging an ax from morning t il night in-the midst 
of the forests so drear 
Lying in the shanty bleak and cold while the cold 
stormy wintry winds blow, 
And as soon ns the daylight doth appenr, to t he 
wild woods we must go. 
Other lumberjack songs tell of 
the work in the woods m a more 
lightheurted vein. 
Mike F ink, 
the Great Jumper 
Logs were not the only cargo floated 
down river in the early days before 
steamboats were invented, however. 
Men grew wheat and corn and oats 
and barley. They made log rafts and 
fiatboats and keelboats and loaded 
them with the grain harvest and sent 
them along the current to the big 
cities below. The raftsmen and the boatmen 
who worked on the river were a rough, tough 
roaring group of men and they had their stories 
of heroes too. Sometimes after they had sold 
thei r grain at the market the raftsmen tore 
their rafts apart and sold the logs of which 
they were made. The boatmen had a hard time 
bringing their boats back home against the 
current. They would push with their long poles 
and they would grab bushes on the bank and 
thus pull themselves along upriver, a process 
they called "bushwhacking." 
China trade during their long days and nights at sea-
were making up tales of the Old Stormalong and his 
mighty ship the Courser . She was so big, they said, 
that the sailors had to ride their watches on fleet 
The journey home was long and hard, and the 
men who made it whiled away the weary hours 
making up tales about the king of all the bush-
whackers and keelboatmen whom they called 
Mike Fink. Mike was a great jumper, so they 
said, and once had almost jumped across the 
Mississippi. But when he saw he would not 
quite get there he had whirled about in midair 
and managed to get back to the shore he started 
from without falling into the water. Mike was 
a great shot, they said, and used to amuse 
himself by shooting the kinks out of the 
tai ls of little pigs that he saw wandering 
along the river banks. Sometimes the men 
who told Mike Fink stories made up songs 
instead. One of the best ones that they used 
to sing a.long the Ohio and Mississippi rivers 
had a refrain that went like this: 
Giant Paul Bunyan , king of lumberjacks, is the hero of stories told 
wherever woodsmen gather. Babe, h1s big blue ox (who matched Paul 
in size ) was his companion on many adventures. 
. Hard upon t he beach oar 
She moves too slow 
All the way to Shawnee Town 
Long time ago. 
While the western river valleys were echoing with 
the loud boasts of the rafters and boatmen, the east 
coast also had its folk characters. The whalers of 
New England and the men who crowded sail on the 
swift commercial vessels-the racing clippers of the 
horses to see that the whole deck was orderly. And 
they spoke of Capt. Ezekiel Macy Sims, who trained a 
swordfish to catch breakfast for him by sticking his 
sword right through a nice fat sea bass or bluefish and 
bringing him home like a doughnut on a stick. 
Chanteys and Other Work Songs 
The sailors who manned the great clippers learned 
something in those days that many Americans who 
I 
• 
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work with their hands have found out-that work goes 
easier when it is done by men working together in 
rhythm and that the simplest way to set the rhythm 
is by singing a song. The sailors, hauling lustily as the 
big sails rose, made up and sang work songs which 
they called chanteys, and they all pulled together at 
the moment set by the beat of the song. Of the songs 
they made up, three of the best were 'Way Rio', 
'Santa Anna', and 'The Banks of the Sacramento'. 
'Way Rio' starts like this: 
0, say, were you ever in Rio Grande? 
Way, you Rio! 
It's there that the river runs golden sand 
For we're bound to the Rio Grande! 
Chorus 
And away, you Rio! Way you Rio! 
Sing fare you well, my pretty young girls 
For we're bound to the Rio Grande! 
Some of the most exciting of the work songs came 
from the thousands of Negroes who did a great deal of 
the heavy work on the plantations, on the steamboats 
that plied the southern rivers, and on the railroads 
in eal'ly days. They sang songs each with a different 
rhythm to fit the movements of the body as they did 
their work. There were 
songs for hoeing cot-
ton (cotton chopping, 
they called it) and 
songs for picking cot-
ton, songs for driving 
steel spikes along the 
bed of the railroad, 
and songs for hoisting 
heavy bags of grain 
to the decks of the 
steamboats. 
The most famous of 
all these work songs 
was . the ballad about 
John Henry, the great 
Negro railroad con-
struction worker who 
wagered that he could 
drive a steel spike in-
to solid rock as fast 
as a newly invented 
steel-driving machine 
could do it. Using only 
his twelve-pound 
sledge, he won the race 
and the wager but 
died from trying so 
hard. Some say he 
really died of a broken 
heart. 
Henry, the steel-driving man. As the Negroes sing 
the ballad, John Henry seems like a very real person 
who might reappear at any moment with his sledge-
hammer. Here are two verses of the song: 
Captain said to big old John Henry, 
"That old drill keeps a-coming around. 
Take that steam drill out and start it on that ioh 
Let it whop, let it whop that steel on down 
Let it whop, let it whop that steel on down." 
John H enry told his captain 
That a man he ain 't nothin' but a man 
"And before I'd let your steam drill beat me down 
I would die with my hammer in my hand. 
I would die with my hammer in my hand." 
Negro Folklore 
Among the most beautiful American songs are the 
folk hymns of American Negroes, hymns that we call 
spirituals. From the days of slavery when Negroes first 
were converted to the gentle teachings of Jesus Christ 
they have expressed in their songs of religion all the 
grief of exile from their African home and their labor 
without pay in a new land. These Christian folk hymns 
are sad with minor melodies and their words are beauti-
ful poetry which has no one author but was put 
together by thousands 
of people who told of 
their woes and of the 
comfort that faith in 
Jesus gave them. Such 
songs as 'Swing Low 
Sweet Chariot', 'Some-
times I Feel Like a 
Motherless Child', 
'Look Down, Look 
Down, that Lonesome 
Road', 'I Couldn't Hear 
Nobody Pray' have 
given all Americans 
who love music a feel-
ing of pride in the musi-
cal gifts of the nation's 
Negro citizens. 
Negro workers in 
the deep South still 
swing their long-han-
dled sledge hammers 
to the rhythms of this 
work song and sing 
out the story of John 
Men who pull heavy loads have always known that singing makes the 
work li~hter. Seamen made up many rhythmic chanteys to sing as 
they hoisted sail. The long "awayee," heard in many sea chanteys, 
gave them the signal to pull to~~:ether, 
The Negro's folk 
tales have none of the 
sorrow that character-
izes their religious 
songs. They are gay 
tales of the doings of 
animals who talk and 
play tricks on each 
other. American chil-
dren of all sizes and 
colors have loved 
them ever since Joel 
Chandler Harris col-
lected them from his 
Negro friends and then 
created old Uncle Re-
mus to tell them over 
again . The stories of 
Brer Rabbit and Brer 
Fox, Brer Bear and Sis 
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Cow are still among the funniest and wisest of folk 
tales. There are other animal stories that are like 
them in many countries of the world but nowhere 
have they been better told than by Harris. 
Pecos Bill and the Cowboys 
The Negro cotton pickers sang words to tunes that 
fitted the rhythm of their picking. The sailors on 
the clipper ships sang rhythms that made hauling on 
the mainsheet easy. And in the Far West, where the 
grassy plains feed millions of cattle, the American 
cowboys have made songs that go along to the swing 
of the hooves of galloping horses. The plains, Ameri-
cans discovered, were vast, natural pastures. When 
the great herds of bison had been killed, often need-
lessly by hunters who did not need food, the ranchers 
put big herds of cattle in their place. The cowboys 
watched over them in feeding season, then drove them 
in thundering thousands to market. Keeping the 
herd quiet, particularly at night when the howl of 
a coyote or the cry of a 
mountain lion might 
frighten them into a 
wild rushing stampede, 
was a job which the 
lonely herd rider found 
best done by music. 
wagon and lost when he was only a baby. He was 
adopted into a coyote family and indeed had not 
known he was not a coyote until he was 18. Story after 
story the cowboys told while the fire died to embers 
and the stars grew brighter above them. They told 
how Pecos rode a mountain lion using a rattlesnake 
for a quirt, how he met Slue-foot Sue and gave her a 
strong whalebone and steel bustle that one day she 
fell on and bounced over the lower horn of the new 
moon, and how he founded the Perpetual Motion 
Ranch. The stories of other heroic cowboy adventures 
began to lose the names of their heroes and the name 
of Pecos Bill took their places. Just as in the northern 
wilds all great deeds were said to have been done by 
Paul Bunyan, no matter who really did them, RO in 
cow country all remarkable cowboy doings were said 
to be the work of Pecos Bill. 
Folk characters like Paul Bunyan, Tony Beaver, 
John Henry, and Pecos Bill are almost entirely made 
up out of the minds 
of the folk. There may 
have been at some past 
time real persons who 
bore these names and 
they may have done 
things to gain a repu-
tation. But the persons 
have been forgott en 
and the wildly impos-
sible character remains 
to give our minds joy 
by this very impossi-
bility. 
Folk Tales about 
American Heroes 
There are other char-
acters, though, true 
and important charac-
ters out of real Ameri-
can history about 
whom the folk have 
chosen to make fanci-
ful stories. From the 
very beginnings of our 
country's life as a na-
tion the people have 
told these stories, 
adding to them or 
changing them as they 
told them in true folk 
fashion. 
So under the stars 
he rode singing to the 
herd as his mustang's 
hooves beat out the 
rhythm. "Good-by, 
Old Paint, I'm leaving 
Cheyenne," he sang, or 
"When the curtains of 
night are pinned back 
by the stars, ... I'll re-
member you, love, in 
my prayers." Some-
times he made up a 
song about things that 
had happened - like 
the story songs - 'The 
Chisholm Trail', 'The 
Buffalo Skinners', 'As 
I Walked Out in the 
Streets of Laredo', and 
sometimes he sang, to 
old melodies that had 
somehow found their 
way west, new words 
that he thought fitted 
them better-'Bury Me 
Not on the Lone Prairie' 
or 'Red River Valley'. 
Tricked by Brer Fox, Brer Rabbit encounters the Tar Baby. This is one 
of the most popular of Joel Chandler Harris' Uncle Remus stories. 
To the soldiers who 
served bravely under 
Gen. George Washing-
ton in the days of the American Revolution 13 was 
a very fortunate number and not at all unlucky as 
folk beliefs have sometimes said. Thirteen was the 
number of the colonies who were fighting King 
George III and therefore the best number of all, said 
the soldiers. General Washington had 13 teeth in 
both his upper and his lower jaws, they said . And 
Often at twilight, after riding herd all day, the 
tired cowboys gathered where the chuckwagon stood 
in the delicious odor of boiling coffee. There, after 
they had eaten their fill in the light of the campfire, 
they told each other tales of a rider who never grew 
weary-the greatest cowboy of them all-Pecos Bill. 
Pecos, they said, had been bounced out of a covered 
J 
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he had 13 hairs on the 
top of his head under 
his powdered wig, and 
a tomcat with 13 whisk-
ers and 13 tiger stripes 
about its body. 
Many other great Am-
erican heroes have been 
honored by strange tales 
made up about them by 
the people. Ethan Allen, 
the bold captain who 
captured Fort Ticonder-
oga in the early days 
of the Revolution, said 
that when he died he 
would return to his be-
loved Green Mountains 
in the body of a fleet, 
pure-white horse . So 
even to this day, there 
are tales over which 
people shudder as they 
tell of a powerful white 
steed that races through 
Vermont's green valleys 
when the moon is full. 
Johnny Appleseed 
Travels West 
About the time that 
the battle of Bunker Hill 
was fought, a baby was 
born in Massachusetts, 
and his proud parents 
called him John Chap-
man. Many years later, 
when John Chapman 
was an old man, he had 
become a queer and lov-
able character whom 
folks on the American 
western frontier called 
Johnny Appleseed. The 
old man went barefoot 
most of the time, wore 
a tin pot for a hat, 
and old cloth sacks for 
clothing. He wanted one 
thing only-to carry 
th 1 d f th Pecos Bill is the cowboy folk hero of the western ranch country. Folks say he once rode a mountain 
e app e see S 0 e lion and used a rattlesnake for a quirt. At other times he rode a wild stallion named Widow- Maker. 
East to the newly cleared 
lands of the West so that the pioneers might have the 
juicy fruit to eat. 
He made many lonely journeys from the apple 
orchards of western Pennsylvania to the fertile 
river valleys of Ohio and Indiana, carrying bags 
of the precious seeds. He gave them away to the 
home builders along the frontier and while he was 
yet alive he saw wide orchards in blossom promising 
big harvests of red apples. The Indians, no mat-
ter how hostile to other white men, thought Johnny 
Appleseed's mind was ·different from other men's 
minds, as indeed it was. Having a folk belief of their 
own that such men were dear to the Great Spirit, 
they let him go wherever he wished without harm. 
The white people of the frontier loved him too. 
They fed him, gave him shelter, and told many 
stories about him. Johnny Appleseed had a way with 
children who looked for his coming with joy and who 
always wanted to play with him. And he had a way 
with animals too, even wild and fierce animals . 
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Folk tales grew up about Johnny Appleseed's play-
ing with bear cubs while their mother watched them 
placidly. Wolves and wildcats were his friends as well 
as the deer and all the other sly and frightened ani-
mals. When Johnny Appleseed died, many of the 
citizens of the nation looked upon the apple orchards 
of the Middle West and blessed the good old man who 
had brought the seeds from which they grew. They re-
membered all the stories that had been told about him. 
As they told them, they 
adde d to th em and 
changed them until John 
Chapman was no longer 
a nial person whose mind 
was not as other men's 
minds, a simple fellow 
who lived and worked in 
the days of long ago. 
To them he had become 
a folk hero whose mem-
ory was celebrated with 
joy and love. 
Crockett, Boone, 
and Jackson 
voted for him used to tell folk tales about him, none 
better than the one about how he rode to a political 
convention on the back of an enormous, kicking and 
spitting wildcat. 
The state of New Hampshire had two such real he-
roes who became folk heroes too. One of these was the 
pioneer, Ethan Crawford, of Crawford Notch in the 
White Mountains. He was so strong that once, when a 
load of hay fell on him with all its crushing weight, 
he caught it on his 
broad shoulders and lift-
ed it back to the body 
of the wagon. Ethan 
could talk to the moun-
tain animals and it was 
even said of him that he 
once preached a sermon 
to the wolves who had 
been attacking his 'sheep 
and he made them feel 
very sorry for what they 
had done. 
The other New Hamp-
shire hero was the great 
speechmaker D aniel 
Webster, whose eyes, 
when he was speaking, 
were said to flash fire and 
whose voice was like the 
roll of distant thunder. 
Many are the tales 
about Dan'l and his 
big and hot-tempered 
ram Beelzebub, about 
how smart Dan'l was, 
about the time that he 
even outsmarted his 
Satanic Majesty-the 
Devil himself. 
Other real people of 
history about whom the 
folk have told their sto-
ries are numerous. There 
was, for instance, Dan-
iel Boone, the great scout 
and Indian fighter. He 
swung himself across a 
river on the tough fi-
bers of a wild grape-
vine, they said, and they 
told how he scared a 
bear out of a hollow 
tree into which the beast 
was letting himself down, 
bottom first, by grab-
bing his tail and shout-
ing loudly at the same 
One of the best loved of American folk heroes is Johnny Apple-
seed, whose real name was John Chapman. Many tales are woven 
about the life of this strange, gentle man who brought apple seeds 
Pirates and Desperadoes 
Sometimes folk tales 
to the frontier in the early 19th century. 
and folk songs are made 
up by the people about characters who were widely 
known, not for their good deeds but for their crimes. 
Along the east coast of America a long time ago there 
were many wicked pirates and smugglers. One of 
the wickedest of these was the pirate known as Black-
beard, about whose cruel deeds and rich booty there 
were many stories among the people of the Carolinas. 
time. There was Davy Crockett, the boastful "Coon-
skin Congressman" from the Tennessee canebrake. 
He, folks used to say, could ride the sun around 
the world and get off where he pleased. He kept 
a piece of sunrise in his pocket and rode his pet alli-
gator up the waters of Niagara Falls. 
Davy was a real congressman and he tried to keep 
the Congress from taking away from the Creek and 
Cherokee Indians the lands that had been granted to 
them by the government. After he failed he went off 
to Texas to help its people fight against the Mexi-
can army under Gen. Santa Anna. Davy Crockett was 
one of the brave band of heroes who fought for the 
independence of Texas at the Alamo until there was 
no one left alive to fight. 
There was Andrew Jackson, "Old Hickory" his sol-
diers called him, who won the battle of New Orleans 
against the British in 1815 and was afterward elected 
president of the United States. The same people who 
Another sea rover, folks say, buried his treasures 
along the banks of the Hudson River. This was Cap-
tain Kidd, who is often spoken of as a pirate though 
the actual historical facts do not seem to prove it. 
Even today some people still search for the buried loot 
of Captain Kidd and other pirates and buccaneers. 
There were bad folk characters inside the country 
too as well as along the seacoast. There was Billy the 
Kid, a young outlaw and desperado, about whom the 
people of our Far West told many wild tales. And 
there were Jesse James and his brother Frank, both 
adventurous outlaws of the Middle West. The people 
From American history have come many colorful figures. Three of them are shown here: Davy Crockett, statesman and fron-
tiersman; Andrew Jackson, whose exciting career led him to the presidency; and Daniel Boone, scout and Indian fighter. 
Their real-life stories can be found in history books, but folks have built up a host of legends about them. 
203 
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of Missouri and the states near by still sing a ballad 
that speaks with scorn of: 
The dirty little coward 
Who shot Mr. Howard 
And laid J esse James in his grave. 
One folk story is told of nearly every American 
outlaw, the one that relates how he finds a widow 
weeping because her cruel landlord is coming to get 
her rent and she is penniless. It goes on to tell how the 
bad man lends her money, telling her to be sure to 
get a receipt, and how, after the landlord has re-
ceived the money and given the receipt, the outlaw 
robs him and takes back the money he has just lent . 
This tale has been told about Billy the Kid, Jesse 
.James, Rube Burrow, and every other American out-
law who has been widely enough known to have folk 
stories told about him. The people of America love 
it and they are likely to make any one of a dozen of 
their favorite outlaws the hero when they tell it. 
The Sidehill Dodger and the Hide-Behind 
An interesting part of folklore has been the telling 
by the folk of stories about strange and wildly dif-
ferent animals. The Negro tales about animals have 
nearly always been about animals that think and 
talk, but are in all other respects familiar creatures 
-the rabbit, cow, fox, bear, and so on. 
But people who live in mountainous districts love 
to tell each other about the sidehill dodger who al-
ways has to go around a hill in the same direction be-
cause the two of its legs on the uphill side are shorter 
than the two on the down side. In the snowy north-
woods, folks talk of the agro-pelter who drops heavy 
branches covered with snow on the heads of its in-
nocent victims when they happen to walk under the 
tree where it lives. They sometimes speak in whis-
pers of the hide-behind who follows lonely walkers 
through the woods but always, when they feel its 
presence and whirl about to try to see it, quickly 
jumps behind a tree. 
They like to make fun of the filla-ma-loo bird who 
always flies backward looking at where it has been 
and never at where it is going. And on the great 
plains the people who live in the lonely huddles of 
farm buildings beneath the towering windmills spend 
pleasant evenings in talk of 
the wild hodag who has a 
sharp, curved tail and can 
be taught to cut wheat with 
it. They say an educated 
hodag can run back and forth 
across the field and leave an 
even swath each time. They 
laugh too over the happy 
auger who can dig postholes 
by jumping high into the air 
and coming down hard on 
its strong, stiff, corkscrew-
shaped tail. 
Fiddle Tunes 
and Quilting 
Many products of the folk 
fancy are not tales or songs. 
They show equally well, 
however, how eager and cle-
ver are the minds of the peo-
ple that make them up. 
There are melodies without 
words-fiddle tunes that tell 
no story except that told 
by their folk titles: 'Whole 
Hog or None', 'Rats in the 
Meal Bag', 'Wild Goose', 
'River Bridge', 'Hop Light 
Ladies', 'Indian Squaw', 
'That Big Black Bear'll Get 
You, Honey', 'Pop Goes the 
·weasel', 'Wolves A'Howl-
ing', and thousands more. 
Romantic legends have come out of the lives of such American outlaws as Billy the Kid and 
Jesse James. The same tales are often told of outlaws in different parts of the country. 
Many of the women who 
live in lonely country dis-
tricts make use of spare 
hours stitching patchwork 
quilts of beautiful and 
wonderful designs. These have folk names such 
as Log Cabin, Golden Gates, Road to California, 
Lady of the Lake, Solomon's Crown, Wheel of 
Fortune, Circle Saw, Hearts and Gizzards, and 
the like. 
The quilts show the creative fancies of the people 
who make them. So do the wood carvings of folks who 
like to whittle out a likeness .of a dog, a skunk, an eagle, 
a cow while they chat by the hearth fire on long cold 
evenings. Some of the old folk carvings, particularly 
those of American eagles, are eagerly sought after by 
collectors and have become valuable. Once in a while 
some of the people of a neighborhood will take to 
decorating their sets of dinner plates by painting on 
them things they would like to see there-wild tur-
keys or brook trout or green vegetables. Sometimes 
they will go further and paint the woods at sunset 
on the teapot or a forest fire on one of the platters. 
This too is folk art because it shows a neighborhood's 
idea of these things. 
American Folk Art 
Not much painting is done on canvas by the folk. 
But in some parts of America, especially in Ohio 
and Pennsylvania, anyone 
who rides along the roads can 
see folk designs or folk land-
scapes painted on the sides 
and sometimes on the roofs 
of barns. The signs of some 
taverns too are folk art 
that someone has callerl 
"outdoor murals." Land-
scapes or portraits are paint-
ed on wooden surfaces and 
swung above tavern doors 
to let the traveler know 
that he is welcome with-
in. When the American 
republic was young, there 
were folk painters who moved 
from town to town car-
rying with them canvasses 
on which the clothed body 
of a man or woman had 
already been painted. All 
that was necessary then 
was for the folk artist to 
paint in the head of a 
subject and a complete por-
trait would have been fin-
ished and ready for sale. 
Other folk figures that 
were familiar to our grand-
fathers were the figureheads 
at the prows of sailing 
vessels and of steamboats, 
weather vanes made of met-
al that had been shaped by 
molds into the likenesses 
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The wooden Indians that used to stand outside 
tobacco stores, the iron dogs, deer, and other iron 
statuary that once stood on the wide green lawns 
of big houses are now treasured by many American 
collectors. 
Appreciation of Folklore 
Folklore is not only to be enjoyed for itself. 
It provides a never-ending stream of glittering 
stuff from which painters and sculptors and writers 
make pictures and statues, poems and stories. 
Although the artists of Europe had made use of 
foUdore again and again in their own countries, the 
artists of America did not at first choose to create 
their works from the lore of the country's folk. 
Nathaniel Hawthorne and Washington Irving 
were among the first of America's great writers 
to use the legends of their neighborhoods in their 
writings. 
Today the whole nation is aware of the great mass 
of lore that the folk have provided and still provide. 
American artists have painted our folk characters 
many times and here and there throughout America 
stand stone statues that give us our artists' ideas 
of crowing cocks, flying Pirates have always fascinated American folk. They loved to listen to tales of Blackbeard, 
Captain Kidd, and other bold and wicked buccaneers who sailed the seas under their black skull 
eagles, trotting horses. and crossbones flag, the Jolly Roger. 
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of what Paul Bunyan and the rest of our folk heroes 
looked like. In the vast Library of Congress in 
Washington, D.C., there is stored a very big collec-
tion of phonograph records of folk songs and ballads. 
Traveling collectors got these records for the col-
lection by going into the mountain woods, the jungle-
like swamps, the lonely prairies to get the folk them-
selves to sing the words into their recording ma-
chines. Preserved in record form, these songs can be 
heard by lovers of folklore long after those who sing 
them are gone. 
Folk singers have sprung up all over America, men 
who give concerts of folk songs and sing them so well 
that big crowds go to hear them. Hundreds of al-
bums of records sung by these m~n are on sale in our 
record shops. On records too are many of the old 
stories. They are told by expert storytellers who have 
delighted groups of children and grown-ups in schools 
and libraries. 
Our motion pictures too have recognized the value 
of our folklore. Movies that show the stirring events 
of our country's past, especially the exciting outlaw 
and cowboy days on the western plains make use of 
Some Americans have written plays on folk sub-
jects and thousands have gone to see them, plays 
like Maxwell Anderson's 'High Tor', Richardson 
and Berney's 'Dark of the Moon', Marc Connelly's 
'Green Pastures'. And there have been folk operas 
too-like 'The Devil and Daniel Webster', for which 
Douglas Moore wrote the music and the late Stephen 
Vincent Benet the words. 
American universities have sent their folklore schol-
ars into the neighborhoods where groups of citi-
zens of certain national characteristics live in order 
more fully to study their folklore. They carry with 
them recording machines and cameras as well as 
their notebooks. Reports are being brought back on 
the folklores of citizens of Mexican blood, Eskimo 
friends in Alaska, Hawaiian and Virgin Island neigh-
bors. These reports help us understand all the people 
who make up America. 
Folklore a Key to Folks' Minds 
Today as never before Americans are aware of the 
joy that can come to them through understanding the 
minds of the people of the past. People feel that they 
know their forebears much better when they know 
House-raisings and corn-husking bees called for dancing, and fiddlers provided the music. Many still-popular songs 
and fiddle tunes were first heard at these country dances. 
folk songs and folk legends. Jesse James and Billy 
the Kid ride again on the screen to the joy of millions 
in the movie audiences. Other motion pictures show 
the folklore of colonial days, the American Revolu-
tion, and the early years of American growth. 
what stories they made up, what songs they created 
and sang-in other words, what their minds found 
amusing and entertaining. 
Stephen Vincent Benet, who wrote many stories 
based on folklore once wrote: "It's always seemed 
l 
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to me that legends and yarns and folk tales are as 
much a part of the real history of a country 
as proclamations and provisos and constitutional 
amendments. The legends and the yarns get down 
to the roots of the people-they tell a good deal about 
what people admire and want, about what sort 
of people they are. You can explain America in 
terms of formal history; and can also explain it in 
terms of Rip van Winkle and Paul Bunyan, of Casey 
Chase, Richard, comp. Hullabaiuo, and Other Singing Folk Games 
(Houghton, 1949). 
Coleman, S. N. B. and Bregman, Adolph. Songs of American Folks 
(Day, 1942). 
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Jones and Davy Crockett-not the Crockett whose 
actual exploits are in the history books, but the 
Crockett who was a legend during his lifetime, the 
frontiersman up on his hind legs." 
Folklore never stops flowing from the springs of 
the people's fancy, never stops changing as it flows . 
Wherever people choose to entertain themselves rath-
er than be entertained, it grows. While city people, 
not so dependent on self-amusement as country folk, 
do not give us as many legends and tales as the folk 
who live among the woods, fields, and streams, there 
have been, even in such crowded towns as New York, 
ghost stories, songs of factory workers, fanciful char-
acters- Paul Bunyans of the city slums. Knowledge 
of a nation's folklore is knowledge of the creative 
workings of the minds of its folk. It is a key to a 
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of its people. (See also Storytelling, section "Follow-
ing the Folk Tales Around the World.") 
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Following the Folk Tales 
Around the World 
BY N1ARY GOULD DAVIS 
AN A RTICLE FROM THE SEC TIO N 
ON S TOR Y T EL LING 
INTRODUCTION 
T HE SELECTION of stories in "Following the Folk Tales Around the World" is based not only upon their literary and historical 
value but on their value to storytellers. A story that is interpreted by 
the human voice must have clear continuity and a certain rhythm. 
It is necessary sometimes to compare all translations of a tale from 
a foreign country in order to find the one that in sound as well as in 
substance best represents the original. To listen to one of Perrault's 
fairy tales told by a Frenchman is to realize that no translation into 
English has the beauty and subtlety of the French wording. On the 
other hand, Sir George Dasent's English wording of the Norse folk 
tales has such strength and integrity that it is acknowledged by Nor-
wegians as a masterpiece of translation. 
It is certain that there are hundreds of folk tales from other coun-
tries that have not yet had perfect translations. Each year, as new 
collections are published, the storytellers read the tales aloud to test 
them. Only rarely are they completely satisfying. There are compro-
mises in the list that follows. Some of the source books that are listed 
are the only ones from certain countries. It is better for the children 
to hear them than to hear nothing. But the storytellers wait eagerly 
for something more representative. 
Travel to the far corners of the earth has, in our day, been greatly 
simplified. In the next few decades there will doubtless be people 
who will hear and record the hidden tales of Asia and Africa, the 
Pacific Islands, and the jungles of South America. Time was when 
our own American folklore had a poor representation in books. To-
day we have a rich harvest for storytellers to choose from, and every 
year makes it richer. 
Folklore is history that children can appreciate and enjoy. Its 
recording, through the spoken word or through books, plays an im-
portant part in the building of a unified and friendly world. 
MARY GouLD DAvis 
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Following the Folk Tales Around the World 
"In the mountains there lived a lio!l who was king of all that place." Drawing by Vladimir Lebedev from 'The Lion 
and the Ox', retold from 'The Panchatantra'. (Macmillan.) 
FOLLOWING the path of the folk tales is a stimu-
lating adventure. It takes us around the world in 
space and through the centuries in time. It has the 
same thrill that explorers must feel when they set out 
to find new lands. It brings knowledge, too, just as 
surely as knowledge came to the old discoverers when 
they charted unknown seas. It also brings an under-
standing of men's motives and a tolerance that rec-
ognizes faith where ignorance would see only super-
stition. It is especially necessary to have this knowl-
edge now when modern science and invention has 
brought the world into a close community of nations. 
From all over the world there is a demand today for 
unity and understanding. 
The old folk tales, told and retold by the human 
voice, for centuries before they were recorded, grow 
up out of the life of a country as a tree grows up 
out of its soil. As a tree is shaped by the sun and 
the wind, the heat and the cold, the drought and the 
rain, so the folk t ales are shaped by the thoughts and 
the actions, the aspirations and the fears of a people. 
Often the outline of a story, and sometimes even the 
characters, are common to more than one country. 
But always the land itself and the people who dwell 
there leave a deep impression. It is as though they 
had dressed the story in their own native costume 
and made it their own. 
It would be hard to find a better antidote for the 
passions and prejudices of our world than the folk 
tales. Their humor, their freshness, their clean ob-
jective action, their logical and clear-cut distinc-
tion between good and evil are as refreshing to us 
in our perplexing international problems as the shade 
of a green tree is refreshing to a traveler who has 
stumbled along for hours under a blazing sun. Chil-
dren turn to them instinctively because of their clear 
construction. They set the scene, introduce the char-
acters and go on at once to the action. Traditionally 
the action progresses in a cycle of three incidents, 
the third incident is the climax and is followed by 
the "and they lived happily ever after"-a phrase 
common to many tongues. The characters in folk tales 
are always sharply defined. One often hears children 
ask for a story under the name of the hero or hero-
ine. It is through the affection and the memory of the 
children that Jack the Giant-Killer, Mollie Whuppie, 
Little Black Samba, and others have been immor-
talized. In the East the folk tales are more subtle. 
In the West they are simpler and more objective. 
The Far East 
Some of the oldest fables and folk tales which have 
been handed down to us came from the cradle of civil-
ization, the East. One of the best and widely known 
of the Hindu folk collections is the book translated 
from the Sanskrit called 'The Panchatantra'. In the 
translation of it by Arthur W. Ryder, prose into 
prose and verse into verse, it has something to say 
to everyone from the very wise to the very ignorant. 
It has the wisdom that appeals to age and the sim-
plicity and humor that appeal to youth. 
Chiefly from India come the stories that tell of 
the rebirth of the Buddha in the form of different 
animals. The best translation for storytellers, Marie 
L. Shedlock's 'Eastern Stories and Legends', is out 
of print. Miss Shedlock was too sensitive and too 
wise to point the moral of the t ales. Yet, in each one 
the lesson that a great teacher sought to give his 
followers is evident. One detail of her wording is 
significant. Instead of beginning the story with the 
conventional "Once upon a time," she begins it 
with the words that the teachers use in the temples, 
"And it came to pass that the Buddha was born as a 
.... " This sometimes puzzles the children; but that 
perplexity is often the beginning of understanding. 
The best retelling of the Buddha stories that is now 
in print is 'Twenty Jataka Tales' by Noor Inayat. 
One of the best collections of the tales that the 
people of India tell one another is 'The Talking 
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Thrush' by the English scholar, W. H. D. Rouse. The 
story called 'The Cat and the Parrot' is a great 
favorite with the little children, and older boys and 
girls like the one called 'The Wise Old Shepherd'. For 
the older children, too, is Mabel Ashe Beling's 'The 
Wicked Goldsmith'. It contains one of the adventures 
of Rama, the epic hero of India. 
It is fairly recently that the folk tales of China 
were put into form for American children. One of the 
Book'. They welcomed the new collection of old tales 
retold by Yoshiko Uchida, called 'The Dancing Kettle 
and Other Japanese Folk Tales'. 
The Middle East 
From Persia comes a cycle of stories as complete 
and as dramatic as any cycle in the literature of the 
world. It is a long narrative poem by a Persian poet, 
Firdausi, and is called 'The Shah N ameh'. It cele-
brates the Persian kings-Zal, Rustam, Kai Khos-
rau and others. The 
story of Zal and Ruda-
beh, the father and 
mother of Rustam, is a 
moving and beautiful 
love story. Boys espe-
cially like the scene when 
Zal is questioned by the 
Wise Men and the Mu-
bids to test his wisdom 
as a potential ruler. Rus-
tam is the hero of 
Matthew Arnold's poem 
'Sohrab and Rustum'. 
most famous of them 
tell s the adventures 
of the Stone Monkey. 
Atthur W aley has trans-
lated it, and the first 
seven chapters are in a 
book called 'The Adven-
tures of Monkey' with 
illustrations by Kurt 
Wiese. The gifted young 
Chinese artist Plato 
Chan has made a part of 
the story into the picture 
book 'Magic Monkey'. 
It was originally written 
by Wu Ch'eng-en of the 
T'ang Dynasty. Recent 
additions to Chinese 
folk-lore are 'Folk Tales 
from China' and 'More 
Folk Tales from China' 
by Lim Sian-tek. They 
include legends and fairy 
tales and are illustrat-
ed with unusual line 
drawings by William 
Arthur Smith. Another 
collection is 'The 
Treasure of Li-Po', six 
original fairy tales 
of old China told by 
Alice Ritchie and illus-
trated by T. Ritchie. 
Before these were pub-
lished, a French writer, 
now living in America, 
had told in both French 
and English an old Chi-
nese folk tale called 'The 
Five Chinese Brothers'. 
"He rubbed it, and the genie appeared saying, 'What is thy will?' " 
Drawing by Vera Bock from the 'Arabian Nights' by 
Andrew Lang. (Longmans.) 
In Arabia the hero 
story is told in 'The Ro-
mance of Antar' by 
Eunice Tietjens. Antar 
was a great poet, a great 
warrior and a great lover. 
He sang as he rode into 
battle and his songs, 
surging up through the 
hoofbeats of the horses 
and the clash of arms, 
were remembered and re-
corded by his followers. 
An old chronicler once 
said of Antar: "He was 
like no other child born 
of the desert, like a 
fragment of a thunder 
cloud." The stories from 
the Arabian Nights 
Entertainment are too 
well known to need 
comment. One of the 
favorite translations 
was made in the 19th 
century by Andrew Lang. 
Later, it was published with illustrations in color 
by Kurt Wiese. It has proved to be one of the most 
popular picture books presented to boys and girls 
for many years. A variant of it is in one of Lim 
Siantek's books. 
Many of the translations of the Japanese folk tales 
are now out of print. A classic among them is Lafcadio 
Hearn's translation of 'The Boy Who Drew Cats'. 
What is needed is a new edition in one volume of the 
stories he translated, with attractive format and illus-
trations. American boys and girls would like to see a 
new printing of Madame Ozaki's 'Japanese Fairy 
A new edition has been issued which has distin-
guished illustrations by Vera Bock. 
From Turkey comes a group of amusing tales 
told by the gullible, good-natured Nasr-ed-Din, who 
was known as 'The Hodja'. His stories were collect-
ed and translated by Alice Geer Kelsey in a book 
called 'Once the Hodja'. 
Russia 
For the transition from East to West there is a 
group of tales from the Caucasus Mountains in Russia 
that were first recorded in lovely, singing verse by 
the. greatest of Russian ; poets, Alexander Pushkin. 
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" Each morning the artist knelt quietly on a mat and painted beau-
tiful little pictures." Drawing by Lynd War d from 'The Cat 
Who Went to Heaven' by Elizabeth Coatsworth. (Macmillan.) 
Even in the English translation the words are 
like music. They always carry a sense of the old 
Russia-cold winters and the passionate welcome 
of spring, great distances and spaces, and its depend-
ence on animals. In Ida Zeitlin's poetic wording of 
the famous foreword to Pushkin's 'Skazki' , we read: 
There is a halcyon sea, and from its untroubled 
waters silver mists rise. 
And a gnarled oak grows on the shore, and a 
learned cat th a t is chained with a chain of gold 
walks forwa rd and back. And he sings as he goes 
to the right, and as he goes to the left he tells 
strange tales of enchantment. 
These Russian stories tell of a people 
who love color and beauty of form, whose 
imagination personifies the natural ele-
ments and gives speech to animals. Post 
Wheeler has translated some of these Cau-
casus t ales in his 'Russian vVonder Tales'. 
The 19th-century composers have made 
some of these stories immortal through 
their compositions. 
book to give children who are just learning to read ; 
but boys and girls of almost any age like to chuckle 
over the Russian version of 'Gingerbread Boy'. It 
is called 'The Bun', and instead of the "sowers and 
reapers" the little bun meets a rabbit, a wolf, and 
a bear. Chanting his song, he gets away from them 
all, only to fall at last into the greedy mouth of the 
sly, red fox. 
The most comprehensive collection of Russian 
folk stories ever published in English is the 'Russian 
Fairy Tales' translated by Norbert Guterman. It 
has unusual illustrations in color by Alexander 
Alexeieff. It is a selection from the famous collec-
tion of Afanasiev, and includes more than 170 
folk tales. There is an informing commentary by 
Roman Jakobson. Altogether it is an invaluable 
source for storytellers. 
Finland 
Finland can boast of one of the greatest of the epic 
tales-the Kalevala. It is so ancient that no one 
knows when it was first sung. It was not until the 
19th century, however, that Zacharias Topelius and 
Elias Li:innrot gathered it into a complete poem. Soon 
afterward it was translated into English blank 
verse by John Martin Crawford and published in 
America. Surely Henry Wadsworth Longfellow took 
the meter for his 'Hiawatha' from the Kalevala. 
Contrast the two lullabies : 
Yonder is thy golden infant, 
There thy holy babe lies sleeping, 
Hidden to his belt in water, 
Hidden in the reeds and rushes. 
And from Longfellow's epic poem 'Hiawatha': 
..,, , There the wrinkled old Nokomis 
Nursed the I i ttle 
Hiawatha, 
Rocked him in his 
linden cradle 
Bedded soft in moss 
and rushes. 
A favorite Russian story is 'The Little 
Humpbacked Horse'. It is in Post Wheel-
er's book, and Titiana Drowne has trans-
lated it into English verse in 'The Little 
Magic Horse' with illustrations in color by 
Vera Bock. Then there are the simple, 
humorous tales of the Russian peasants, 
Drawing by Alexander Alexeieff from 'Russian 
Fairy Tales', translated by Norbert Guterman. 
(Pantheon Books. ) 
The heroes, Ilma-
rinen the Smith 
and vVainamoinen 
the Minstrel, are so 
individual, so full of 
courage and humor 
and vitality that they 
leave a deep impres-
sion. Their wooing 
of the Maid of 
Beauty make s 
modern love stories 
seem but "milk and 
water" by compari-
son. One of the best 
often with animals for characters. Arthur Ransome 
tells some of them in his 'Old Peter's Russian Tales', 
and Valery Carrick tells them for younger children in 
'Picture Tales from the Russian'. He illustrates them 
with black and white drawings that children particu-
larly like. There is one for every page. It is a good 
versions of the Kalevala in prose is Babette 
Deutsch's 'Heroes of the Kalevala'. Parker Fillmore 
translated the Finnish folk tales in 'Mighty 
Mikko'. Mikko is the Finnish fox, certainly a close 
relation of the French Reynard. The wolf is called 
Pekka and the kindly, stupid bear Osmo. The dialogue 
I 
1 
between them is filled with humor. Evidently the 
Finnish peasant loves argument. The Finnish folk 
tales are great fun to tell. 'Tales from a Finnish Tupa' 
is an excellent collection. James Cloyd Bowman made 
the selection and did a literary translation from a 
literal translation into English by Aili Kolehmainen. 
Margery Bianco was the reviser. 
Poland 
Many of the folk tales and legends of Poland have 
been preserved by the Catholic Church. The peo-
ple have a friendly, naive feeling for the great fig-
mes in the Christian religion, and this feeling is ex-
pressed in their folklore. Saint Joseph makes a plough 
to help a poor farmer. Saint Peter engages in a lively 
dialogue with a cobbler who wants to 
get into heaven. Saint Anna, the 
mother of the Virgin, hangs the 
heavenly household goods out to 
air and some mischievous little an-
gels tear the cover of the down com-
forter-and so snow falls on earth. 
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called Katcha and the Devil. It has a variant in 
Spain and is a good choice for older boys and girls 
and even for adults. The Czech devil is a stupid, 
gullible creature. This account of how a determined 
old woman outwitted him is spicy and amusing. 
Germany 
From Germany come folk tales that are known all 
over the civilized world. They were taken down from 
all sorts of people, rich and poor, high and low, by 
two brothers-Wilhelm and Jakob Grimm-in the 
19th century. It is great fun to trace the variants of 
these stories. Here is the Anglo-Saxon 'Tom Tit Tot' 
as 'Rumpelstiltskin.' Here is the French 'Sleeping 
Beauty' as 'Briar Rose'. Here is the Finnish tale, 
These stories are translated by 
Lucia Borski and published in a beau-
tifully designed book called 'Polish 
Folk Tales' . A second group of tales 
that have been told for centuries to 
the children of Poland is also trans-
lated by Mrs. Borski. They are in 
two volumes: 'The Jolly Tailor' 
and 'The Gypsy and the Bear'. 
Children particularly like 'The 
Jolly Tailor'-a story that has all 
the biting wit and the cryptic phras-
"There was an old woman who had a gray goat." Drawing by Valery Carrick 
from 'Still More Russian Picture Tales', a companion booK to 'Picture Tales 
from the Russian'. (Lippincott. ) 
ing characteristic of the native Polish storyteller. 
A charming legend of the little cat who sang a lull-
aby for the Christ Child has been made into a pictme 
book with unusual and beautiful drawings in color by 
a Polish artist, Irena Lorentowicz. She illustrates, too, 
the story of 'The Nine Cry-Baby Dolls'-an amusing 
old folk tale that has in it a kernel of wisdom. It is 
evident from all the translations that the Polish peo-
ple love to tell a good story and to bring to it their 
wit and their skill in dialogue. 
Czechoslovakia 
The Czechs, for all their stormy history, have pre-
served a folk art and folk literature that is a constant 
and ever-living tribute to them. The picture book 
called 'The Cock and the Hen' is a fine example of 
the color and beauty of their folk art. It is illus-
ti·ated by Rudolf Mates. The translation by Rn.f Sza-
latnay published in this country is out of print. Parker 
Fillmore has translated the lively, humorou:-; Czech 
folk tales in several volumes. Little children especially 
like three stories in a book called 'The Shoemaker's 
Apron'-Kui'atko, Budulfnek and Smolfcek. Ku-
i'atko follows the pattern of a story from northern 
India called 'The Cat and the Parrot'. Both are 
very popular in the story hour, where boys and 
girls love to chuckle over the adventures of the greedy, 
boastful Indian cat and the Czech rooster. In Parker 
Fillmore's 'Czechoslovak Fairy Tales' . there is a tale 
'The Partners' as 'The Cat and the Mouse Keep 
House'. Here is the English droll, 'The Three Sillies' 
as 'Clever Elsie'. And there are many others. Even a 
story from the Middle East called 'Hafiz the Stone-
Cutter' is here as 'The Fisherman and His Wife'. How 
did these stories travel? What wandering pilgrim or 
storyteller brought them into Central Europe? They 
have been translated and illustrated in many English 
editions. One of the most successful is Wanda Gag's. 
A famous artist before she began to work on the Ger-
man folk tales as both translator and illustrator, she 
has given them freshness and zest and an irresistible 
humor. The first translation into English of the com-
plete eollection of the Brothers Grimm was made by 
Nor bert Guterman and published by Pantheon 
Books. It has a foreword by Padraic Colum and is 
illustrated by Josef Schar! (see Grimm). 
Germany's hero story is common to Germany, 
Norway, and Iceland-the story of Siegfried. 
In German it is called 'The Nibelw1genlied' and is 
the foundation story for Richard Wagner's opera 
cycle, 'The Ring'. The form in which this hero story 
is told is clearer and more objective in Norway. 
The Scandinavian Countries 
In Norway the story of Siegfried is called 'The Vol-
sunga Saga'. It follows the old pattern of the epic 
tales. A hero must be born to rid the world of evil. 
He must forge his own sword. He must find a horse 
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that will carry him unharmed through fire and water. 
Then his mission begins. There is a dignity, a splendor 
about the Volsunga Saga that gives it a high place 
in the folk literature of the world. William Morris 
ture books the life of Norway for younger boys and 
girls. The first impressions of native Norwegian cus-
toms and traditions have come to many very young 
Americans through 'Ola' and 'Ola and Blakken' . 
Very little is in print now of 
the folklore of Sweden. Lucki-
ly Selma LagerlOf's 'The Won-
derful Adventures of Nils' is 
available. It is creative writ-
ing, not folklore, although 
some of the native legends are 
woven into it. One is the story 
of Glimminge Castle and the 
epic war between the Black 
Rats and the Gray Rats. An-
other is a legend found also in 
Brittany of a city that lies un-
der the sea. The sound of its 
church bells can be heard on 
Easter morning. The story of 
Nils' flight on the back of the 
wise goose is so representa-
tive of Sweden that the tale 
has become a sort of folk-his-
tory of Sweden for American 
children. The stories are included 
in an edition with drawings 
by Baumhauer. 
In Denmark there is a group of 
"He said ... 'Mother, what is the matter? Are you angry with me?'" Drawing by 
Dorothy Lake Gregory from the story 'Dwarf Long Nose' in the collection 'The Violet 
Fairy Book' by Andrew Lang. (Longmaos. ) 
folk tales that were first trans-
lated into English by J. C. Bay. They have been re-
told by Mary C. Hatch in 'Thirteen Danish Tales' and 
'More Danish Tales'. Children especially like the 
story 'The Talking Pot'. Denmark's unique distinc-
tr-anslated it into English calling it 'The Volsunga 
Saga', working with Eirikr Magnusson. Then he wrote 
a prose version-'The Story of Sigurd the Volsung' . 
Dorothy Hosford's 'Sons of the Volsungs' tells the 
story for boys and girls. 
The Norse folk tales are vigorous, humorous, and a 
delight to tell. They are filled with the spirit of their 
country. To hear Gudrun Thome-Thomsen tell them 
is almost as good as a trip to Norway. In them is a 
sense of the pine forests and rocky hillsides, the pros-
perous farm lands and wide meadows, the white 
birches, the dark sea water cutting the narrow fiords. 
In them we meet the fearsome trolls and Boots, the 
younger son who manages to win the princess. White 
bears wander among the trees, and the heroine follows 
her lover east of the sun and west of the moon. 
They are grand tales to tell at Christmas because 
they suggest the scent of pine and spruce, a log fire 
roaring up the chimney, and the snow lying thick and 
white on roof and hillside. Collected in the 19th 
century by Asbjornsen and Moe, they were almost 
i=ediately translated into English by Sir George 
Dasent. His work on them is of a very high order. 
The first edition of his translation, 'Popular Tales 
from the North', contains a foreword which is an in-
valuable co=ent on the path of the folk tales. 
Warmed with his enthusiasm and informed with a 
thorough scholarship, it is an inspiration to all lovers 
of folklore. Sigrid Undset's translation is called 
'True and Untrue'. Edgar Parin d'Aulaire and 
his wife Ingri, a Norwegian, have portrayed in pic-
"And inside, what should be tlnd 
but a big, white cat seated com-
fortably in a chair by the window." 
Drawing by Edgun from 'Thirteen 
Danish Tales' retold by Mary C. 
Hatch. (Harcourt.) :: 
tion lies, however, in 
the fact that Hans 
Christian Andersen is 
one of its sons. Al-
though he tells some 
of the folk tales of 
Denmark, he stamps 
them with his own 
peculiar genius. His 
creative writing, the 
"wonder tales", are 
read and told and 
read again all over 
the civilized world. 
Many scholars have 
translated them into 
English, and many 
famous artists have 
illustrated them. The 
first four fairy tales 
were published in 
Denmark in 1835. 
One hundred years later a centenary edition was 
issued by an American publisher with woodcut illus-
trations by Gwen Raverat. No tribute is too great to 
pay to the genius of Hans Christian Andersen. He 
left to the children of the world, and to their elders. 
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an imperishable legacy of beauty and humor. Even 
in translation Andersen's wit and homely philosophy 
delight his readers (see Andersen). 
The British Isles 
In the British Isles there are five separate folklores: 
Anglo-Saxon, the pixie stories in Cornwall, Welsh, 
Scottish, and Irish. The epic tale of the Anglo-Saxons 
is the story of Beowulf, the half mythical, half histori-
cal record of the warrior king. It is a stirring tale of 
the courage, resourcefulness, and integrity of a hero 
who was worshiped by his people. He typifies all that 
is best in the British race. 
It has been well told in 
prose by Dorothy Hosford 
in a book called 'By His 
Own Might'. 
Pyle's genius as both author and artist best presents 
it for boys and girls. In Marie Shedlock's 'The Art 
of the Storyteller' there is a curious legend, retold 
from ancient Welsh sources, of the awakening of King 
Arthur and his knights from their long sleep in a cave 
on a Welsh hillside. It is an Englishman who wakens 
them, and he has come to the cave seeking gold. 
There is a challenge to young people in Arthur's 
response when he hears the sound of the bell: 
" It is only a seeker after gold who has rung the 
bell. Sleep on, my warriors; the morn of Wales has 
not yet dawned." 
Wales has its own epic 
tale, 'The Mabinogion', re-
corded probably before Sir 
Thomas Malory wrote the 
Arthur cycle. Sidney La-
nier's version, 'Knight-
ly Legends of Wales', is 
probably the best known. 
Another version is 'The Is-
land of the .Mighty' by Pad-
raic Colum and it is illus-
trated by Wilfred Jones. 
The Anglo-Saxon folk 
tales are too familiar to need 
much comment. Who can 
stand on Highgate Hill and 
not remember Dick \Vhit-
tington and the Bow Bells"? 
Who can resist or forget the 
courage and the humor 
of Molly Whuppie"? The 
quaint tales the people call 
"drolls" are great favor-
ites with children every-
where. They listen with de-
light to 'The Teeny Tiny 
Woman' and 'The Three 
Sillies' and 'Master of All 
Masters'-if the storyteller 
has enough breath to tell it 
to the very end. These 
stories and many more are 
in two books by Joseph Ja-
cobs, 'English Fairy Tales' 
and 'More English Fairy 
Tales' . Down in Cornwall 
are the pixies-those imp-
ish, enchanting little crea-
tures who may have been 
brought to England by 
the Phoenicians when they 
The heroic B eowulf's pitched battle with the fearful 
dragon. Drawing by Laszlo Matulay from 'By His Own 
Might' by Dorothy Hosford . (Holt. ) 
In the north, in Scotland, 
is the most nearly human 
of the "over the border" 
creatures-the Scottisl1 
Brownie. The tale of how 
he finally departed for 
the far hills after serv-
ing humans for centuries, 
is told by Frances Olcott 
in 'The Book of Elves and 
Fairies'. It 11·as a Brownie, 
still friendly to· humans, 
who came back to the vil-
lage of Blednock to re-es-
tablish old relations. But 
the village people were 
afraid of him, so he returned 
sadly to the hills. In Scot-
land, too, is the old shep-
herd's tale of Habbetrot the 
Spinner. Beatrix Potter 
came to mine tin. Enys Tregarthen told their 
adventures with great humor and understanding. 
Elizabeth Yates went over her material and pub-
lished some of her stories in a book called 'Piskey 
Folk' . Among them is the story of the fairy ointment 
and the strange, haunting tale of 'Skerry-Vi'eny'. 
The legends of King Arthur and his knights can 
be traced through Devonshire, Cornwall, and Wales. 
On a rocky promontory in north Devon are the 
ruins of Arthur's castle. Below it on the cliff is the 
cave where Merlin hid him as a baby. Standing here, 
looking north and west over the sea, we can see in 
imagination the ship that carried Tristram and Isolde 
from Ireland to King Mark-and tragedy. The fam-
Dus cycle was first written by Sir Thomas Malory. 
It was printed by the Caxton Press in 1469. Howard 
tells it in her 'Fairy Caravan' . One of the saddest 
of all love stories is the Scottish ballad tale, 'Binnorie'. 
It is told in prose by Joseph Jacobs. Then there is 
Robert Burns' 'Tam o' Shanter'. Anna Cogswell 
Tyler gives the storyteller's version of that in 'Twen-
ty Four Unusual Stories' . Some of the Gaelic legends 
from the west highlands and legends of the saints 
who came early to the islands off the coast of Scot-
land ai·e still to be told for boys and girls. 
Over the sea m Ireland is that matchless cycle of 
the legendary kings called the Tuatha De Danann. 
Irish poets, dramatists, and storytellers have told 
and written these stories for centuries. They bring 
us down through Cormac and Finn MacCool to 
Cuchulain, who was called the Hound of Ulster, and 
to the coming of Saint Patrick. Perhaps the most 
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appealing of the hero-kings is Finn MacCool. Ella 
Young tells part of his story in her exquisite prose 
'The Tangle-Coated Horse'. One of the most beauti-
ful passages in Celtic literature is the Fairy Woman's 
prophecy about Cuchulain, when Queen Maeve boasts 
of her rule of all Ireland. Standing before the Queen 
at twilight in the open fields the Fairy Woman says: 
Through all my dreams there comes a lad. Young though 
he is the marks of m any wounds a re on his skin, and round his 
head there shines the hero's light. A face he has the noblest 
and the best, and in his eyes sparkles the champion's gleam. 
A str·ipling, fa ir and honest in his home, bu t in t he battle 
fierce and tough and sti'Ong as though he wore a mighty 
dragon's fo rm . 
By him your hosts are all hewn down. And on the battle-
field the slain, foot laid to foot and hand to hand, do lie. Be-
fore the hosts of Ulster a ll unmoved he stands as if to guard 
them from the fight. 
To a ll the world this youth's name shall be known-Cuch-
ulain, son of Sualtach of the Feats. But in the North, be-
cause he guards their homes as a good watchdog guards the 
flocks upon the mountain side, men call him lovingly-the 
Hound of Ulster. 
It is Ella Young who tells the story of Bal01·'s 
son and of Angus the poet, and the mischievous, 
eve r-ch anging Pooka. 
Her story 'The Wonder-
Smith and His Son' is the 
tale of the Gubbaun Saor, 
'the Master-Builder, and 
his daughter Aunya. 
Like so many Irish writ-
ers of the past and present, 
Ella Young is a poet. Her 
prose is like music. There 
n,re many versions, oral 
and written of the Celtic 
legend of the Children 
of Lir who were con-
demned by a wicked step-
mother to float as swans 
on the lakes of Ireland for 
nine hundred years, but 
hers is the most beautiful. 
The words of tllis tale are 
music-the faint, eerie 
music of the swan's song. 
teller' and the favorite one, 'The Voyage of the Wee 
Red Cap', is in 'The Long Christmas'. 
Greece 
In Greece are the animal fables, first recorded by 
the Greek slave, Aesop, and the myths-those splendid 
tales of gods and men in the springtime of the world. 
Joseph Jacobs has selected and edited the fables in a 
book with illustrations by Richard Heighway. An-
other fascinating edition is the one arranged by Boris 
Artzybasheff from the Croxall edition of l 722 and the 
James edition of 1848. His illustrations are woodcut 
engravings, original and spiced with humor. It is a 
book for every age, not especially for children. The 
'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey', Homer's magnificent epics 
of war and adventure, have been told in prose, in 
one volume, by Paclraic Colum. A more recent trans-
lation of the 'Odyssey' and one that has a modern 
touch is by the English scholar W. H. D. Rouse. It 
has a special appeal for older boys and girls. The 
most complete record of the Greek legends and myths 
and the two great epic poems was written in German 
by Gustav Benjamin Schwab. It has been translated 
into English by Olga 
Marx and Emst Mor-
witz in a book called 
'Gods and Heroes'. 
The introdu ction by 
Werner J aege r is an 
invaluab le guide to the 
li terature of Greece. 
Italy 
Across the Adriatic 
from Greece lies Italy. 
No one who knows Italy 
and the Italians can doubt 
their posseEsion of a rich 
and rewarding folklore. 
Their native ability to tell 
:1 story and to tell it dra-
matically is as much a part 
of them as their flexible 
and expressive hands. The 
most commonplace inci-
dent becomes a miniature 
drama when it is told by 
an Italian to an Italian. 
The peasant tales of 
Ireland, the stories that 
are told around the peat 
fire by a wandering story-
teller, are best retold by 
Seumas MacManus. In 
them is the Irish wit, the 
exaggeration, the love of 
adventure. All of them 
are more effective when 
they are told than when 
they are read . They need 
"The Son of the Gubbaun got to his feet. 'I could travel 
~~;,ew~~~d~e h~u~a~1· ~~~i~o!'J :t'bd~f:t~"ncis1Iv~~ey~~ui'r~et.!J!l 
Their hero story is their 
own version of 'The Song 
of Roland'. It was written 
by a poet, Ludovico Ari-
osto, and published in 
Tuscany in 1516. 'Orlando 
Furioso', as it is called, is 
in 64 cantos. It glorifies 
the Christian knights who 
defended the tomb of 
Drawing by Boris Artzybasheff from 'The Wonder-Smith and 
His Son' by Ella Young. (Longmans. ) 
to be shared, and boys and girls everywhere love to 
listen to them. How they do chuckle over the story of 
'Billy Beg and His Bull'. Ruth Sawyer brought some 
of these tales of the Irish "seanachies" back from Ire-
land with her. Some are in her 'The Way of the Story-
Christ against the Saracens during the Crusades. The 
saga is played today in its entirety by the almost 
life-size Sicilian puppets. 
In the 17th century Giambattista Basile collected 
the Romance language folk and fairy tales in a volume 
I 
r 
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called 'The Pentamerone' . He wrote it in a Neapolitan 
dialect that was afterward discarded. It lay "on the 
shelf" for a number of years. Then the Italian poet 
and philosopher, Benedetto Croce, with the help of 
other scholars, wrote the tales in modern 
Italian. They were almost immediately 
translated into English by N . M. Penzer. 
This book is an intensely human docu-
ment, interesting not only to lovers of 
folklore, but to everyone who follows 
the social development of a race. Shrewd, 
naive, humorous, these stories reveal 
more of the true Italy than volumes of 
formal history. 
a vivid impression of the story. Here above the green 
plain of Provence, with snow-capped mountains on the 
sky line, are the beech trees guarding the upland 
meadow where Roland laid the bodies of Archbishop 
Up in Umbria and Tuscany Luigi Cap-
uana collected the folk tales in two very 
popular books called 'C'era una volta' 
and 'Fiabe' . Dorothy Emmrich trans-
lated them into English, and they have 
been read and told in America under the 
titles 'Italian Fairy Tales' and 'Golden-
Feather' . They are so cha racteristic of 
the Italian peasant in the northern 
provinces that to tell or listen to them is 
to hear him speak. Here are his humor, 
his shrewdness, his love for the land, 
his quick temper and jealousy and his 
quicker recovery. As one watches the 
Tuscan peasants cultivating their little 
"piani" on the slopes of the Apennines 
one feels that the old stories still 
lie buried in the minds of the people. 
They tell them to one another, but they 
have not yet recorded them for the 
uThe hare, from too great a feeling of security, and too much confidence in victory, 
overslept • • • and arrived .•. only to see that the tortoise had got in before her." 
Wood engraving by Boris Artzybasheff from 'Aesop's Fables'. (Viking. ) 
world to hea r and read. Some day there will be a re-
vival of the old art of the storyteller in Italy, and the 
editors and artists will vie with one another to bring 
the stories into book form. Tlus is indicated in a 
recent book by an. Italian author and artist, Dino 
Buzzati. This is not a folk tale but it is deeply Italian 
in thought and feeling. It is called 'The Bears' Famous 
Invasion of Sicily', and the illustrations in color are as 
dramatic and expressive as the story. 
France 
France is so rich in her traditional literature and so 
happy in its recording that one longs to spend a life-
time studying it. To France belongs the most appeal-
ing, the most radiantly alive of all the hero stories-
the Song of Roland. It was first sung by Taillefer, 
the troubadour of Wi lliam, Duke of Normandy, in the 
11th century. Hen1y Adams tells the story in his 
'Mont Saint Michel and Chartres' . To Taillefer's 
hearers Roland was a living memory, the nephew of 
Charlemagne, and a Frenchman who had died for 
France. His qualities-youth, courage, pride, impul-
siveness-are inherent in the Song and especially so 
in a translation by Charles Scott-Moncrieff made just 
after the first World War. Traveling from Mont 
Saint Michel where, as Hemy Adams says, the Song is 
"most at home," to the high pass of the Gave River 
where the battle of Roncesvalles was fought one gets 
Turpin and of Oliver "with their faces turned toward 
France." Here is where he tried to break his sword, 
Durendal, and-failing, hung it in the branches over-
head. As one stands here the words of the Song 
repeat themselves in his mind. Hemy Adams says 
that the song of Roland was "chanted by every 
minstrel, known by heart, from beginning to end, 
by every man, woman, and child, lay or clerical, 
translated into every tongue, more intensely felt-
if possible-in Italy and Spain than in Normandy 
<tnd England, perhaps most effective as a work of 
art when sung by the Temp Iars in their great castle.· 
in the Holy Land." A prose version for boys and girls 
by James Baldwin gives not only the Song, but also 
earlier incidents in Roland's life that were sung by 
the troubadoms in the Middle Ages. 
To France, too, belongs the story of Reynard the 
Fox. This appeared in a collection of tales called The 
Beast Saga, written in Latin in the twelfth centwy. It 
has lived as a satire and is always a source of fun. 
Never was there such a villain-bird , beast, or man-
as Reynard. He was everything that one should not 
be, but where else can one find so attractive a sinner? 
The trial scene is one of the wittiest bits of prose that 
French literature has produced. Its wit and its clever-
ness have become, as it were, a part of the French in-
heritance. Reynard's story is best read in French in 
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the edition with the illustrations by A. Vimar. There 
is, however, an excellent translation into English by 
Andre Norton, with illustrations in black and white 
by Laura Bannon, one of which is shown below. 
Even more popular 
around the world are 
the French fairy tales, 
first told by Charles 
Perrault to the ladies 
and gentlemen of the 
court of Louis XIV and 
later written as a 
book for the children 
of France. Sir George 
Dasent says of them: 
lated into English by Robert Davis with drawings by 
Fritz Eichenberg. 
A group of folk tales, many of them from southern 
Spain, was translated by Ralph Boggs and retold by 
Mary Gould Davis. It 
is called 'Tluee Gold-
en Oranges' . All of 
the work on tllis col-
lection was done "on 
the spot," each story 
written and illustrated 
by Emma Brock in the 
place where it was 
first recorded. Wash-
ington Irving's 'The 
Alhambra' is the in-
valuable record of the 
legends connected with 
the exquisite palace 
and courtyards of the 
Moorish kings near 
Granada. It is sheer 
good luck that one of 
the great American 
writers should have 
worded the tales of 
the Alhambra -that 
place where the sound 
of running water 
makes constant music 
and the lovely ivory 
curves and arches rise 
against a sky that 
seems forever blue. 
"Among the French 
tales we have passed 
from the woods and 
fields and hills to my 
lady's boudoir." The 
mark that the witty 
French lawye r a nd 
scholar left on them can 
never be effaced. The 
only translation into 
English that holds his 
charm and beauty of 
wording is in Walter 
De La Mare's 'Told 
Again'. In his words 
the story of Cinder-
ella becomes an ex-
quisite love story set 
in a medieval city at 
Christmas time. Ma-
dame la Comtesse d' 
Aulnoy followed Per-
rault, telling her deli-
cate, romantic stories 
"And then he said to my wife that if she wished fish, she needs must 
sit above the hole with her tail in the water." Drawing by Laura Bannon 
from 'Rogue Reynard' by Andre Norton. (Houghton.) 
The Spanish hero 
story is half history, 
half legend. Rodrigo de 
Bivar lived in the 11th 
century and fought 
in England as well as in France. Perrault's stories 
were illustrated by Gustave Dore, as well as by 
numerous other famous artists. The Dore edition 
is called 'All the French Fairy Tales'. 
Spain 
Spain has a great treasure of folklore, not only of 
her own but from countries that were settled in the 
New World by her people. Some day the Spanish 
arch ives will be opened and the stories told for 
boys and girls. Until fairly recently there was very 
little from Spain for children. Ruth Sawyer tells a 
group of the tales that have been preserved among 
the peasants and goatherds in a book, 'Picture Tales 
from Spain'. Among them is a story of one of the ad-
ventures of the royal mouse, Perez. The adventure 
that American children know best is the one that came 
through Puerto Rico with Pura Belpre in her 'Perez 
and Martina', with enchanting illustrations in color 
by Carlos Sanchez. Another favorite character among 
the children of Spain is Padre Porko. The history of 
this generous, kindly pig, who advised, doctored, 
and helped birds, animals, and even humans, is trans-
to save Spain from the Moors. He is known every-
where as "The Cid." His story, called 'El Cantar de 
Mio Cid', was translated into English by Robert 
Southey and became as popular in England as in 
Spain. The best version for boys and girls is Mer-
riam Sherwood's 'The Tale of the Warrior Lord'. 
Latin America 
It is through Spain that we come finally to the New 
World. The Spanish explorers and missionaries, com-
ing to South America and Mexico and the south-
western part of North America, brought with them 
their faith, their language, and their folklore. They 
found among the native Indians an older culture 
and a literature that has only recently been written 
for children. Some of the old tales may be found in a 
book called 'Stories from the Americas' , compiled by 
Frank Henius and illustrated by Leo Politi. Anita 
Brenner gathered the Mexican folk tales in the book 
'The Boy Who Could Do Anything', illustrated by 
Jean Charlot. She heard some of them told by an old 
woman at Milpa Alta. The boy's name was Tepozton 
and he is half god, half man. 
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In Brazil the native carnival has been described for 
children in 'Maria Rosa', a book written by Vera Kelsey 
with pictures in color by a distinguished Brazilian 
artist., Candido Portinari. Charles Finger's 'Tales 
from Silver Lands' are from the Indians of Brazil. 
Carl Carmer's 'America Sings' gives a selection of 
the legends and "tall tales" with the basic song and 
its music. Anne Malcolmson collected some of them 
in a book that boys and girls like-'Yankee Doodle's 
Cousins'-with vigorous and amusing drav.rings by 
---
~ 
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~~ 
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The wooing of the little cockroach, Martina, by Perez, the royal mouse. Drawing by Carlos Sanchez from 'Perez and Martina' 
by Pura Belpre. (Warne. ) 
Since the publication of the book in 1924 they have 
been told and widely read all over the United States . 
These stories are well worth study by anyone who 
is interested in folklore. 'The Tale of the Lazy People' 
is the origin story of monkeys. There is a curious 
wisdom in it that makes the mysterious old man 
who carves the little figures out of wood the fore-
runner of the modern psychiatrist. Through his 
study of the people he knew what they needed better 
than they knew themselves. The story, 'The Cat 
ahd the Dream Man' has a theme as old as the 
human race-the power of suggestion through 
the sub-conscious, through dreams. The evil 
that is projected from the cat while she sleeps 
is conquered by the courage and skill of a boy 
,\rho outv.rits the cat in a race and so destroys 
the power of her dreams. Maud Hart and Delos 
Wheeler Lovelace have recorded some of the 
legends of the Indians of South America in a 
book called 'The Golden Wedge' . They are the 
"creation" stories in which the gods are brought 
to earth to help man establish his civilization. 
An amusing tale from the Indians of Brazil is 
translated by Maria Cimino and illustrated by 
Luis Jardim. It is called 'The Armadillo and the 
Monkey' . The folklore of South and Central 
America and of Mexico offers a challenge to 
writers and artists of tomorrow. 
North America 
Robert McCloskey. In the Great Smoky Mountains 
native storytellers have been telling for many years 
the adventures of a boy named Jack, many of them 
founded on the European folk tales. They are in a 
book called 'The Jack Tales', recorded in the local 
idiom by Richard Chase. One of the finest examples 
of a tall t ale about a great American is Stephen 
Vincent Benet's 'The Devil and Daniel Webster'. 
The trial scene when Daniel calls on the spirits 
of America's dead to come back and testify is one of 
the jewels in our literary 
inheritance. In a second 
story called 'Daniel Web-
ster and the Sea Serpent', 
Benet tell s of the sea 
serpent, Samanthy, who 
follows Daniel to Washing-
ton and haunts the Poto-
mac River, much to Dan-
iel's embarrassment. With 
his wife, Rosemary Benet, 
he wrote, too , a group of 
poems called 'A Book of 
Americans' . These create 
a vivid impression of 
our national heroes. We 
hear that: 
P eregrine White and 
Virginia D are 
Were the first real 
Americans anywhere. 
Then we are carried from 
~~~~~k~~=~;F P. T. Barnum to Woodrow 
" Wilson. Carl Sandburg's 
In North America there is today a hearten-
ing revival of interest in our native folklore. 
It has been strengthened by writers like Carl 
Sandburg, Stephen Vincent Benet, and Carl 
Carmer. John and Alan Lomax added greatly 
to its vitality by going about the country gath-
ering ballads and work songs from the people. 
They recorded them for the Folklore Division 
of The Library of Congress, and published 
them in a book called 'Folk Song, U.S.A.'. 
" The Padre came to Spain with the 
Irish, hundreds of years before the 
Romans and the Arabs and such quar-
relsome people." Drawing by Fritz 
Eichenberg from 'Padre Porko' by 
Robert Davis. (Holiday House. ) 
'Rootabaga Stories' are 
not really folk tales be-
cause he was the first to 
tell them. A thousand 
years from now they will 
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probably be told and remembered for their glorifica-
tion of the simple, homely things that are so vital a 
part of American life. Only a great poet could have 
written so truly and so beautifully. 
Indians of North America 
Legends and folk tales of the American Indians 
have been retold by outstanding writers and anthro-
pologists. One by one these 
fine collections have gone 
out of print. It is to be 
hoped that librarians, 
teachers, storytellers, and 
booksellers will work to-
gether to develop a great-
er interest in Indian folk-
lore. If a great demand 
for these tales develops, 
publishers will gladly 
bring the best of the older 
collections back in print 
and will publish new 
collections . 
both spoken and written sources. Esther Shephard's 
version, with illustrations by Rockwell Kent, is one 
of the most popular. Louis Untermeyer tells most of 
the adventures in a rhythmic prose that makes his 
book a good source for storytellers. 
The tale of Pecos Bill, the greatest cowboy of them 
all, is recorded in a book by James Cloyd Bowman. 
Bill's exciting career has 
an irresistible appeal to 
young people. It is great 
fun to share with them 
Bill's invention of the 
Perpetual Motion Ranch, 
his taming of the mus-
tang, Widow Maker, and 
his wooing of Slue-foot 
Sue. It is Bowman, too, 
who tells the story of 
John Henry, the Negro 
hero who "beat the 
steam-drill .'' 
Frank Hamilton Cush-
ing spent years gn,th-
ering the stories of the 
Zuni Indians, and his book 
remains their finest rec-
ord. George Bird Grin-
nell's collection of the 
Blackfeet stories includes 
one of the most important 
of all Indian legends-
the 'Legend of Scarface.' 
Scarface was the first 
"pioneer" to cross the 
Great Divide and see 
the shining expanse of 
the Pacific Ocean. In his 
journey we can see, as in 
a prophecy,. the long pro-
"De panter say, 'l'se mad 'cause you brought everybody sumpn 
'cept me I'" Drawing by Fritz Eichenberg from 'Big Road 
Walker' by Eula Duncan. (Lippincott.) 
The Negro folk tales · 
have been told supremely 
well by Joel Chand ler 
Harris in his 'Uncle Re-
mus'. Luckily, the perfect 
illustrator was at hand 
when the books were pub-
lished. No artist will ever 
characterize in pictures 
Brer Fox and Brer Rabbit 
and Brer Tarrypin with 
greater clarity and humor 
than A. B. Frost' did in 
the original editions. From 
a Negro cook in North 
Carolina comes a group 
of stories about a legend-
ary hero called Big Road 
Walker and his tiny wife, 
cession of fur traders and pioneers who peopled the 
West. It is a story that stirs the blood of American 
boys and girls. From the Indian tribes in Canada 
comes the hero story of Raven, the god who stole 
fire from heaven to warm the earth. This story is 
told in 'Old Raven's World' by Jean Maury and in 
'The Box of Daylight' by W. H. Hillyer. All these 
collections are now out of print. Among the books 
available is 'In My Mother's House', a picture book 
from the Pueblos. The drawings are by an Indian 
artist, Velino Herrera. The Eskimo folk tales are 
told with humor by Charles Gilllmm in a book 
called 'Beyond the Clapping Mountains'. 
American Tall Tales 
In the last two or three decades the American tall 
tales have been given fine treatment by American 
writers and collectors. All of the stories of the fa-
mous lumberman, Paul Bunyan, and Babe the Blue Ox 
have been collected in one volume by Harold Felton. 
There is a good deal of controversy over the origin 
of Paul and Babe. This book gives the testimony from 
Hokey. They were recorded in their original idiom by 
Eula Duncan, and illustrated with great success by 
Fritz Eichenberg. 
In all the American folk tales one feels strongly 
those qualities that make America. Humor is in them, 
and courage and faith and initiative. The American 
love of "tall talk" is there, her boastfulnes3, her 
desire to "show off.'' And behind them all is the rug-
ged splendor of the land itself; the beauty of virgin 
forests, of wide, fertile fields, of rushing rivers and 
snow-capped mountains. American inventiveness to-
clay dominates land and sky, but the spirit that in-
spired it is inherent in her folk tales. They are 
worth preserving because they express a people 
made up of many races but looking toward the 
unity of thought and purpose that was defined 
by the makers of our Constitution when the United 
States of America was born. 
Africa 
Africa, with its many tribal languages, its over-
lay of culture brought by the many countries that 
I 
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have colonized it, has been slow in presenting its 
native folldore to the world. In 1921 there was pub-
lished in France a collection of African folldore that 
was made by the French writer Blaise Cendrars. It 
is called 'Anthologie Negre', and some of the stories 
in it were translated into English by Margery Bianco. 
These stories are fascinating, dramatic, and primitive 
and a great contribution to folk literature. Albert 
Helser translated some of the Nigerian folk tales in 
his 'African Stories'. This book is for students of 
folklore rather than for children. Both the boys and 
girls and the storytellers liked Erick Berry's 'Black 
Folk Tales' as long as it was avuilable. 
In 1945 E. B. Kalibala brought to America a group 
of stories from the Buganda t ribe of East Africa. It 
was published a year or so later in a book for the 
children called 'W akaima and the Clay Man'. These 
may be the origin stories of Uncle Remus. The title 
a moral lesson is implied. Mr. Comlander collabo-
rated with Wolf Leslau in recording and retelling the 
folk tales of Ethiopia in a book called 'The Fire on 
.. Mr. Hare." 
(Wakaima.) 
the Mountain'. 
In South Africa Pattie Price col-
lected some of the tales of the Zulu 
tribes in a book called 'Bantu Tales'. 
She tells these tales in a rhyth-
mic free verse that reflects the 
manner of the originals. The fa-
vorite story, as far as American 
boys and girls are concerned. is the 
t ale of Nya-nga the serpent. It is 
a convincing picture of children in 
an African village. Undoubtedly 
more of the African folldore will be brought into form, 
translated, edited, and illustrated for publication. 
Modern communication and recording has opened 
story is almost cer-
tainly 'The Tar 
Baby', and Wakai-
ma is Brer Rabbit 
in an older setting. 
The outstanding 
book of African 
folklore for chil-
clt·en and ad ults 
is 'The Cow-Tail 
Switch' by Harold 
Courlander and 
George Herzog. 
The stories a re 
from West Afri ca; 
they h ave the 
strength, humor, 
and rhythm that 
reflects centuries of 
telling. In many 
of them, as in most 
very old folk tales, 
"Mr. Hare took a sharp knife and, very carefully, he shaved off the hind end." 
Drawings by Avery Johnson from 'Wakaima and the Clay Man' by E. B. Kalibala 
and M.. G. Davis. (Longmans.) 
up the folk art and 
folk literature of 
the most remote 
people. Physically 
the world has been 
exp lored and 
mapped. But the 
stored up riches 
of 1nind and spirit 
are not available 
yet to everyone-
everywhere. The 
path of the folk 
tales is defined, 
but many treas-
ures along its way 
are still hidden. 
To bring them to 
light for the chil-
dren of the world 
is a challenging 
adventure. 
A List of Folk Tales from Many Lands 
The Far East 
The Panchatantra. T ranslated from t he Sanskrit by Ar-
thur W. Ryder. (University of Chicago Press.) These stories 
form one of t he oldest, wisest, and wittiest of books. In this 
t ranslation t hey a re understood even by little children. 
Twenty Jataka Tales. Retold by Noor Inayat. (McKay.) 
This is t he best version in print of t he stories of the Buddha's 
rebirths. 
The Wicked Goldsmith. By M abel Ashe Beling. (Har-
per.) Stories of ancient I ndia , including one from the 
Ramayana and one from the M ahabharata. 
The Five Brothers ; the Story of the Mahabharata. Adapted 
from t he English t ranslation of Kisari Mohan Ganguli by 
E lizabeth Seeger . Illustrated by Cyrus LeRoy Baldridge. 
(Day.) A version of t he famous Hindu epic for young people. 
The Dancing Kettle and Other Japanese Folk Tales. Re-
told by Yoshiko Uchida. (Harcourt.) Fourteen authentic 
stories which h ad been told to t he author in her childhood. 
Bhimsa the Dancing Bear. By Christine W eston. (Scrib-
ner.) A fantasy, based upon reality, that is outstanding for 
its atmosphere and t he quality of its prose. 
Japanese Fairy Tales. By Lafcadio H earn . (Liveright.) 
Not a ll the stories in this collection a re translated by 
Lafcadio H earn, but it does include one of the best and most 
characteristic of the J apanese folk tales, 'The Boy Who 
Drew Cats'. 
The Cat Who Went to Heaven. By Elizabeth Coats-
worth. Illustrated by Lynd Ward. (Macmillan.) A J apa,.. 
nese legend which is told in poetic prose and has distin-
guished illustrations. 
Folk Tales from China. More Folk Tales from China. 
Compiled by Lim Sian-tek. With illustrations by William 
Arthur Smit h. (John D ay.) Legends and folk tales told by a 
Chinese who has known them always. The illustrations re-
flect perfectly their spirit and tradition. 
The Adventures of Monkey. Adapted from the translation 
made from the Chinese of Wu Ch'eng-en by Art hur Waley. 
(John Day.) A story that "has delighted millions of Chinese 
children and adults for over three hundred years." This 
translation is illustrated by Kurt Wiese. 
The Good-Luck Horse. By Chih-yi and Plato Chan. 
(Whitt lesey House.) A Chinese legend of a boy and his 
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miraculous pony, Good-Luck Horse, told with many pictures 
by an artist and his sister. 
The Treasure of Li-Po. By Alice Ritchie. Illustrated 
by T. Ritchie. (Harcourt.) Six original Chinese fairy tales 
told in traditional style by an English writer. 
Shen of the Sea. By A. B . Chrisman. (Dutton.) Folk 
tales of China tha t tell the origin of tea, of chopsticks, of 
dragons, etc. 
The Five Chinese Brothers. By Claire Huchet Bishop. Il-
lustrated by Kurt Wiese. (Coward-McCann.) A Chinese 
folk tale told with great skill and illustrated with pictures. 
Once in the First Times. Compiled and edited by Eliza. 
beth Hough Sechrist. Illustrated by John Sheppard. (Mac-
rae.) Legends and folk tales from the Philippine I slands, 
with the tribe indicated from which each story came. In-
cludes myths of the first Filipinos. 
The Middle East 
The Romance of Antar. By Eunice Tietjens. (Coward-
M cCann.) The story of Antar, warrior, poet and lover, hero 
of ancient Arabia. 
The Arabian Nights. Edited by Andrew Lang. Revised 
edition with illustrations by Vera Bock and a foreword by 
Mary Gould Davis. (Longmans .) 
The Arabian Nights. Edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin and 
Nora A. Smith. (Scribner.) Illustrated with twelve full-
page p ictures in color by Maxfield Parrish. 
Once the Hodja. By Alice Geer Kelsey. (Longmans.) 
Stories told in Turkey five centuries ago by Nasr-ed-Din. 
"Children of Turkey know and laugh at them today." 
Russia 
Russian Fairy Tales. Translation by Norbert Guterman. 
Illustrations by Alexander Alexeieff. (Pantheon Books.) The 
most comprehensive collection of Russia n folklore in English, 
with an invaluable commentary by Roman Jakobson and 
unusual illustrations by Alexander Alexeieff. 
Russian Wonder Tales. By Post Wheeler. (The Beech-
hurst Press.) The dramatic, colorful folk tales of the Cau-
casus retold by a scholar who has kept their beauty and their 
rhythm. The illustrations in color are by Bilibin. 
Yes and No Stories. By George and H elen W. Papashvily. 
(Harper.) A book of Georgian folk tales. 
Finland 
Heroes of the Kalevala. By Babette Deutsch. (Messner.) 
An excellent retelling in prose of the l{alevala. It includes 
the story of Lemminkainen as well as the forging of the 
Sampo a nd the wooing of the Maid of Beauty. 
Tales from a Finnish Tupa. By J ames Cloyd Bowman and 
Margery Bianco. From a translation by Aili Kolehmainen. 
(Albert Whitman.) The folk tales of Finland in an excellent 
translation. They are gay and funny and dramatic. Chil-
dren love to listen to them. 
Mighty Mikko. By Parker Fillmore. (Harcourt, o. p.) 
The folk tales of Finland told with vigor and humor. The 
title story is a favorite with boys and girls. · 
Poland 
Polish Folk Tales. Translated by Lucia Merecka Borski. 
Hlustrated by Erica Gorecka-Egan. (Sheed & Ward.) Leg-
ends that have been preserved by the Catholic Church in 
Poland and folk tales that have been "remembered" by the 
people. 
The Jolly Tailor. Translated by Lucia Merecka Borski and 
Kate B. Miller. (Longmans.) A collection of Polish folk tales, 
cryptic and amusing. The favorite story with the children is 
the title story about Mr. Joseph Nitechka "who was a very 
thin man and had a small beard of one hundred and 
thirty-six hairs." 
Lullaby. A folk tale adapted from the Polish by Josephine 
Bernhard. Illustrated by Irena Lorentowicz. (Roy Pub-
lishers.) A charming story of the Christ Child with dis-
tinguished illustra tions in color. 
Nine Cry-Baby Dolls. A folk tale adapted by Josephine B . 
Bernhard. Illustrated by Irena Lorentowicz. (Roy Pub-
lishers.) An amusing Polish folk tale made into a picture book 
by a distinguished artist. 
Czechoslovakia 
The Shoemaker's Apron. By Parker Fillmore. (Harcourt.) 
In this collection are the three most popula r stories for li ttle 
children: 'Budulinek', 'Smollcek' , and 'Kuratko'. 
"Once upon a time there were five Chinese brothers and they all looked exactly alike." Drawing by Kurt Wiese from 
'The Five Chinese Brothers' by Claire Huchet Bishop. (Coward-McCann. ) 
The Little Magic Horse. Translated by Titania Drowne. 
Illustrated by Vera Bock. (Macmillan.) A well-known folk 
tale transla ted into English verse with fascinating illustra-
tions in color. The prose version is in the Post Wheeler 
translation. 
Old Peter's Russian Tales. By Arthur Ransome. (Nelson.) 
An attractive edition of the authentic tales of old Russia. 
Picture Tales from the Russian. By Valery Carrick. (Lip-
pincott.) This and the two companion volumes tell the 
simple, amusing tales of the Russian peasants. There are 
many pictures. 
To Your Good Health. In 'The Art of the Storyteller' by 
Marie Shedlock. (Appleton-Century-Crofts, o. p.) Also in 
'The Crimson Fairy Book' by Andrew Lang (Longmans.) 
A Russian folk tale that never fails to hold an audience. It 
is great fun to read aloud as well as to tell . 
The Laughing Prince. By P arker Fillmore. (Harcourt.) 
Another collection of the Czech folk tales. It includes the 
story of 'The Girl in the Chest'. 
Czechoslovak Fairy Tales. By Parker Fillmore. (Har-
court.) Almost all boys and girls like these Czech folk tales. 
They are very old, very true to Czech peasant life, and full 
of fun . 
The Cock and the Hen. Illustrated by Rudolf Mates . 
Translated by Raf Szalatnay. (Harper, o. p.) A Czech folk 
tale with beautiful and characteristic illustrations in color. 
Germany 
Tales from Grimm. More Tales from Grimm. Freely 
translated and illustrated by Wanda Gag. (Coward-McCann.) 
This is the edition for the children because of the illustrations, 
and for the storytellers because of the wording. The text has 
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the rhythmic quality of stories that have been told for cen-
turies. Equally valuable is Wanda Gag's 'Gone Is Gone' and 
'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs'. 
Household Stories by the Brothers Grimm. (Macmillan.) 
This edition, with illustrations by Walter Crane, is the one 
that every family should have. 
Grimm's Fairy Tales; complete edition. (Pantheon Books.) 
The only complete record in English of the German folk tales 
gathered by the Brothers Grimm. This is illustrated with 
more than two hundred drawings, many in color, by the dis-
tinguished artist, Josef Schar!. For anyone interested in 
storytelling and in folklore it is a necessary book. 
Scandinavian Countries 
Swords of the Vikings. By Julia Davis Adams. (Dutton.) 
Stories of the Norse heroes retold from Saxo Grammaticus. 
For the older boys and girls. 
East o' the Sun and West o' the Moon. Edited by Gudrun 
Thorne-Thomsen. (Row, Peterson.) Twenty-five of the vig-
orous, dramatic Norse folk tales retold by a famous story-
teller. 
True and Untrue. Edited and compiled by Sigrid Undset. 
(Knopf.) The famous novelist's own choice of her native 
folk tales. There are black and white illustrations by Fred-
erick Chapman. 
Ola. Ola and Blakken. By lngri and Edgar Parin d'Au-
laire . (Doubleday.) Two picture books in color that tell of a 
li ttle boy in Norway, his three sisters Line, Sine, and Trine, a 
fierce trollcock, and the gentle horse, Blakken. 
Thirteen Danish Tales. More Danish Tales. Retold by 
Mary C. Hatch. (Harcourt.) A new translation of the cryp-
tic, amusing folk tales of Denmark. The first book includes 
the ever-popular story called 'The T alking Pot'. 
The Wonderful Adventures of Nils. By Selma Lagerlof. 
(Pantheon Books.) These are folk tales only in the sense that 
the Swedish novelist has woven the native legends into the 
story. In this edition both adventures are included in the 
one volume with illustrations by H. Baumhauer, and an end-
paper map of Nils's journey. 
Fairy Tales. By Hans Christian Andersen. Illustrated by 
Elizabeth MacKinstry. With an introduction by Anne Car-
roll Moore. (Coward-McCann.) There are many editions 
and translations of the stories of this great creative writer. 
This edition is especially valuable for its selection, its illus-
trations, and its foreword. 
The British Isles 
By His Own Might; The Battles of Beowulf. By D orothy 
Hosford. (Holt.) A fine translation of the Anglo-Saxon epic 
poem with unusual illustrations by Laszlo Matulay. 
English Fairy Tales. More English Fairy Tales. Edited 
by Joseph Jacobs. (Putnam.) These two books contain the 
best and most familiar of Anglo-Saxon folk tales. Children 
like them because here they find stories like 'Dick 
Whittington', 'Jack the Giant-Killer', 'Mollie Whuppie' . 
Piskey Folk. By Enys Tregarthen. Collected by Eliza-
beth Yates. (John Day.) Tales of the mischievous little 
pixies of Devon and Cornwall told by a Cornish woman who 
understood them. They are the aristocrats of fairyland and 
children like to read and listen to their adventures. 
The Story of King Arthur and His Knights. Written and 
illustrated by Howard Pyle. (Scribner.) It would be difficult 
to find a finer presentation of a hero story than in this and the 
two companion volumes. In both text and illustration they 
mearure up to their theme. 
The Boys' King Arthur; Sir Thomas Malory's History. 
Edited by Sidney Lanier. (Scribner.) This retelling of the old 
record by an American poet is illustrated by N. C. Wyeth. 
Arthur in the Cave. In 'The Art of the Storyteller' . By 
Marie L. Shedlock. (Appleton-Century-Crofts, o. p.) The 
strange and ancient Welsh legend of the awakening of King 
Arthur and his knights from their long sleep in a Welsh cave. 
The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood. By Howard Pyle. 
(Scribner.) This best of a ll versions of Robin Hood was re-
issued to celebrate the hundredth birthday of Charles 
Scribner's Sons. 
Island of the Mighty; Being the Hero Stories of Celtic 
Britain Retold from the Mabinogion. Edited by Padraic 
Colum. Illustrated by Wilfred Jones. (Macmillan.) An 
attractive and readable version. 
The Sons o' Cormac. By Aldis Dunbar. (Dutton.) Hero 
stories, told with distinction, from the Celtic 'Tuatha De 
Danann'. 
The Tangle-Coated Horse. By Ella Young. (Longmans.) 
Part of the Fionn Saga beautifully told with distinguished 
illustrations by Vera Bock. 
The Wonder-Smith and His Son. By Ella Young. (Long-
mans.) The tale of the Gubbaun Saor, the wonder-smith of 
the 'Tuatha De Danann', told in rhythmic prose with illus-
trations by Boris Artzybasheff. 
The Boy Who Knew What the Birds Said. By Padraic 
Colum. (Macmillan.) Eight quaintly told stories which are 
based on Irish tales. They are delightfully full of traditional 
Irish humor and imagination. 
The Unicorn with Silver Shoes. By Ella Young. (Long-
mans.) The tale of the son of Balor, King of Fairyland, the 
Pooka, and Flame of Joy told by a Celtic poet with illustra-
tions by Robert Lawson. 
Irish Fairy Tales. By James Stephens. (Macmillan.) A 
favorite version of the traditional Celtic tales by an Irish poet 
and novelist. 
Donegal Wonder Book. Compiled by Seumas MacManus. 
(Lippincott.) A collection of folk tales told by a master story-
teller . It includes 'The Wee Red Man'. 
Celtic Fairy Tales. Edited by Joseph Jacobs. (Putnam.) 
A companion volume to 'English Fairy Tales', this tells 
simply the outstanding folk tales of Ireland. 
The Big Tree of Bunlahy ; Stories of My Own Countryside. 
By Padraic Colum. (Macmillan.) A fine collection of 
stories that includes two of the Cormac tales and a typi-
cal Irish folk tale called 'Our Hen'. 
The Book of Elves and Fairies. Edited by Frances 
Jenkins Olcott. Illustrated by Milo Winter. (Houghton.) 
This collection included a numher of fairy and folk tales 
from Ireland, Scotland, and Cornwall. 
The Wind in the Willows. By Kenneth Grahame. Illus-
trated by E. H. Shepard. (Scribner.) This story of Rarty, Mole, 
and Mr. Toad is universal in its appeal. The 'Dulce Domun' 
chapter is especially for Christmas, and 'The Piper at the 
Gates of Dawn', for spring. 
Drawing br, Leslie 
Brooke from The Story 
of the Three Little Pigs'. 
(Warne.) 
Dick Whittington and His Cat. By Marcia Brown. 
(Scribner.) Illustrated by the author. A fascinating re-
tell ing of the famous story of the poor orphan who became 
mayor of London and the cat who brought him fortune. 
The Wizard and His Magic Powder. B.v Alfred S. Camp-
bell. TI!ustrated by Kurt Wiese. (Knopf.) These are native 
tales of the Channel I slands which are half-English and 
half-French in origin but unlike the folk tales of either 
country. 
The Golden Goose Book. By Leslie Brooke. (Warne.) 
Four familiar folk tales illustrated by an artist who under-
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stood children and gave of his genius to make their stories 
rich in atmosphere, beauty, and humor. 
Greece 
Fables of Aesop. Edited by Joseph Jacobs. (Macmillan.) 
An excellent edition with drawings by Richard Heighway. 
"A long time ago there was a little boy and his name was 
Tepozton." Drawing by Jean Charlot from 'The Boy Who Could 
Do Anything' by Anita Brenner. (William R . Scott. ) 
Aesop's Fables. Edited and illustrated by Boris Artzy-
basheff. (Viking.) Distinguished and highly original wood-
cuts illustrate an arrangement of the Croxall edition of 1722 
and the James translation of 1848. 
The Adventures of Odysseus and the Tale of Troy. By 
Padraic Colum. (Macmillan.) The two great epic poems told 
in prose. Excellent for background even if another version is 
selected for the telling. 
The Story of Odysseus. A New Translation by W . H. D. 
Rouse. (Modern Age Books.) 
Gods and Heroes. By Gustav Schwab. (Pantheon Books.) 
The famous collection of the legends, myths, and epic tales 
of Greece by a German scholar. An invaluable book, this is 
its first translation into English. 
The Golden Fleece and the Heroes Who Lived Before 
Achilles. By Padraic Colum. (Macmillan.) Illustrated by 
Willy Pogany. Includes 'Voyage to Colchis', 'Return to 
Greece', 'Heroes of the Quest'. 
The Heroes. By Charles Kingsley. (Macmillan.) The 
Greek heroes in a retelling that will never grow old. 
The Wonder Book and Tanglewood Tales. By Nathaniel 
Hawthorne. (Dodd.) Hawthorne's two volumes of Greek 
myths bound in one. Illustrated by Maxfield Parrish. 
Italy 
The Pentamerone. By Giambattista Basile. Translated 
from the Italian of Benedetto Croce ... by N. M. Penser. 
2 volumes. (Dutton.) An 18th-century collection of the folk 
tales of southern Europe translated into modern Italian under 
the direction of a poet and scholar. An invaluable source for 
the st)ldY of the romantic folk tales. 
Italian Fairy Tales. Golden Feather. Translated from the 
Italian of Luigi Capuana by Dorothy Emmrich. (Dutton.) 
Folk tales of Tuscany and Umbria in an excellent translation 
that preserves their vitality and humor. 
The Bears' Famous Invasion of Sicily. Written and illus-
trated by Dino Buzzati. (Pantheon Books.) An amusing 
and delightfully written story to tell or to read aloud, with 
equally enchanting pictures in full color. 
France 
Song of Roland. Translated by Charles Scott-Moncrieff. 
(Dutton.) This English blank verse translation has the same 
quality of youth and courage found in the original song sung 
by Taillefer at Mont Saint Michel in the 11th century. 
The Story of R oland. By James Baldwin. (Scribner, o. p .) 
A retelling in prose of the great epic song that includes 
the stories of Roland 's childhood, gleaned from the songa 
and tales of the Middle Ages. -
Mont Saint Michel and Chartres. By Henry Adams. 
(Houghton.) In this book H enry Adams t ells the story of the 
first singing of the Song of Roland by Taillefer, the minstrel 
of t he Duke of Normandy. 
" T aillefer who was famed for song, 
Mounted on a charger strong, 
Rode on before the Duke, and sang 
Of Roland and of Charlemagne, 
Oliver and vassals all 
Who fell in fight at Roncesvals." 
-WACE 
Rogue R eynard. By Andre Norton. (Houghton.) A new 
and excellent translation of the Beast Saga with fine illustm-
tions by Laura Bannon . 
Aucassin and Nicolete. Translated by Andrew Lang. 
(Holiday House, o . p.) A translation in prose and verse 
of the famous French love story. 
"'Tis how two young lovers met, 
Aucassin and Nicolete, 
Of the pains the lover bore 
And the sorrows he outwore, 
For t he goodness and the grace 
Of his love, so fair of face." 
Once in France. By Marguerite Clement. (Doubleday.) 
Old French legends and tales in a fine translation. It includes 
'Beware of the Chest' and 'Ys and Her Bells'. 
All the French Fairy Tales. By Charles Perrault. Illus-
trated by Gustave Dore. (Didier.) Five of the most famous 
of the French fairy tales. Foreword by Louis Untermeyer. 
Stone Soup. By Marcia Brown. (Scribner.) An old folk 
ta le told with humor in t he setting of a French village in the 
days of Napoleon. It has many illustrations. 
Spain 
Picture Tales from Spain. By Ruth Sawyer . Illustrated 
by Carlos San chez. (Lippincott.) N a tive folk tales told by a 
skillful storyteller who preserves their humor and vitali ty. 
Perez and Martina. By Pura Belpre. Illustrated by 
Carlos Sanchez. (Warne.) Originally from Spain, this ro-
mantic story of the wooing of Martina, the cockroach, by 
Perez, the royal mouse, is from Puerto Rico. Told in rhyth-
mic prose, it is popular with a ll hges. 
Padre Porko. By Robert Davis. Illustrated by Fritz 
Eichenberg. (Holiday House.) One of the most beloved char-
acters in the folklore of southern Europe is the kindly and 
humorous "gentlemanly pig" of Spain. This is a revised 
edition of his adventures with several new stories and more 
of Fritz Eichenberg's enchant ing drawings. 
Three Golden Oranges. By Ralph S . Boggs and Mary 
Gould Davis. Illustrated by Emma Brock. (Longmans.) 
The folk tales of Spain as they were recorded, written, and 
illustrated in their places of origin. 
The Alhambra. By Washington I rving. (Macmillan.) One 
of America's greatest writers tells the legends of the Alham-
bra at Granada in southern Spain. 
The Tale of the Warrior Lord. Translated from 'EJ Cantar 
de Mio Cid' by Merriam Sherwood. (Longmans.) The hero 
story, half legend, half history, of ancient Spain. 
Latin America 
Stories from the Americas. Edited by Frank Henius. 
lllustrated by Leo Politi. (Scribner.) Twenty stories 
from Mexico and Central and South America. 
The Boy Who Could Do Anything. By Anita Brenner. 
(William R. Scott.) The traditional stories of the Indians of 
Mexico. It is illustrated by Jean Charlot. 
Maria Rosa. By Vera K elsey. Illustrated by Candido 
Portinari. (Doubleday.) The story of how a little Brazil-
ian girl got to a carnival in Rio de Janeiro. 
Tales from Silver Lands. By Charles Finger. Illustra ted 
with woodcuts by Paul Honore. (Doubleday.) Folk tales of 
the Indians of Brazil, dramatic and colorful and quite differ-
ent from the European and Eastern folk tales. 
The Golden Wedge. By Maud Hart and Delos Wheeler 
Lovelace. (Crowell. ) The early creation myths and legench 
of the South American llldialls . 
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The Armadillo and the Monkey. By Luis Jardim. Trans-
lated by Maria Cimino. (Coward-McCann.) An amusing 
Brazilian folk tale with many pictures by a Brazilian artist. 
North America 
Blackfeet Lodge Tales. By George Bird Grinnell. (Scrib-
ner, o. p.) These are the stories that foreshadow the dis-
covery and settlement of North America. They include the 
best of the Indian hero stories- 'The Legend of Scarface'. 
Winter-Telling Stories. By Alice Lee Marriott. Illus-
trated by Roland Whitehorse. (Sloane.) Stories the Kiowa 
Indians tell about Saynday, who was a great joker. 
Winabojo, Master of Life. By J ames Cloyd Bowman. 
Illustrated by Armstrong Sperry . (Whitman.) I ndian 
myths and folk tales centered about the hero, Winabojo. 
Thunder in the Mountains. By Hilda Mary Hooke. lllus-
trated by Clare Bice. (Oxford .) Legends of the Canadian 
Indians and tales by white men of witches, saints , etc. 
America Sings. Collected and told by Carl Carmer. 
(Knopf. ) The folk tales and songs of America with their 
music and many illustrations in color. 
Yankee Doodle's Cousins. By Anne M alcolmson. (Hough-
ton .) American "tall tales." very well told with unusual il-
lustrations by Robert McCloskey. 
The Jack Tales. Collected and edited by Richard Chase. 
Illus t rated by Berkeley Williams, Jr. (Houghton.) Folk tales 
of the Southern mountains as they a re told today by native 
storytellers. Jack is a lways the hero and his adventures may 
be traced back to t he European folk tales. These have a 
definite rhythm and idiom found nowhere else in the world. 
The Devil and Daniel Webster. By Stephen Vincent 
Benet. (Rinehart.) A story that brings out the humor and 
the power of a great America n. The trial scene when the 
ghosts of America 's famous dead testify is a challenge to 
the art of storytelling. 
Daniel Webster and the Sea Serpent. By Stephen Vincent 
Benet. I n 'Strange and Fantastic Stories ', edited by J . A. 
Margolies (McGraw. ) In which the lady sea serpent Saman-
thy falls in love with Webster and follows him to Washington. 
The New England Bean-Pot. By M. A. Jagendorf. 
(Vanguard.) A collection of folk tales from New England. 
A Book of Americans. By Rosemary and Stephen Vincent 
Benet. (Rinehart.) Stories of famous Americans, from Vir-
ginia Dare toP. T. Barnum. told in verse. 
Rootabaga Stories. By Carl Sand burg. (Harcourt.) Amer-
ican fairy tales that for their beauty, t ru th, and humor may 
well become the classic American folk tales. 
In My Mother's House. By Ann Nolan Clark . Illustrated 
by Velino Herrera. (Viking.) A beautiful p icture book of the 
Pueblo Indians. Illustrations by an Indian artist. 
Beyond the Clapping Mountains. By Charles E. Gillham. 
(Macmillan.) Folk tales of the Eskimos. 
Legends of Paul Bunyan. Compiled and edited by Harold 
W. Felton. (Knopf.) All the Paul Bunyan tales, collected 
from varied sources. An invaluable record for story tellers . 
Paul Bunyan. By Esther Shephard. Illustrated by Rock-
well Kent. (Harcourt.) Paul's story as told in the Northwest. 
Pecos Bill. By J ames Cloyd Bowman. Illustrated by 
Laura Bannon. (Whitman.) The full story of "the greatest 
cowboy of a ll time." It is a typical American tall tale. 
John Henry. By J ames Cloyd Bowman. (Whitman.) The 
saga of the American Negro hero who "beat the steam drill." 
It has been told and told again until it has become a part of 
our native folklore. 
The Favorite Uncle Remus. By Joel Chandler Harris. 
Illustrated by A. B. Fmst. (Houghton.) This collection in-
cludes stories from seven of the Uncle Remus volumes. 
Big Road Walker. By Eula G. Duncan. Illustrated hy 
Fritz E ichenberg. (Lippincott.) Big Road Walker and his 
tiny wife, Hokey, are folk heroes of North Carolina . The 
stories were told by a Negro woman in her own dialect. 
Africa 
The Fire on the Mountain and Other Ethiopian Stories. 
By Harold Courlander and Wolf Leslau . (Holt.) Folk tales 
of Ethiopia. 
The Cow-Tail Switch. By Harold Courlander and George 
H erzog. Drawings by Madye Lee Chastain. (Holt.) Folk 
tales of West Africa. They have both wit and wisdom and 
are told with skill and spirit. 
Wakaima and the Clay Man. By E. B . K alibala and 
M . G . Davis. Illustrated by Avery Johnson. (Longmans.) 
The Baganda folk tales of Enst Africa . They were probably 
the origin tales of Uncle Remus. 
Bantu Tales. By Pattie Price. Illustra ted by Desmond 
Smith . (Dutton.) Stories from the Zulu tribes in South 
Africa. They are told in free verse with many Illustrations 
in brown. red. and green . 
In a little town in France three soldiers teac.h the villagers how to .make stone . soup. "Such ';"en don't g,row OJ:! every bush," 
say the villagers as they watch the soldters march away. Drawtng by Marcta Brown from Stone Soup . (Scnbner.) 
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• 
Readers of these articles on Folklore may also be interested 
in the related articles, some of which are listed below. With 
the exception of Hans Christian Andersen, these articles will 
be found only in Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia and are 
not available in reprint form. 
Achilles 
Aesop 
Andersen, Hans Christian 
Aphrodite 
Apollo 
Appleseed, Johnny 
Arabian Nights 
Artemis 
Arthur, King 
Athena 
Beowulf 
Boone, Daniel 
Bunyan, Paul 
Christmas 
Fables 
Galahad 
Grimm, Jakob and Wilhelm 
Hercules 
Kidd, Captain 
Literature for Children 
Mother Goose 
Mythology 
Odin 
Odysseus 
Robin Hood 
Roland 
Round Table 
Storytelling 
(introductory article) 
Thor 
Trojan War 
Zeus 
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